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1 .—Second Report on the Examination and Restoration of the Mac-

kenzie Manuscripts. Ey the Reverend William Taylor.

A Palm-leafMS. No. 165, Countermark 64.

A:—TAMIL.
I.— Chela purva Patayam, or ancient Chola record.

This is a large Tamil manuscript containing 48 Palm-leaves in the

introductory portion and 219 in the remainder. It is perfect as regards

the numbering of the leaves, and is generally in a good state of preserva-

tion : a few of the leaves are a little damaged, but these, having been

restored, the whole will last in good preservation, for several years.

Brief Abstract.

Reference to inscriptions at Conjeveram, and to Vikrama'ditya the

son of 'Govinda, slain by Saliva'hana. It states that Saliva'hana

was born in the country of Ayodhya
,

in a potter’s house, under the

influence of Athi-seshan. He acquired great skill and prowess ; and

conquering Vikramaditya, subdued also the Ayodhya* country. An
era was formed termed the era of Salivahana. In his time there

was great disorder, Hindu fanes, rites, and institutions, all were neg-

lected. Salivahana was a Samana (or Jaina) a worshipper of Sar-

vesvarer of a venomous spirit, and in these he gloried. He destroyed

the fanes and secred edifices of the Hindus of five classes, without favor

or distinction. He overthrew all privileges which Hindus derived from

Vikramaditya. He persecuted and oppressed all who would not

* Whence it appears either that the author made a mistake or else that there

was a second Ayodhya. Vikram a'dity a ruled over Gvjerat and Malwa
,
and

derived tribute extensively from other countries. Ayodhya may however, be

viewed as an epithet, “ exempt from war.’’
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enter into the Samana religion, of which he was a devotee. If they

entered the way of Sarvesvarer, he protected them ; but punished them

if they refused. Through his wickedness there was no rain, a great

famine, much distress, and one house distant ten miles from any other

house: the country little better than a waste benighted wilderness. The

ascetics retiring to wildernesses, in secret made murmuring complaints

to Siva, and Vishnu, Siva to avenge the desolation, solicited from

the Athi-Panibaram (Supreme Being) afire rain. Athi-seshan before-

hand apprized Salivahana of its approach in a dream. Salivahana

announced to all the followers of Sarvesvarer, the coming fire rain, and

recommended them to build stone houses, or to remain (on the day

fixed) in rivers, by both of which means they would be preserved unin-

jured by the fire rain. They followed his advice, some quarrying stones

and building houses, others watching on the bauks of the largest rivers
;

and they were all on the alert. Siva opening his frontlet eye, sent a rain

of fire. Salivahana's people took refuge in their stone houses, and

he himself with his army on the banks of the Caveri (here used to de-

signate a river in general), avoided it by plunging in the water. Siva
seeing this, by recourse had to the Supreme Being, and by meditating on

the five lettered mantra, sent down a shower of mud. Those in stone

houses were thereby blocked up and suffocated ; those in rivers came
out and escaped, and thus Sa'liva'hana (here also termed Bhoja), with

his army escaped. Siva now took counsel within himself. The first

reflection produced Viva Cholan, (the thought of him was born in his

mind:) the second reflection produced Ula Cheran of the Lada coun-

try, and Nanda Gopala Yediur (or herdsmen class or tribe) : the third

reflection produced Vajranga Pandiyan of the fisherman’s class. Siva
then, with a regard to Vishnu, meditated the eight-lettered mantra;

and through it designated these three to their respective offices, it being

the special lot of the Cholan to kill Salivahana. The three kings

came together to take counsel so that the three crowns became as one

crown, and they bathed together in the river at Tirumukudal*

.

After

making a vow to destroy Salivahana, and taking means to assemble

money and troops, they made a pilgrimage to Kas(. At that time Kasl

was neglected, and it was merely a wilderness of banyan trees. They
are represented as discovering an inscription deep hidden in the earth,

stating this to be Kdsi, &c. (Hence it is not Benares, but some ficti-

* Tbis is a place where three rivers became one, said to be not far from Con-

jeveram. Hence the name, implying, “the sacred triple union.” Auothrr such
place is celebrated in a book called Mukudal pallu and is said to be near Alagar
kavil, in the neighbourhood of Madura.
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tious Kasi, that is designated.) They subsequently came to Canchi-

nagara ( Conjeveram.) The same process as before is represented to

have been repeated. Here also an inscription was found. (It is to be

noted that the original name is Cachi ; Canchi being a modern addi-

tion.) They were referred for further information to Cachi Vira Ca'-

ma'chi rayen, of the weaver tribe. They cleared the forest ; but were

opposed by a local Durga who threatened to sacrifice them for trespass-

ing on her domains. There follow various details needless to state

minutely. Saliyahana is again designated simply by the name Bhoja.
The aforesaid Cachi Vira Camachi appears as a negociator with the

local Durga, and promises her one thousand and eight human sacri-

fices, from among the people of his tribe, and the title of “ War god-

dess so that when the tribe should rule, and fight with other kings,

her appetite for human blood should be abundantly satiated : with these

terms the Durga was satisfied and gave consent to the building of a

town, and establishing a monarchy. (If this be ornament it is still

startling in its indications as to by-gone days.) She then took him

to the tank of her local residence, and explained to him that after Vj-

krama'ditya’s defeat by Salivaiiana, all the former inhabitants of the

place had collected their jewels and other valuables, which were put

into a copper chest, and that this chest was buried, deep under the bed

of a tank (reservoir), in a cave closed by a door, which was locked, and

over it the stone bed of the tank was relaid. She pointed out to him

the spot, and put him in possession of the chest. She also directed him

to another spot where ancient records of the place, when the country

was ruled by Devendra were deposited, and shewing him where it

was she disappeared. Cachi Viran returned to a locality where

the three kings were waiting for him. There follows some more

fable, and then an order from Siva in the form of a guru, to open the

chest. A detail of its contents—a smaller chest, a weapon, a sacred

utensil or weapon, another weapon, a brass vessel, a key of the inferior

regions, five other keys, an iron crow-bar, a hammer, ten thousand pieces

of gold coined in the age of the great king Santanu. The smaller

chest being opened contained images of Gttnesa, Kartikeya, Valliyam-

ma, (the female image at Chillambram,) a trinetra fruit (the sacred ashes

of the Silicas), a sacred bead containing the image of one god (usually

it is held to contain three, four, or five; the kind mentioned is very

rare). A chank with its windings to the right (extremely rare and

precious), a cane without joints or knots, a row of beads for prayer, a

seal i-ing of six classes of Hindus—these and the like were in the inner

box. These were given to the Saiva guru to be purified, and then

3 a 2
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were committed to the care of Vika Camachi for the purposes of wor-

ship. He fetched a pot of water from the Cumbha river, and putting

it before the chest, placed one of the weapons upright in the ground,

and paying homage transferred 'the divinity resident within the chest,

into the pot of water, which was daily worshipped by himself and his

wife. This was all done by instructions from the god in the shape of

a Saiva guru. He delivered the same over to his son to be so handed

down from generation to generation. The said guru further told them

to make use of the key of the inferior regions in the place before indi-

cated by the local Durga, where a copperplate inscription would be

found. The Saiva guru then disappeared resuming his divine form

of Yegambaresvarer

.

The three kings were again resorted to, when

the original inscription first mentioned was once more read by them all,

and again hidden. After some other matters the opening of the other

cave is mentioned to which the instruments before found in the first

box were necessary. This was a cave which was entered by the light

of large torches, and thence another box was taken. The inscription

on copper-plates and its contents are stated to have referred to the four

ages, with the record of some leading names, and coming down to the

mention of Vikrama'ditva’s defeat by Salivahana ; at which era it

w'ould appear to have been engraved
;
and its contents are said to have

contained extensive details, (certainly ill suiting a copper-plate record,

but there is much of exaggeration apparent :) the simple object of the

inscription would seem to have been to commemorate the previous preva-

lence of the Hindu faith, that the memory might not be lost, during the

greatly altered state of things under Sali va'hana. The three kings

rendered great honor to Vira Ca'ma'chi and to his son. There is a

brief repetition of matters connected with the four ages ; for the pur-

pose of shewing apparently, that all the great events recorded were

preceded by the exhibition of human sacrifices ; and it was again agreed

upon by the three kings that before setting out to conquer Salivahana

a similar sacrifice must be offered at a place termed Cudutturi. The

contents of the inscription, as regards the list of kings in foregoing ages

was copied out on palm-leaves, and then the copper-plates were returned

to the place whence they had been taken. The three kings again went

to Kasi. Thence they derived three crores of money, said to be duff

up from beneath the shrine of a goddess ; a variety of fabulous accom-

paniments. Nine persons in all are represented as having visited Kasi,

and as subsequently returning to Conjeveram. The affair of destroying

Salivahana was now entered on, and the three kings leaving Conje-

veram proceeded to Cudatturiyur. Being there Vira Cholan wrote
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letters missive addressed to the votaries of Siva and Vishnu, whether

in cultivated lands or wastes ;
always excepting the Samana followers

of Sarvesvarer, the purport being a call to assemble at Cudatturiyur,

in order to proceed against Salivahana. A great concourse assembled.

Salivahana heard of these preparations, (Here the manuscript takes a

retrospect in a few lines, and the passage is important.) In former days

Vickama'ditya ruled in the country of Ayodhya, and built a large town

with battlements and other fortifications. When Salivahana Bhoja,

conquered Vikrama'ditya as he was not fit to rule in that town, he

constructed another town in the same country, called Bhoja raya puram

where the descendants of this Sa'liva'hana Bhoja ruled during 1442

years*. In their time the three kings aforementioned made their pre-

parations which (the descendant of) Sa'liva'hana learning, consulted

about some place of refuge and hearing of Trichinopoly, inquired con-

cerning its origin and antiquity. This statement introduces the ordi-

nary legend about that place founded on circumstances connected with

the poem of the Ramayana. Assembling all his forces Sa'liva'hana

set out with them from Bhoja rayapur, and overran the whole of the

Peninsula, until he came to Trichinopoly, of which he took possession.

Ascending the rock, and perceiving the strength of the place, he consi-

dered that no one could dispossess him of it, if he made it his citadel,

which greatly added to his confidence. Residing in a palace at the foot,

he thence administered the affairs of the kingdom. Meantime the three

kings continued their preparations at Cudatturiyur. Cachi Viran

advised to send an envoy to hear what Sa'liva'hana would say, and

then to levy war against him. The Cholan accordingly sent Cachi

Viran himself, accompanied by some troops: at an interview with

* Thus in the sense of this author, Sa'liva'hana stands both for an indivi-

dual and for a dynasty, of which he was the head
; according to a custom of

their oriental, and even scriptural, writers, as has been fully shewn by Bishop

Newton in his Dissertations on the Prophecies. The tales about Vikrama'di-

tya make Bhoja raja his successor after some interval, in a different town,

and on another throne. If the Carnataca rajakal, can be safely followed the

town and fortress of Sa'liva'hana was at the modern Doivlutabad, a truly sin-

gular place, according to the description given of it by Captain Seely, while

the neighbouring sculptures at Ellore (prevailingly Jaina in fashion) sanction the

idea of a great power in the neighbourhood. At that place Deva giri (or Dowlut-

abad) a long list of kings did reign down to Rama deva (or Ram deo), conquer-

ed by the Muhammadans, when the place was plundered, and the kingdom sub-

jugated. Hence I think we have some important indications to be followed out

in fuller conclusion.

[The quasi interregnum of 1442 years is evidently introduced to reconcile the

modern with the ancient epoch of the Kali yuga. See next page.

—

Ed.]
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Saliva'iiana, in Trichinopoly, he recited the preparations made with

the express intention of destroying the power of that ruler, demanding

in consequence that he should give up Trichinopoly, renounce the

Scimana way, bathe his head in the Caveri (become a Hindu), retire to

his own proper town of Bhoja raynpur, and there maintain only half

his present army. Sa'liva'hana, much incensed, with abusive epithets,

rejected the demand ; but added a challenge if they thought themselves

strong. Cachi Viran returned to Cudutturiyur, and his opinion

being asked he advised a second embassy before making war; Cachi

Viran was again sent. An appointed time and place of combat were

now fixed, Sa'liva'hana engaging to come with his force to the place.

This place was Tiruvani kaval, whither the three kings, Cachi Viran,

his son, and an army repaired as appointed. There Vira Cholan

was crowned and invested with royal insignia by Cachi Viran ; thence

they proceeded to besiege Trichinopoly. Cachi Viran, by means of

the copper inscription at Conjeveram before mentioned knew that by

the craft of Visbushana (younger brother of Ra'vana) there was a

subterraneous entry into the fort of Trichinopoly. This was passed

by a few people with torches, who thence proceeded to open the Chin-

tamani gate, by which the troops entered in multitudes and destroyed

Sa’liva'hana together with his Samnna troops, with great effusion of

blood. A pariar named Vellan escaped on Salivah ana’s horse, and

with him a hundred others with their families, escaped, and went to the

sea shore, whence he proceeded to some island, so as to leave behind

the proverbial saying “ Va lla'n went to the river the destruction of

Sa'liva'hana is dated in C. Y. 1443 (in writing at full)*. The three

kings celebrated their conquest. Vira Cholan had to get rid of the

crime of killing Salivahana styled Sarpa-dosha- Brahm-hatti (that is,

a degree of sacredness adhering to Salivahana as born under the in-

fluence of Athi-seshan, assimilating the crime to the evil of brahman-

slaughter, though not the same). In consequence of this crime he be-

came infatuated, and fell sword in hand on his own troops, who on all

* The authority for this date deserves examination, as if well founded it re-

conciles all the difficulties of the Kali ytiga epoch, which it places in 1143-78=
1365 before Christ. Now by calculation of the place of the equinoctial colures,

Davis fixes Paka'sara the contemporary of Yudhisthira at the commencement

of the Kali yuga, in 1391 B. C. And calculating lackicards the Pauranic reigns

from Chandragupta to Yudhisthira, Wilford places the latter in 1360,

—

Wilson in 1430 B. C. The confirmation of Sa'liva'hana’s being a sramana or

buddhist is important : his name seems derived from some allusion to the sacred

sdl trees under which Sa'kya died :—is it possible that the surname of Bhoja

wrongfully applied to him, may be a corruption of Bauddha, the buddhist?

—

Ed.
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sides ran away to avoid him, besides which he sloughed his skin, in the

same way as a serpent changes his skin annually. His companions

seeing these things consulted together, and in consequence Cachi Viran

gave instructions to his wife Ca'machi to assume the guise and appear-

ance of a Curava woman, of the description practising palmistry. She

accordingly came into the town in that guise, when the three confe-

derates had her called, and first submitting their own palms, brought

Vira Cholan to submit to the like process. The fortune-teller said

that he had killed Salivahana, of such and such a race, and must ex-

piate the crime by building a great number of fanes to Siva, to Vishnu

to Subrahmanya, dwellings for ascetics, and dwellings for Brahmans;

and to enforce the duty a long narration is given of distinguished per-

sonages in former ages, who had expiated like crimes, by building an

immense number of such structures. At the mere hearing of the duty,

Vira Cholan found his malady alleviated, and the doing accordingly

was determined upon. The Curatti (or fortune-teller) went away and

resumed his proper form as Camacihi. The kings inspected the forti-

fication of Trichinopoly which they found only fit for a rakshasa

;

but

extended it so as to be fit for a regular Hindu sovereign. They then re-

turned to Conjeveram where by their desire Cachi Viran, read to

them the writings on palm-leaves, his copy of the before mentioned

copper-plate inscriptions
;
and, according to the appointment therein

stated by Rama, the division of castes and tribes was restored. A great

number of sacred edifices of the five kinds were built. The three kings

then separated to their respective dominions. From Ularacheran there

were 26 kings down to Chengara natha cheran. From Vajranga there

were 26 Pandiyans down to Choka natha. From Viva Cholan down

to Uttama Cholan there were 25 Cholans. The son of Uttama Cho-

lan was Uriyur Cholan, with the account of whom a new section is

made to begin.

The ancient record of the time of Cari Cala Cholan.

After the death of Uttama Cholan the crown devolved on Uriyur

Cholan in the year of the Cali Yaga 3535*. This was corresponding

with the death of Choka Nathe Pandiyan of the southern Madura.

The son of this last, Minatchi Savuntira Pandiyan, was crowned C.

Y. 3537. In the Conga Dharapuram the death of Chankara Natha
Cheran. was contemporaneous. His son named Cherumal Perumal

was crowned C. Y. 353S. In the town of Canchi (Conjeveram) Sac-

* Tiiis date is irreconcilable with the epoch above assumed—the innovation

—viz., the astronomical fixation of the Kali yuga
,
as the zero of the planetary

revolutions, must therefore have taken place before it was written.—

E

d.
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siiamaiya Muthaliar of the race of Cachi Mctthd Viba Ca'machi

raver being dead, his son named Cachi Vira Vencata Chella Mu-
thali was crowned in C. Y. 3539. Some details follow connected with

the right hand class of people, to which Vencata Chella belonged.

Reverting to Uriyur Cholan, he is stated to have been as bad as

Saliva'hana, which conduct so displeased Sata Siva, that he gave

permission to Cari Mari (the Durga) at Conjeveram to send a shower

of mud against Uriyur. But Sevendhi-isvarer admonishing Uriyur

Cholan in a dream, the latter fearing for his life prepared to take refuge

in the Conga nad, and there to keep himself concealed. His wife Sing-

hamma'l was in a state of three months’ pregnancy. The aforesaid

Cari Mari opening the eye on her forehead, sent down a shower of

mud. It arrested Uriyur Cholan, halfway in his flight, and killed

him. From the circumstance of Cari Mari opening her frontlet eve

she was called Cunnanur Maui. Singhammal with a single attendant

arrived in the Conga country, and both performed manual labor in a

Brahman’s house. A son was born to her, he was well instructed and

at 16 years of age an assembly of people occurred at Tiruvatur to con-

sider the best means of remedying the evils which had arisen from the

want of a king. The principal men from Conjeveram including the

before mentioned Vencata Chella were present, and a white elephant

was brought from Kasi. The usual arrangements being made the ele-

phant was let loose ;
and proceeded of its own acord to the Conga coun-

try, where it selected the above youth who was playing along with se-

veral Brahman boys. He was crowned and received the name of Cari

Cala Cholan. The Pandiyan and Cheran are represented as sum-

moned to be present. The date was C. Y. 3567, (A. D. 465.) After

all things had reverted to their course, the tale is introduced of the son

of Cari Cala Cholan runing over a calf in the streets Tiruvdrur.

Cari Cala Ciiolan became troubled with the Brahmahatti, and to re-

move it, the same device as before was resorted to. Yegambara isvarer

of Conjeveram temple instructed his wife Ca'machi to assume the guise

of a fortune-teller. The remedy was to build 360 Saiva fanes, and 32

water aqueducts for irrigation. Details at great length then follow of

the founding and endowment of various Saiva fanes ; too minute for

being abstracted. Such details may have their use. (Here the manu-

script being very much injured in different places, so much as needful

was restored, on other palm-leaves.) The great prevalence of the wor-

ship of Durga throughout the Cliola country is indicated. Most of the

village fanes are erected to some name or form of Durga. Besides the

intimation given in the early part of the work of human sacrifices hav-
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ing been offered, on a grand scale, it further appears that Samaya

Muthali a manager or agent for Cari Cala Chola offered one of his

sons in sacrifice at Trinomali, and at the demand of the Durga at Ma-

thurai (Madura

)

he offered another son as a sacrifice. He then insisted

that for future years human sacrifices should not be offered ; but that tho

goddess must be contented with other offerings, a multitude of goats

being included. It is stated that 27 generations, and 36 reigns occu-

pied 2460 years. (In this statement and in the following ones there is

a recurrence of artificial structure. ) The number of fanes constructed

by the three kings, Chola , Pandiya and Conga, is greatly exaggerated.

Among other things it is stated that beneath the shrine of Minacshi at

Madura, there is a subterraneous way to the Vaigai river. A great

many things are mentioned apparently with the object of magnifying

the importance of Samaiya Muthaliar, and the weaver caste at Con-

jeveram . After which Cheruman Perumal being at Conjeveram with

his colleagues, the two other kings, he is brought forward as looking

into futurity, and declaring matters in the form of a prophecy. To wit,

the whole country will become Muhammadan, the gods of the chief

places will retire into concealment. The Muhammadans will exercise

great severities. The Samaria religion will increase, low tribes will

prevail throughout the country. There will be want of rain ; famine,

deaths of people in consequence. Every thing will be as in the days of

Salivahana. The Muhammadans will rule during 360 years. They

are termed rdkshasas concerning whom the sacred ascetics will complain

to Siva. Siva in consultation with Vishnu, will resuscitate Vikrama'di-

tya with his minister Batti*, and destroy by him, the Muhammadans.

Siva will order Vikramaditya, born as Vira Vasanta Rayer, to

reign with his posterity, during a period of seven generations and 540

years. After that, while performing worship with eyes closed, the

Mogul Padshah will come and destroy him. The Rasgiri Mogul and

his posterity will reign 5 generations or 360 years. Vikramaditya,

will again be born as Rana Kandi Vira Vasanta Rayer and rule with

his posterity 7 generations and 540 years. Another Padshah termed

Cola Cala will then come and destroy him, and rule for 5 generations,

and 360 years. Vikramaditya will then again be born at Raya Vilur,

and destroy the Cola Cala Padshah, and rule with his posterity 27

generations and 2160 years. After that he will be taken up alive to

* Tlie common name of the minister on the grants and pillars of the Surdsli-

tra aod Oujein princes is Bhatti, and Vi/cramdditya is a title on many of their

eoins. We may therefore soon hope to find who this brahman prince over-

thrown by a Buddhist rival really was.

—

Ed.

3 B
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Kuildsa. Some other similar matters being stated it is added that the

Chola and the Pandiya dynasties will become extinct, and Chehuman

Perumal’s race alone remain, ruling in the Conga country, Suntarbr

Murtj carries Cheruman Perumal into the presence of Sadasiva,

and there he remains in a state of beatification.

There are a few more palm leaves containing poetical stanzas on the

boundaries of the six Tamil countries of no consequence, similar ones

having been translated and printed. They are allowed to remain attach-

ed to the book.

Remarks. It appears to me that this rather extensive piece of com-

position is, in its introductory portion a species of historical romance,

but, like many other such romances, containing some fragments of real

history. The first date that is met with, fixing the destruction of Sa'lu-

vahana at Cal. Y. 1443, (or B. C. 1659,) is calculated to reflect dis-

grace and discredit not only on the chronology, but also on the entire

composition*. There seems however to be something more credible

when the installation of Cali Cara Cholan is dated C. Y. 3567,

(A. D. 465.) Just before there is an artificial structure visible in the

26 Cherans and 26 Pandiyans and 25 Cholans ; and ascending upwards

with these 25 generations from, say about C. Y. 3550 to C. Y. 1443,

the result would be 80 years to a generation, far beyond probability
;

and yet apparently to make room for so many generations the author

threw the earlier date so far back ; forgetting that the era of Saliva-

hana by common consent, did not commence until about 77 A. D.

Besides in the artificial, and untrue, representation of the three kings

being so much and so long together, and uniformly of the same mind,

there is a violation of what we know to be history, so far as they are

concerned. The utmost that can be admitted is, that the author put

together, in the best manner he cou^l, the disjointed fragments of tradi-

tions which he had heard ; many of which may have been true, though not

true as he has collocated them, hence to judge of the value of any such

traditions it seems expedient to discover at what time the author wrote.

There is no trace as far as I can perceive, of his name, but he has given

an indication as to time. The book made use of, it may be observed

in passing, is from internal evidence, a copy from some other one. It

is not easy to judge of the antiquity of palm-leaf copies of works, so

much depending on the care employed in the preservation. This parti-

cular copy may be 50 or possibly 100 years old. But however that

may be the date of the original cannot I think be much less than 300

years since. I derive the inference from the latter part, wherein Vira

* See the preceding notes.—

E

d.
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Vasanta Rater is mentioned as a new incarnation of Vikramaditya.

Up to that period the alleged prophecy is history, in the main feature

of Muhammadan rule and violence. And to the best of my judgment,

arising- from the study of similar documents, I conceive the author to

have lived and written sometime in the 1 5th century, probably towards

its close. Thenceforward he manifests ignorance : availing himself of

some Pauranic annunciations as to the three Vikramas ; but yielding

nothing like matters of fact. I am of opinion, by consequence, that the

author was patronised by Vira Vasanta Rayer and wrote under his

auspices. Of this Vira Vasanta Rayer we find traces in the men-

tion made of him in the smaller local papers of this collection, as may
have been observed in those already abstracted ; but from the Carnata

rajakal we learn more distinctly that he was a viceroy of Narsinga

Rayer father of Krishna Rayer. The former who subverted the more

ancient Vijayanagara dynasty, made a successful inroad into the Conje-

veram and Ginjee country, I believe before his conquest of Vijayana-

garam, but whether before or after he placed Vira Vasanta Rayer
as his viceroy over the country that had become subject to the kings of

Ginjee. The era of Narsinga Rayer is within the 15th century.

Now if we consider the author to have written in that century, it will

be apparent that he might have some advantage over later writers in

the matter of early tradition, and there may consequently be some cir-

cumstances in his account worthy of attention.

The writer’s chief object seems to have been to frame an account of

the foundation of the various shrines scattered over the extent of the

Carnatic proper. The statements given concerning them form the

larger portion of the manuscript ;
but these of course I have passed

by, as they coyld only be developed by translation. In the event of

any cause occurring to require an exact account of different shrines or

fanes I presume this manuscript might acquire a measure of consequence,

not now belonging to it. As it is, there are a few historical indications,

that ought not to be despised, because the whole will not bear the severer

tests of western historical writing. These indications are : that Sa'li-

vahana was a Samuna or Savana

*

(for the writer or his copyist writes

the word in both methods) that he persecuted the Brahmanical reli-

gion, and patronised another which for the present I suppose to be the

Jaina system ;
that an insurrection took place leading to the destruc-

* These two words are apparently the Pdli or Prdkrit forms of the common

Sanskrit terms for the followers of Buddha
;

viz. Sramana, a devotee, austere

ascetic, used by themselves ; and Sravana, a heretic, used by their opponents

the brahmans.

—

Ed.

3 B 2
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tion of many of his people, but that he himself and his army escaped
;

that he over-ran the country to the south, as far as Trichinopoly,

which he probably first fortified ; that he had a line of princes of his

own posterity succeeding him ; that he ruled in a town and fortress of

his own construction, not being the capital where Vikramaditya

ruled before him ; that Bhoja raja was perhaps another name by which

he was known, or was the name of one of his successors ; that as

Saliva'hana stands for the name of a dynasty, (like Caesar, Plantagenet

or Bourbon,) so perhaps Vikramaditya may in other books stand for a

dynasty, and so help us through the fable of his asserted long reign.

These seem to me to be fair inferences for fuller consideration here-

after. I will add as mere conjecture that Samana or Savana as it is

often spelt, may possibly be none other than the change of y into j or s,

which is a very usual one thus giving us Yavana, and if so then there is

a concurrence with a multitude of other indications as to the interference

of the Yavanas with the greater portion of India, inclusive of the penin-

sula. For the original of the Yavanas we must look most probably to

the Bactrians. Besides in the Banta curzis (for which see a follow-

ing page MS. Books, No. 14, Section I.) we have the remnants of

ancient sepultures of which the people of the present day know nothing

beyond conjecture. The}' accord with Dr. Malcolmson’s account of

similar ones at Hydvabad, (Bengal Asiatic Journal, vol. IV. p. 1 80,) and

with the contents of the mounds in the Punjab, opened by Honigber-

ger and others. In the Carnatic they were found in localities that

would rather indicate camps ( Custella ) than towns. At all events

such vestiges are foreign. All Hindu records afford traces of foreign

interference which they usually mystify. The dark and mystified pe-

riod succeeds the term allotted to Vikrama'ditya ; and the manner in
9

which Saliva'hana is spoken of sufficiently indicates sectarian hatred,

and resolution to conceal the truth.

The alleged flight by sea of a portion of the garrison at Trinchino-

poly, I have not before noticed. It is not however to be entirely disre-

garded. The peopling of Java with a race evidently from India, has to

be accounted for, and the many concurring Hindu traditions and records

that people were driven from India by wars or persecutions, proceeding

thence by sea, all require to be noticed as they occur ;
seeing that in

the end they will point to some general conclusion.

The symbolical language of the Chola purva Patayam, (the docu-

ment under consideration,) may be adverted to in passing. It is a

regular specimen of Hindu writing ; and that, even in plain prose, in-

volves bolder metaphors than would enter the minds of European
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writers, and more than metaphors, that is symbols bordering on hie-

roglyphies probably suggested by the use of liieroglyphical writing. The

Mackenzie MSS. have in some degree educated me to a small degree

of acquaintance with this language ;
though, on discovery of this style

of writing, a previous acquaintance with the symbolic language of the

Christian Scriptures assisted me much, Generically both are the same
5

specifically they vary. Until this symbolic kind of writing is more fully

understood, we cannot come to the real meaning and contents of a

multitude of early Hindu writings.

One instance may be given in the fire-rain of which mention occurs

at the commencement of the manuscript. The Jainos have a doctrine

that a rain of fire always goes before the periodically recurring univer-

sal deluge, and this is only a slight alteration of the orthodox Hindu

statements, that before the Manupralaya, or periodical deluge, the sun

acquires so much increased power, that all things are scorched up and

destroyed ; after which copious showers, in which water descends in

streams like the trunks of elephants, involve the cinerated surface of

the earth, deep within a folding of mighty waters ; during which time

is the night of Brahma, or quiescence of the creative energy, and dur-

ing which time Narvayana, or the conservative energy, quietly floats

on the surface of the abyss. But though the aforesaid notion of the

Jainas may have suggested the idea of fire-rain, yet it seems in the

document under notice to be a symbol made use of to denote divine

judgments : whether the idea in this sense may be borrowed from a

well-known historical fact or otherwise let others determine. Hindu

writers reckon seven kinds of clouds which respectively shower down

gems, water, gold, flowers, earth, stones, fire, in which enumeration,

part at least must be metaphorical. In strong poetical hyperbole a

lightning-cloud might be said to rain fire. But the lightning and

thunderbolt form Indra’s weapon. The fire-rain rather seems to be a

symbol of the anger of Siva,, in plainer terms, an insurrection against

Salivahana
; and, if so, the shower of mud, may have a symbolical

meaning also ; and may help to the meaning of a tradition which states

that Uriyur the capital of the Chola kingdom was destroyed by a

shower of sand or mud. This last event however, the manuscript in

question, aided by some others in the collection, has enabled me to

perceive is to be understood of a popular movement, beginning at Con-

jeveram against a violent Chola prince, directed with effect by a hostile

Pandiya raja : so that Uriyur was taken by force, and the king com-

pelled to flee, being arrested and killed by the mud shower ; that is,

being overtaken and slain by pursuers from the hostile army. It may
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suffice for the present to point, in general terms, at such clues to the

meaning of symbolical writing, but to make full use of the whole can

only result from digesting and comparing all such indications together,

which, for the present at least is not my task.

It may not be amiss to show in passing, that the emblem or symbol

of a fire-shower is not entirely strange to poets of the west. Thus

Milton, in his absurd pauranical description of war in heaven, puts

into the mouth of one of his heralds-angelic, this expression :

—

“ No drizzling shower

But rattling storm of arrows barb'd with fire.”

And Campbell, a poet of our own age in his Lochiel’s warning, and in

a passage, Hindu-like, poetically predictive of a past event, that is to

say, the battle of Culloden, puts this expression into the midst of an.

expostulation from a local seer of the land ; addressed to Lochiel.

“ Why flames the far summit ? why shoots to the blast,

These embers like stars from the firmament cast?

’Tis the fire-shower of rain, all dreadfully driven

From his eyrie that beacons the darkness of heaven,*******•*
Heaven’s fire is around thee, &c.”

Here the symbol is precisely the same in kind, as that which I sup-

pose to designate some battle against Sa'liva'hana in which he was

worsted, and saved himself with the remnants of his army, by retreating

across a river. While his country being left open, those of his race

who had taken refuge in stone-houses (or forts), were besieged and

taken, possibly by starvation, emblematized by the mud shower
;
even

as the capture of Uriyur is handed down in popular tradition under

the veil of that capital having been destroyed by a shower of mud.

That I formerly* took a more easy and credulous view of this latter

.
circumstance will be no effective argument against a more mature, and

as I think a better conclusion.

Professor Wilson’s notice of this manuscript may be seen Des.

Catal., Vol. I. pp. 184-5.

2.— Tiruviliyadal Purdna. No. 34, Countermark 84.

This is a copy of the Madura Auhalla Purdna in Tamil verse,

complete, and in very good order. As noted in the next article, it

wants some of the marks usually borne by MSS. of this collection.

3.

—

Tiruviliyadal Purdna. No. 35, Countermark 24.

This is a copy of the same work in prose, and on examination was

found to be incomplete ; though otherwise in good order. It wants

* Or. Hist. MSS. Vol. II. p. 91.
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part of the 30th section, and the whole of the three following sections.

This last manuscript retains the usual marks of having passed through

Professor Wilson’s hands, and is briefly catalogued vol. I, p. 173. No.

xxvii. under the title of Perawoliyar Purana. The preceding copy

wants that attestation, and is not mentioned in the catalogue, giving

occasion to some doubt whether it may not subsequently have been

substituted in the collection for some other work.

Observation.

Since the Madura St'halla Purana (from a copy of my own ob-

tained direct from Madura several years ago), was abstracted by

me, and the abstract published in the 1st volume of Oriental "Historical

MSS. it has not appeared to me needful to abstract the same work

anew in this place. In order however to make the last copy complete

the deficient portions have been restored on palm-leaves, and incorpo-

rated with the work in the proper place.

4.

—

Srirangha Mahalmyam, or legend of Seringham, near Trichi-

nopoly.

This is a palm-leaf MS. of 70 leaves in good preservation and in

very legible writing. It is found in the collection without mark or

number; but is noted in the descriptive catalogue vol. 1, p. 174.

There is no need of doing any thing with it, as regards restoration.

The following is an

Abstract of the legendary contents.

1. Nareda addresses Isvarer, and stating that the latter has told

him all the wonders of the three worlds (upper, middle, and lower) de-

sires to know the renown of the Cdveri river, and how Sri rangha

became a Vaishnava fane. Extravagant praise as to the omnipotent

virtues of doing any act of homage at Sri ranghum, is stated in reply,

by Isvarer, forming the first adhydya, or division of the work.

2. Na'reda expressing his satisfaction at what he had heard, in-

quires as to the placing there of the Vimdna (or shrine) to which

Siva replies forming the second adhydya. In the time of the deluge

Narrayen was sleeping a long time on the serpent Athi-seshan (sin-

gularly enough, from a later fable, said to be at the same time in the

bowels of Agastyar)-, Brahma was born; the Pranava formed (or mys-

tic O'm). Origin of the Rig veda the Soma yagam and the 18 Pura-

nas

:

other similar matters of a mythological description, relating to

times immediately succeeding the deluge.

3. Brahma begun the work of creating anew ; Brahma studied

astrology to acquire foreknowledge. He also performed penance. The
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Curma-avatiira of Vishnu, Brahma said that Vishnu had assumed

many deceptive forms, but he wished to see him (Vishnu) in his own

form. In consequence a Vimana or shrine, was produced described

in highly hyperbolical language
; Brahma worshipped the image there-

in of Vishnu in a reclining posture, extravagantly described, forming

the third adhyaya.

4. Brahma made one hundred thousand prostrations to Vishnu,

and declared that he ought to be so honoured for crores of years, without

end ; Brahma terms him Jagannatha (lord of the universe) and, “ fa-

ther.” A long string of similar praise, indicating this image of Vishnu

to be all things, and things in it
;
Vishnu declared his satisfaction with

the eulogium pronounced by Brahma, and inquires what gift he re-

quires.

5. Brahma requests that Vishnu under that form will always be

in that image, and that he (Brahma) may always have the privilege of

worshipping it. Vishnu tells Brahma that if he so worship him dur-

ing one hundred years he will attain beatitude, and if others so worship

they will attain beatitude. Some little explanation is given of what is

meant by beatitude.

6. Brahma desires to be informed as to the proper manner of per-

forming homage and service to Vishnu’s image. This is stated and it is

added that he is a Chandala who does not worship Vishnu, being a

quotation of stanza by Pillai Perumal Ayengar; whosoever speaks

against the Sri rangha image is a Chandala. If there be an ignorant

person that knows nothing of Sri rangha perumal, the food he eats is

the same as that given to a dog. Brahma took the shrine to Swerga-
loca (Indra’s paradise) ; the precise day of which event is stated, with

astronomical accompaniments, but in what year is not mentioned. The
sun was summoned, was taught a mantra, and directed to worship the

image; which Surya accordingly did. Surya’s son did the same;
and Ikshva'ku, the son of the latter also paid homage. The latter

brought the image back to earth again. Many kings of the solar race

worshipped it in subsequent ages : all who did so (Isvarer informs Na-
reda) were prosperous.

7. Nareda inquires the cause why the Vimana, or shrine, came
down from heaven to earth? Why did Brahma give it to Ikshva'ku
and for what reason was it brought, and placed in the midst of the river

Caveri ? Ikshvaku was a king of Ayodhya, he was taught by Vasishta.

He killed all the evil rakshasas and while reigning equitablv, he one

day thought on his father Vaivasvata, and others having gone to the

other world, and thereby worshipping this image obtaining beatification,
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but that since he himself and his children could not go thither to wor-

ship, it would be expedient by penance to bring Sri Rangha down to

earth, which thought he unfolded to Vasishta. The latter was rejoiced

and taught him the eight-lettered charm. The gods sent Manmatha
to destroy the penance of Ikshvaku, who wounded the latter with one

of his arrows, but Ikshvaku was firm, and prevailed. Indra came down

to disturb his penance ; but Ikshvaku by meditating on Sri Rangha

brought down the flaming Chakra of Vishnu, at the sight of which

Indra fled ; and Ikshvaku ascribing the praise to Sri Rangha conti-

nued his penance. Sri Rangha now tells Brahma, that he will go

down to Ayodhya, and stay there during four yugas
,
and afterwards

remain between both banks of the Caveri during seven Manwanteras,

and again return to be in time for Brahma’s midday worship : and sub-

sequently go to earth and return again perpetually ; but that while

absent no evil shall happen to Brahma. In consequence Brahma put

the Vimana on Garuda, and brought it down to earth, where he

taught Ikshvaku all the needful ceremonies to be observed in its wor-

ship.

8. The Vimana was placed in the centre of a river at Ayodhya,

where a temple was built for it, and all accompaniments provided. The

race of Ikshvaku worshipped during a maha yuga, or great age. At

that time a Chola raja named D’herma Brahma, went thither to a

sacrifice, and inquired of the rishis the circumstances attending the

transit of the Vimana from heaven to earth. He professed a desire to

do penance in order to obtain the image ; but the rishis told him it

would be useless ; explaining to him, that they knew the town of his

ancestors, to which Sri Rangha wras due west only a mile or two, had

been destroyed by Siva, because one of his progenitors had trampled on

the flower-garden of a muni there ; that Vishnu would soon be incarnate

as Rama, who would give the Vimana , or shrine, into the hands of

Vibhushana (younger brother of Havana), who would place it at Sri

Rangha. A defiance of chronology is here involved in making the

destruction of Uriyur anterior to the expedition of Rama. Rama being

come made an Asvamedha yagam (horse sacrifice) to which D’herma
Brahma went, and before the other assembled kings were dismissed

he asked leave to return home; Vibhushana followed, bringing the

shrine by permission of Rama, which he placed between both banks of

the Caveri with the mention of which the 8th Adhyaya concludes.

9. D’herma Brahma detained Vibhushana from going to Lanka
for the space of 15 days; during which time a festival of 10 days was

celebrated in honour of the image. At the end of the 15 days Vibhu-

3 c
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shana purposed to take up the image again on his head, and carry it to

Lanka but found it to be so heavy, that he could not move it ; on which

being greatly grieved, and prostrating himself before the image, Peru-

Mal told him not to grieve, for that it was previously appointed that

the shrine should remain here, in the good land of the excellent Chola

kings ; and to account for it narrated a fable of a dispute between the

Ganges and the Caveri as to which of the two was the greatest, which

being decided in favor of Gangd, the Caveri (personified as a female)

dissatisfied went to the north side of the Himalaya, and there began a

severe penance. Brahma demanded what gift she wanted. The reply

was to be greater than Gangd. The answer of Brahma was, that this

could not be ;
but he bestowed on her the gift of being “ equal to

Ganga." Caveri dissatisfied came to a place near this, added Perumal,

and there worshipped me, demanding to be greater than Gangd. As

nothing belonging to the world can be greater than Gangd, I promised

to come myself and reside between the banks of the Caveri whereby in

effect the Caveri should have a pre-eminence over the Ganges, to fulfil

which promise I am come here, and cannot go to your town, Vibhu-

shana ! but at that you must not be sorry. Vibhushana expressed a

wish to remain ;
but was forbidden, and a promise of protecting his

town being added, he went to Lanka , and resumed his reign. D’her-

ma Brahma had many additions made to the shrine.

10. The domain round Sri-rangham was two yojanas (20 miles) :

those living within it are destitute of sin. Praise of the Chandra push-

kara tirt'ha, or sacred pool. Praise of the Vilva tirt'ha , wherein Sukra

performed penance ;
which will even remove the crime of killing a Brah-

man ; the Jambu tirt'ha where Paramesvarer performed penance.

Aswa tirt'ha, Tndra performed penance there ; it removes all sins

against matronly chastity. Palavasu tirt’ha removes all evil contract-

ed by living in the midst of vile persons. Details of other tanks and

their virtues. Mention of persons who had crimes removed at Sri-

rangham, among them being Nareda to whom the narrative is pro-

fessedly made
:
persons to whom the Mahatmya is to be read : that is,

good Vaishnavas alone. Advantages of having it in the house, bene-

fits derivable from hearing the Mahatmya. As for example, if a

Cshetuya wishes for a kingdom, he will obtain one and the like in

proportion to other kinds of people. In conclusion Isvarer praises

Nareda for his patience, and piety, in listening to the narrative,

offering to add more if required. Na'reda in return declares that

by the recital his knowledge is perfected, he wishes for no more. The

Sri-rangha Mahatmyam, it is then said, was translated from the

Grant'ha of the Brahmanda Puranam by Appivacharyar.
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5.—Delhi Maharajakal kaifeyat, or an account of the kings of

Delhi.

Palm-leafManuscript, No. 233, Countermark 79,

When Vikrama'ditya (to whom is given a profusion of titles)

reigned, D’herma raja had left the earth at the end of the Dwapara

yuga ; he left Pa rikshit ruling down to C. Y. 126, Janamejeya 77

years; Sivaka maharaja 80 ; Rajendra45; Sarangadaran, with

whom the Chandra vamsa ended. Then follows Purura Mantatha

83 years. Next Mathipala maharaja ruled 25 years. Logitha

maharaja 53; Gangadhara 56; Vama Deva 53; Tuinetra 56 ;

Partiba Vijaya 72 ; Purinatha 53 ; Pushpa Gandra 58; Athi-

TARAiiR 58; Padma Gandra 49; Utrija Raghava 54; Aiven-

thi 54; Bauvuma 55; Sudra Cartica 65; Asagaya Sura Vikra-

ma'bitya 2000 years; in all 3179 years. Saliva'hana 70 years;

Vjmala Kethana 58. Bhoja raja, conquered the north, and ruled

over the south. Kanaka Rayer of Cambira desam was his minister,

and at the head of 63 other persons ; afterwards settled as accountants,

of whom details follow, with the names of the towns in the Carnatic

where Agraharams were established for them. The sixty-four families

of Brahmans, thus introduced into the Carnatic, from the north, became

the settled accountants, and arbitrators of boundaries. They conducted

their accounts in the Girvanam language, (Sanskrit in the Balbund

character). Bhoja raja ruled 66 years, from Sal. Sac. 188, 128, to

S. S. 194, his rule ended in Caliyugam 3373 corresponding with Sal.

Sac. 194. Next ruled Rajendra 71, Madhava Varma Cholan 31,

Pandiya 60, Vira Chola (also called Cheran) 51, Deva Cholan 29,

Sorna Cholan 20, Raja Cholan 41. He was also called Cali Cala

Cholan, Devendra Cholan 60, Martanda Cholan 65, Rajathi raja

Cholan 33, Palala 30, Vira Palala41,hi all 532 years, agreeing

with Cali yuga 3905, S. S. 729. Chenna Ba lallan ; in his time a fa-

mous annicut (or aqueduct) was formed from the Caverxj for irrigation,

all the 56 kings except Vikrama Cholan king of Cashmir contributed,

and his share was divided, and borne among the remaining 55. As his

quota was afterwards brought, that was appropriated in rebuilding an

Agraharam, that Bhoja raja had caused to be constructed at Chatur

Vedamangalam ; which during the ascendancy of the Jainas had been

allowed to go to decay, and the king dissipated the Jainas , The Agra-

haram received the names of Vikrama Ghola Puram, Tanniyur and

Cauveri Pakam. After which the Cashmir king went away. Chenna
Ballala ruled 41 years, Vishnu Verdhana 40, Raja Ballala 51
years, Irthiya Ballala 41, Vijaya 41 ; other names of Ballala

3 c 2
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kings, running into the ravers are given, with a total of 736 years.

Corresponding with Cali yuga 4641, Sal. Sac. 1462, Pravuda Deva

Rayer 21, other rayers (not in correct order) for 80 years down to

C. Y. 4721, Sal. Sac. 1542, so far the rayer dynasty ; afterwards that

of the Muhammadans.

There follows a story (not complete) founded on the question “ whe-

ther the learned, or the vulgar, are to be blamed in the impositions

practised under the sanction of the popular system of idolatry ?”

Also a memorandum from one of the Colonel’s' Agents, as to MSS.

and documents previously supplied.

It states that Periya Virapa Nayakfr son of Periya Kistnama

Nayakeu conquered the king of Mavalivanam, and also Mysore. It

has the singular statement that Satyavrata was a Pandiya king of

Madura, and that the story of the little fish, had its site at Madura

,

being the Matsya avataram, on which account it says the Pandiya

kings used the fish banner, or umbrella. It may be noted in passing

that the 18th book of the Bhagavatam places the site of Satyavrata’s

penance in the Dravida-desa, or Tamil country.

Remarks. The last memorandum has little or no use, beyond the

two items selected. The preceding one is merely a story (not complete)

ascribed to Krishna Rayer’s time ; tending to illustrate the easy credu-

lity of men as imposed on by ascetics, mistaken for gods. This tale

may have its use in a series of tales ; but is quite irrelevant to the title

of the manuscript. The first article does not correspond with that title

except in a brief allusion to the race of D’herma raja at the beginning.

What follows is not of much consequence except as to the introduction

of the 64 Brahman families settled in the Carnatic. Concerning this

settlement other illustrations will appear ; and it is similar to the mode

followed in Malayalam, according to the Kerala Ulputi. Whether

Brahmans had a footing in the south of India before that time is, at the

least, doubtful. In other documents the matter will be further eluci-

dated. The abstract given of the MS. is almost a translation
;

it has

evident, and very gross anachronisms, and I am afraid none of its dates

can be depended upon. It contains only four and a half palm-leaves

quite fresh and in good order; by consequence not needing restoration.

6.

—

Palm-leaf Manuscript, No. 223. Countermark 80.

Delhi Janamajeya Raja vamsavali, (or the race of Janamajbya king

of Delhi.

)

This is a manuscript which, with a promising title, and a large exter-

nal appearance, has almost nothing within, containing only eight palm-
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leaves. It bears within itself the title of “ the early history of the Ben-

gal country,” but it sets out with Janamejeya raja of Hastinapuri.

The appearance of the palm-leaves and of the writing is incomparatively

fresh, and as it comes down to Lord Mornington’s government, dated

Fusly 1220 it must be a recent writing.

The following is an

Abstract.

After Janamejeya son of Parikshit who died about 100 of the

Cali yugam, many kings reigned and took tribute during 3000 years.

Vikramaditya after that became incarnate, and ruled over Hindustan,

Bengal, the Deccan, and the Western peninsula, receiving tribute from

all kings. Sa'liva'hana fought with him and he fell in C. Y. 3171. Sali-

vahana governed after him with equity 3-19 years. Many kings after Sa-

livahana reigned down to C. Y. 4300. Sultan Sahab u'din Ghory,

from the country of Iran came with a large army to Delhi, Hegira 591,

and overthrow Barti raja, and seating himself on the throne he ruled

over the country including Bengal, placing his Fo^zdars in all countries.

From that time Bengal became a Muhammadan dependancy. Timur’s

invasion levied extensive tribute over the Dakshin, down to Hegira 900*

Hindustan was under Timur’s descendants. Humaion Shah’s defeat.

Acbar ruled well. Jehanguir gave the Fouzadari of Bengal to a brother

of Nur Bigam, whom he removed in anger and put another Fouzdar

in his place. From that time, different Fouzdars governed Bengal.

Alemguir.—Jehan Shah. After some details, the narrative comes

down to the English Bahadur Governor William. The English were

merchants. The Vizier of Luknow collected tribute for Delhi. His

son was Suja ud dowlah. Moorshedabad soubadar was Maphuze
Singh died; his elder sister’s son, Nabob Siras ud dowlah, became

soubadar. Mr. William from London in England, came and settled at

Calcutta , and hoisted a flag, keeping in pay a few troops and traded.

Affair of a gomestah and a sowcar. The gomestah went to Calcutta

and Siras ud dowlah called the English Vakeel demanding his Nabob

to be given back. Siras ud dowlah in great wrath invaded Calcutta ; a

little fighting, and the soubah took Calcutta. In Fusly 1210 the fa-

ther of Lord Clive, Governor Clive, came with troops from Madras

(F. 1170) ; battle ; the Nabob was wounded by a musket ball and after a

short time died. His elder sister’s son was Cassim Ali Khan, who

continued the fighting. Division of the country with the English by

treaty with Sub ali Khan. Two engagements General ; Nabob

defeated ; treaty ; increase of English power. Death of the Nabob F.

1208 ; his younger brother succeeded him. The Moorshedabad Nabob
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died. Lord Mavit sent General Lixon, who went to Delhi and took

it, and they kept the Padshah by their side, regulating the police (for

government). They took a sunnud from the Padshah, acknowledging

their authority over all things. Such of the Hindu sovereigns as paid

them homage they retained as tributaries, and fighting with those who

resisted them down to F. 1220 (date of the writing), they continue

still to govern the country of Bengal.

•Note. From this abstract it may be seen that though the MS.
contains nothing not otherwise known, yet that it is in some measure

curious, and as such perhaps worth translation.

Professor Wilson’s notices of this, and the foregoing manuscript,

will be found in Des. Catal. Vol. I. pp. 200— 1 : and are as follows.

XIV.

—

Dilli raja Katha.

Palm-leaves.

*' A short genealogical account of the descendants of Arjuna, and a

few Hindu princes, and some account of the reign of Krishna Raya of

Vijayanagar.

XV.

—

Janamejaya Vansavali.

Palm-leaves.

“ A short account of the family of Janamejaya the great-grandson

of Arjuna.

7.—Palm-leaf Book, No. I. Countermark 953.

Inscriptions at the Vaishnuva fane of Conjeverum,

On the Sampanci sacred wall, and on the southern wall, on the hill.

1. Inscription of Vairaja Timmapa, Sal. Sac. 14 13 : commemorates

a gift by VairajaTimmapa of 4500 fanams (of what kind not specified),

to be given yearly at the Divala and Upahit festivals for the expenses

of processions, and for furnishing the usual offerings of ghee, sugar,

and other matters for making sacred viands, as customary in Vaishnava

fanes.

2. On the sacred hill, on the Sampanci, and the southern wTall.

Inscription of Nagaina Nayani of Mucapalam, Sal. Sac. 1409. A
gift of ghee and other matters, for lights and offerings to be raised from

the revenues of a village called Tiru pani pillai, made in the time of

Saluva Timma of the race of Narasimua Raykr.

3. On the sacred hill, below the Sampanci on the southern wall.

(In Telugu). Inscription of Saluva Tima raja, Sal. Sac. 1403.

Tima was the son of Saluva Saluva Malliya deva maharaja. Gift of

7800 fanams for four kinds of service in one fane, and two kinds in

another fane to arise from the products of cultivation.
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4. On the south side of the tower, on the Sampanci, below the

southern wall.

Inscription of Tiirtr vithi sani the daughter of Amman:, dated in

Sal. Sac. 1408. Gift of 300 fanams for conducting a certain ceremony

of singing, &c. at the time of the gods’ rising up in the morning after

sleep.

5. Inscription of Narana Patla vari the Purohitan, or Brdh-

man-adviser of Krishna Rater, dated in Sal. Sac. 1436. Gift of

ten thousand fanams, arising from the products of cultivation, for

offerings before the god, eight times daily, of ghee, and various other

articles specified.

6. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1528, during the rule of Sri Vira Venca-

tapati ayya-dever (of Pennacondai ?

)

by Anumaya Annayangar,

son of Lalaga Nayaka of the Cauri caste people of Malliya vanam

near Vijayanagara of 365 gold huns for the 365 days of the year, for

the gift of two large tureens of rice to be offered to the two images and

the overplus of the expense to go to the inferior temple attendants.

7. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1 123, donation by Udanda Rater Ulagappen

of 840 fanams for the conducting certain ceremonies on the monthly

recurrence of the NaJcshetra (lunar mansion) of his own birth, and that

of his mother. (It is of early date, and the title Ulagappen means

“ father of the world.”)

8. On the sacred hill, on the southern side of the shrine ( Vimanan).

Inscription of Timma rdja son of Saluva Gunddu Raya u'diyar,

dated in Sal. Sac. 1385 gifts of some land for the conduct of offerings.

9. On the southern wall facing the street in which the car is drawn

at festivals.

Inscription of the merchant Crishnama Chetti dated in Sal. Sac.

1458. What was given not known, as it is stated that the remaining

letters of the inscription have become illegible.

10. On the same wall.

Inscription of Koppu Nayani a disciple of Tattacharya, dated in

Sal. Sac. 1467. Gift of 3750 fanams for offerings to be conducted

on the eleventh day of every lunar fortnight.

Note. The above palm-leaf MS. is badly written in small letters,

and the palm-leaf is, in some places eaten away. It is therefore restor-

ed on paper, as some of the dates and names will be useful in elucidat-

ing a few obscure points in the more modern portion of the Peninsular

history.
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8.

—

Palm-leaf Book, No. 232. Countermark 98. Cliengi Rajakal

Kaifeyat, or account of the rajas of Ginjee.

This is a MS. of 28 palm-leaves damaged by worms. It is written

in Tamil verse of an easy kind. Its chief object is to celebrate the

heroism of the last of the rajas of Ginjee, of the dynasty proceeding

from the original viceroy from Vijayanagaram. The final defence of

the fort of Ginjee was very obstinate. According to this poem the raja

headed his troops in person, and when he found himself no longer sup-

ported by them he rode among the Muhammadans, dealing destruction

around him, until overpowered and slain. This rashness the writer

magnifies into extraordinary heroism.

Note. As the manuscript is in a state of incipient destruction it has

been restored.

Prof. Wilson has very briefly noted the MS. in Des. Catal. Vol. I.

p. 207, Art. xxvii.

6. MANUSCRIPT BOOKS.

9.

—

Manuscript Book, No. 50. Countermark 1019.

Section 1. Copies oj Tamil inscriptions at Sri-rangham near

Trichinopoly, and other places ofthe Chola desam.

No. 1. Date Sal. Sac. 1581, commemorates a donation by Choka

Natha Nayak, of the race of Visva Natha Nayak, to five classes of

people of an elephant, two horse-tail fans, a white umbrella, a palanquin,

a tent ; to be used in the public solemnity when the image of Seventes-

rarer fane should be carried out in procession, and with a view to

obviate seme irregularities that had occurred in such festival processions.

No. 2. Date 1599 of Aruronar (unknown era) gift by Virapa

Nayaker in the time of Vkncata deva maha rayer, of land in the

villages of Contil and Palhiva ruram, for the continual conduct of

certain festivals connected with the above fane.

No. 3. No year, Tirumala Nayanur and Villumiya Nayandr,

gave certain gifts to the fane ; the exact nature of which cannot be

ascertained, as the copy of the inscription is imperfect.

No. 4- A gift in the time Kulottunga Cholan (year not specifi-

ed) of certain lands to the above fane, by a union of several respectable

leading men.

No. 5. One Apan a rakshasa being afflicted with Brahmahatti,

did penance to Siva. In proof of which there are certain remains near

to Bajendra Chola pettah, and two gigantic images of 20 yards in

height, and 1 2 yards in circumference.
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No. 6. Date Sal. Sac. the figure for one thousand, and some other

figures blank. Vira Pkavuda rayer son of Vika Vijaya rayer Maha
rayer gave a large extent of waste land, near Rajendra Chola pettah ;

the produce to be for ceremonies at the festivals of certain fanes, three

in number.

No. 7. Gift of land belonging to raja Kembira Chola pettah, by

the people of the town, attested by the names of five among them.

No date.

No. 8. Inscription in the village of Pedu vayi tuli. In the seventh

year of Rajendra Cholan, a chief (titular style only mentioned)

pressed certain bricklayers, and ironsmiths, and by their means made

some additions to a fane. Inscriptions incomplete.

No. 9. Inscription on a stone at Vettu vayi tuli; the dimensions of

the stone are given, but the inscription itself seems not to have been

copied.

No. 10. Same town, in the 20th year of Sri Kulottunga Chola

dever. The letters are become illegible, copy therefore incomplete :

it relates to a gift of some extensive land near to Trichinopoly.

No. 11. Same town of Vettu vayi tuli, date Sal. Sac. 1608 ;
Ranga

Kistna Mutthu Virapa Nayaker of the race of Visvanatha Naya-

ker : certain repairs, by his order, of structures in that town originally

built by Chola princes, which had gone to decay.

No. 12. Date Sal. Sac. 1240, 25, the name of the donor obliterated;

gift of land to Prasarma Vencatesvara svami.

No. 13. Inscription in a fane of Subramanya, Sal. Sac. 1444, in

the time of Sri Krishna dever, maha rayer, gift of land.

No. 14. In the 30th year of Rajendra Chola dever, gift of a

village producing ten thousand pieces of gold (huns).

No. 15. Inscription in Tiru yerembesvarer, hill fane, on the

elephant gate, date Sal. Sac. 1307, gift of land for repairs of the said

fane, a certain proportion of revenue given, by whom not stated.

No. 16. Dated in the 3rd year of Sri Kovi raja Kesari Pandiyan,

the remaining letters are stated to have become illegible by time.

No. 17. Dated in the 5th year of Sri Kovi raja Kesari Pandiyan ;

letters become illegible.

No. 18. Dated 70th year of the same (but supposed to be an error

for seventh year) appropriation of a village to a fane of Agnesvara, in-

complete.

No. 19. Dated in the reign of Sri Kovi raja Kesari Pandiyan,

and in the seventh year of Kulottunga Cholan, (thus intimated to

be contemporaries,) gift of land in Vayulur.

3 u
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No. 20. Dated in the reign of Kesari Pandiyan, and third of

Kulottunga Cholan, gift by Pm Vanay udiyar, son of Mathuran-

taca udiyar, of certain customs from produce of lands. Short Gran-

tha addition.

No. 21. Dated second year of Raja raja dever, gift of land for

maintaining lamps in a fane, by whom not mentioned.

No. 22. Dated sixth year of Kovi Kesari Pandiyan, gift of land

for the internal ceremonies of a heathen fane.

No. 23. Dated third year of Vira Rajendra dever, who is either

the subordinate of Kovi Kesari Pandiyan, or else the same with an

additional title ; the wording is obscure
;

gift to the fane of Villumiya

dever , for the keeping up a perpetual light with neyi or butter oil.

No. 24. Inscription at Nanga puram in the talook of Vittu Katti,

dated in the 16th year of Rajendra Chora dever, gift of land by cer-

tain persons whose names are subscribed for the benefit of the fane of

Firu muranes varudaiyar.

No. 25. Dated in the tenth year of Sri Scntera Pandiya dever,

same town, same fane, with two other fanes ; from the imperfection of

the copy, what was given not ascertained.

No. 26. Dated in the ‘seventh year of Raja Rajendra Chola
dever : other letters of the inscription could not be made out.

No. 27. Gift of two villages by certain chiefs, whose names are

mentioned, to Katigha, the image at Sri Rangham fane, through the

head brahman of the class of Ramanuja of Tripety.

No. 28. Dated in the 30th year of Sri Ra'ja dever, gift of six

marcals of grain for each rice field, and a quarter fanam each field of

other kinds to go towards the celebration of the marriage of the god

and goddess of Math uesvara fane, and the conduct of other festivals

from Vencatapati rayer, son of Vira Vallala raya dever pre-emi-

nent raja of the north shore. It is a stone inscription in the fane in

Vilur, of Vittu Katti talook.

No. 29. Date Sal. Sac. 1629, (A. D. 1707.) Gift of customs ofa

half measure out of every calam (96 measures) of rice from one hun-

dred and eighty villages, from three persons (Hindus), who from their

titles appear to have held office under Muhammadans, to Sri Vira
Narrayana Swami, of Man n Kovil, in the Manor district.

No. 30. Dated sixth year of Sri Ra'ja raja deva Uttunga Cho-

lan ;
imperfect, nothing further can be made out.

No. 31. Dated second year of Sri Raja raja ra'ja deter; at Pra-

panja Pichaita giri, where Agastya formerly dwelt, and which had

sunk lower down into the earth. Cari Cala Chola, coming thither,
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saw a golden-colored chamelion-lizard, which he wished to catch, but

it entered into a hole, in digging up which blood was seen, and a form
of Siva appeared; by reason of which appearance, a fane was built on
the spot; and this having decayed, the aforesaid Ka'ja. dever (as far as

can be made out) restored the said shrine, and gave for that purpose

thirty thousand Vdis of land, (each Veli containing five cawnies, the

whole being upwards of one hundred thousand acres.)

No. 32. Dated in the tenth year of the Chola raja Kesari Mandi-

yar : some letters and words wanting. It is a gift of village lands ; but

for what object does not appear.

Translation.

No. 33. An inscription in Mel Pallur, or (upper PallurJ, dated Sal.

Sac. 1439, (A. D. 1517.)

The ruler of the entire world Hariya rayer Vipadan, faultless in

speech, taking possession of other countries, never relinquishing his own,

the south quarter the excellent courageous ruler Sri

Vira Krishna Rayer, the great emperor, the restorer of the S6ma-

sula tax, and of the other taxes of the Chola-mandalam, and of the

Saiva and Vaislmava temples, (a number or part of a

name) having taken certain countries and conquered Vira Parchunan
the son of Pratapa Rudka the Gajapati prince, and certified the con-

quest in the presence of Mallicarjuna (the god at Vijayanagaram ),

gave four thousand pieces of gold, for the service of the god Mallu-
misvara Nayanar of this town

; a Sanskrit sloka, in praise of the

giver.

[The above is as near a translation as can be made out : it is of

some use.]

No. 34. It bears the two names of Sri Kovi Kesari Pandiyan, and

Suntera Pandiyan, seventh year of reign : title of a ruler on the south

shore. (The remaining portion could not be recovered by the copyist

from the original stone.)

No. 35. Inscription cut on stone in the fane at Ambiir. Dated in the

second year of Kulottunga Chola dever. Gift to Arake’svaranu-

diya Nayanar, the image of ‘ Amu'r fane from Amuta kadi-yudi-

yar raja of the north bank (of the Caveri) of a thousand (what not

mentioned), in free gift (therefore must be land) in the village for the

service of the fane of Tiruvake’svaramudiya Tambiranar, the same

image, with an addition of epithet.

No. 36. Dated in the fourteenth year of Sri Kopa Kesari Pandi*

yan : imperfect.

3 D 2
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No. 37. Gift to Niluvandsvara Tambiran from Ke'sari Pandiyan,

the giver of his own wreight in gold, and a heap of vestments like a hill

;

a courageous warrior, and ruler of the three worlds ( Tribhuvana Cha-

kraverti NayanarJ. He gave one hundred gold huns for the use of

Varada Nambi, the head brahman, to the temple females, and other

temple attendants.

No. 38. Dated in Sal. Sac. 1112; gift to Nilivanamodiya Nayanur
of fifty gold pieces, by the whole of the people of this village (name not

given) for the celebration of the marriage of the said god in the month

of April.

No. 39. (Very short and perfect) gift of an elephant vehicle by the

head man of Muthurantacum in, the country of Rajendra Chola of

the north bank (supposed of the Caveri) to whom, when, or for what

object, not stated.

No. 40. A few Sanskrit words in Tamil and Grantha letters, without

connected meaning, copied from the inner building of a fane of Gatiga

Kunda-puram in the Udiyar Palliyam.

Manuscript Book, No. 14. Countermark 768.

Section 1. Account of Pondoo coolies ( P< ntu curzis) in the J ghire,

and Arcot Districts, writtenfrom different verbal accounts.

This paper contains an account of certain subterranea, or excavations,

as if they were tombs, discovered at various places : of the exact nature

or character of these pits there appears to be no certain knowledge

;

hut the writer has collected, and stated, the traditionary accounts of

people near the places where those excavations were found, by which

they are ascribed,—

1. To a desire of obtaining shelter from a predicted shower of fire,

about the beginning of the era of Saliva hana. 2. To certain pigmies that

lived towards the end of the Dwdpara yuga, who constructed for

themselves these dwellings under ground. 3. To the five Pandavas,

as a refuge from the persecution of Duryod’haxa. 4. To the votaries

of a certain goddess named Nila-mucari', who offered to her monthly

sacrifices therein. 5. To the Vedar and Lurumbar, (hunters and

savages), of former days, as places of protection, for their wives and

children, from wild beasts. 6. To certain men in the time of Rama,
who had monkey’s tails, whence these pits are by some called Vati-Cudi.

7. To raksh sas (or evil beings) who constructed these places of safety

for their wives and children. 8. To a custom of early times after the

deluge, when men lived so long as to be a burden to themselves, and

their relatives, so that the latter put them in certain earthen shells with

a supply of provisions and left them to die.
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These excavations are stated to be of various fashions, and sizes
;

and some have the appearance of being- tombs of great or distinguished

men. Tradition states, that great wealth was most certainly discovered

and carried away, from some of these excavations.

Section 2. An account of Tondaman Chakraverti in the district

of Canchi ( Conjeveram ).

There were forty-four generations previously of the Chola race, who

were persons of self-government, but the last of them Kulottunga

Ciiolan (who had only a son and a daughter), having killed the son

of Camban the poet, the latter killed the king’s son, and the king

afterwards formed an intercourse with one of the female attendants of his

court, and had privately a son by her, who was named Nagi naga rat-

tanam. The child was exposed in a golden vessel on the banks of

the Caveri river, and was discovered by the Brahmans, and head offi-

cers of the king, who recommended it to the king for protection, as

being like him ; and from an adonda flower being near the child they

called it Adondai. The king gave it in charge to his queen, to rear it

up ; who readily undertook the task. The king’s Mantiri (or minister)

was alone somewhat instructed in the secret. The child proved to be

possessed of heroic qualities. On consulting how to give him a king-

dom, an eye was cast on the country northward, wherein the Curum-

bar had constructed twenty-four forts, being an immense forest (wild

or open place). Kulottunga Chola fought with the wild people (Cw-

rumbar ) ; but could not conquer them. Adondai' his illegitimate son,

with a great army, fell on them, and conquered them to extermination.

Kulottunga then came; and, having the forest cleared, founded the dis-

tinguished town of Canchi puram , in which he built a fane, and dug a

channel for the river Pdlar to flow through, or near, it. There being a

deficiency of inhabitants, Kulottunga gave his minister much wealth
;

who, going to other countries, brought men and women, and had them

married together, according to their respective tribes or castes. By
way of affixing a stigma on the newly conquered country, the minister

recommended that it should be called Tonda mandalam, “ the land

of slaves.” But the king, without penetrating his minister’s design,

called it Tondai-mandalcim ; and gave it to his illegitimate son Adon-

da r ; who was accordingly crowned in Canchi; and, as he had con-

quered the ferocious people, the former inhabitants, he acquired the

additional epithet of Ch ikrdrerti. From that time the former name of

the country ( Curumbar b'humi) became extinct.

Remarks. This short paper has its value, as being a brief and

unvarnished account of an historical fact ; otherwise variously and
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verbosely told, with much of superfluous fiction and rhetorical orna-

ment.

Section 3. An account of Candava rayen, and Chethu rayen the

two sovereigns of the Vannier (forest race, a tribe of low cultivators

)

who ruled in thefort of Tiruividai Churam.

This fort was in the district of Chingleput,
and this account was

taken from the mouth of one named Sahadeven-nattan.

Anciently the Curumbar ruled in this country ; Adondaj Cholan
came from Tunjore, and destroyed them ; and, having acquired the title

of Adondai Chakraverti, he established in their place the Kondu'i

Katti Vellazhar, (agriculturists who bound up their hair as women do.)

In those days the Vannier, or Palli people, by permission of the ruler

of the country built this fort for themselves, as their own. But they

paid tribute to the sovereigns of the Andhra , Carnata, and Dravida,

countries. No written account of their race has been preserved
; but

of their posterity Canda-rayen, and Chethu-raykn, came to the

government. Being skilful men they built their old fort very strongly.

The measures of that fort, as now found are from south to north

1141 feet
; east to west 1200 feet. The breadth of its outer wall was

20 feet. Around it there was a moat thirty feet broad. Besides this

outer one, there was an inner fort, and a palace on the top of the hill.

The upper fort was east to west 250 feet ; south to north 195 feet.

While ruling with considerable power, they rejected all claims of

customary tribute from superior kings. They were both illustrious ; but

Candavan-rayen, was the most warlike of the two. He fixed alarm-

stations on eminences, at certain distances, around his capital. There

was no other king like him. When the rayer came to invade him, as

the drums were beaten at different hill-stations, the rayer did not know

in which the chief was, and at length the latter, watching his opportu-

nity, fell on the rayer’s forces, and made great slaughter. The rayer’s

general, being greatly incensed, came with a greater force ; and, during

four months, an uncertain war was carried on ; the chief’s place not

being known ;
while, night and day, he harassed the troops of the

invader. The rayer now desisted from open war
; intending to effect

his object indirectly. Candavan-rayen then greatly vexed the agri-

culturists, that Adondai Chakraverti had placed in the land. The

Vellarzar in consequence arose in a body, and went to Krishna

rayer, who sent the Wiyalavar (the people of a Poligar) against

Candava. That Poligar being beaten retreated, and sent spies to

inspect the fortress, that he might discover how to overcome Candava.
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The spies discovered that at intervals of rest from war, Candava was

entirely enslaved by the leader of a band of dancing girls, and announced

the circumstance to the chief of the Wiydlavdr tribe. He came to

Cupa'chi, and gave her the offer of four bags of gold, as a bribe, to cut

off the head of Candava ; to which, induced by avarice, she consented

:

appointing a time for the Poligar, and his people to come. They came

as appointed. Cupachi gave Candava poison, in a cake, from her own

hands ;
which speedily took effect. She cut off his head, and putting

it in a dish, brought it to the appointed place, and gave it to the Po-

ligar’ s people. After satisfying themselves of the identity of the

head, they cut off the head of the traitress, and went away. In the

morning his younger brother, Chettiiu rayen, hearing this news,

and being extremely grieved, took the hundred companions of Cupa-

chi ;
and, carrying them to a tank, after tying them in a row like cows,

he cut off their heads : in proof whereof that tank is to this day called

Pinnai-ye'ri (the lake of corpses). He also burnt down their houses ;

and the place is to this day called Cupachi kunnu (the heap of Cupa-

chi) ; and is a place of desolation. He also took the watchmen, who

had neglected their duty, and cut off their heads, at the above tank.

The Wiyalavar-poligab came with his troops, and fell on the fort.

During twenty-six days, fighting was carried on, with great loss on both

sides
;

till, at length, the attacking Poligar took the fort
; which, after

that time, became a dependency of the Anagiindi kings, who protected

the agriculturists.

The truth of the preceding narrative is attested by all the people

living around about that neighbourhood.

Section 4 . An account of the Pagoda of Tiruvidaichuram (the

abovefort) in the Arcot district ,

The original date of this place is remote in antiquity ; the fane was

built by Kulottunga Cholan. It was repaired by other Cholas, and

R ayers. The St'hala Parana is lost. But the legend is to this effect,

that an Apper and Sundarar (the poets) were on their way to sing the

praises of Karz Kundam (a hill fane)
;
they inquired of a shepherd

(at this place) if there was any emblem of Siva near, who pointed

them to one under a tree, and disappeared. Considering this as an

apparition of Siva, they chanted ten stanzas concerning the place

;

which are in existence down to the present time. As the Chola king

adorned and endowed this fane, there may be an inscription
; but it is

reported to be in recondite Tamil. They further say that, directly

under the view of the bullock of Siva, very much wealth is buried.
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There certainly is some wealth concealed. If well examined, it would

be found : it. would not be needful, to that end, to damage the walls, or

structure, of the temple, but only to remove the flooring ; no other

damage would accrue to the temple.

Section 5. An account of the ancient gold products of Callatur and

notice of the history of that place.

Anciently this was the second fortress of the Curumbar chieftains.

After they had been destroyed by Adondai Chakra verti, the fort

was in the hands of ten persons, who rode in palankeens, from among

the Kondai Katta Velazher. They were subordinates to the r'ja and

regulated the country. A poor Purdhita Brahman came to the fane

of Tiruvul isvarer, and bought a piece of ground at Callatur ; the

god afterwards personally appeared to him, and instructed him to give

the god notice when he ploughed and sowed the said field. He did so ;

when the god came, on his Vahana, and, after sowing a handful of seed

disappeared. The other corn was sown by the Brahman. The corn

sprung up luxuriantly ;
while corn sown by other people was very weak.

The Brahman's corn grew higher than a man could reach, but without

earing ; to his great grief. A Velazhan, passing by, being struck by

the singular appearance of the corn, plucked a stalk, and, opening it at

the top, found an incipient ear of gold, in consequence of which he

enticed the Brdhman to an exchange of products, ratified by a writing.

A long time after the corn threw out ears, and the surface presented a

golden color. The rayer of that time, named Hari Hari Rayer
hearing of the circumstance, came himself, with an army ; and, having

it reaped, distributed the gold in the usual proportion of corn, to the

cultivator, the proprietor, and the king. The product was beaten out

on a brick flour, prepared for the purpose ; such a floor is named Cal-

lam

;

hence the town came to be called Pon Velainta Callatur
, or the

village where gold grew as corn. Remains of the brick floor are still

to be seen ; and the circumstance is traceable in other names of con-

nected places. Some remains of the chaff of this harvest, are said to

be preserved in the treasuries of neighbouring temples. From the time*

of Tondaman Chakraverti down to Krishna Rayer’s time, the

fort was under the management of the Velazhar, or agriculturists.

Krishna Rayer demanded of them to build an Agrahdram, which

they refused to do ; and he, in consequence, waged war against them,

with great slaughter, for six months : when they consented to his

request, and built two choultries ; one of which was called by the name

of Krishna Rayer.
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Historical Indication.

Divested of fable, the probability is that a gold mine was anciently

discovered in the field of a Brahman, and worked by one of the rayers.

The closing circumstance is within the range of credible tradition.

Sectio?i 6.

—

Accounts of the places of hidden treasure, in the Arcot

District .

1. In Paduvur, there are four Panta curzis in which, they say,

treasure is contained.

2. In Tiruvidaichuram, in a PedAri Kovil, under the image of

Durga, there is stated to be buried treasure. There is a sort of pro-

verbial saying to this effect current among the country people there-

abouts. Notice of an account given to a servant (gomasteh) of the

surveyor general of seven vessels of buried treasure, and of a human

sacrifice, offered by some persons who, in consequence, took away one

vessel, and went to live at Wandiwash.

3. In Neyamali, they say there is hidden treasure.

4. Beyond that village near Chingleput the pagoda of Tiruvades-

veren, at Callatur, at Cvnatur, Vembacam near Chingleput, Uttara

Melur, and some other places, there is said to be buried treasure.

Remark. Perhaps Colonel Mackenzie’s instructions to his agents

included inquiries on the above subject : with one exception, as to the

Panta curzis, I do not see that any light is reflected on past history

by such traditions.

Section 7.

—

Ancient history of Tondamandalam, and its earlier

inhabitants called Vedars and Curumbars.

After the deluge the country was a vast forest, inhabited by wild

beasts. A wild race of men arose; and, destroying the wild beasts,

dwelt in certain districts. There were then, according to tradition, no

forts, only huts, no kings, no religion, no civilization, no books
;
men

were naked savages : no marriage institutions. Many years after, the

Curumbars arose in the Carndta country ; they had a certain kind of

religion ;
they were murderers. They derived the name of Curumbar

from their cruelty. Some of them spread into the Dravida dtsam, as

far as the Tondamandata country. They are now found near Uttra

Mirur

;

but more civilized. They ruled the country some time
; but

falling into strife among themselves, they at length agreed to select a

chief, who should unite them all together. They chose » man who had

some knowledge of books, who was chief of the DrdviM country, and

was called Camanda Curumba prabhu, and Palal raja; he built a fort

3 E
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in Puralur. He divided the Curumba land into twenty-four parts,

and constructed a fort in each district. Of these the names of ten are

Puralur, the royal fort; Callatur ; Amur; Puliytir

;

Chembur ; Utthi Kadu ; Kaliyam ; Venguna ; Icattukotlai ; Paduvur.

While they were ruling, there was a commerce carried on by ships.

As the merchants of Caveripum-patnam sought trading intercourse

with them, the Curumbars built the following forts (stations) for trade

:

Patti-pulam; Sala-cupam ; Sala-pafcam ; Me'yur ; Cadalur ; Alam-

pari ; Maracandm ; whence, by means of merchants from Caveri pum-

patnam, and the Curumbar, a commercial intercourse by vessels was

carried on. They flourished in consequence; and while without any

religion, a Jaina ascetic came, and turned them to the Jaina credence.

The Basti which the Pural king built after the name of that ascetic, is

still remaining together with other Basti and some Jaina images in

different places ;
but some are dilapidated, and some destroyed by the

hatred of the Brahmans. They were similar to the Juinas of the

present day ;
they were shepherds, weavers, lime-sellers, traders. While

living thus, various kings of civilized countries made inroads upon them

as the Chola, the Pandiya kings, and others
;
and, being a w’ild peo-

ple, who cared not for their lives, they successfully resisted their invaders

and had some of the invading chiefs imprisoned in fetters, in front of

the Pural fort. Besides they constrained all young people to enter the

Jaina religion ; in consequence of which vexation, a cry arose in the

neighbouring countries. At length Adondai, of Tanjore, formed the

design of subduing them ;
and, invading them, a fierce battle was

fought in front of the Pural fort in wdiich the Curumba king's troops

fought and fell with great bravery, and two-thirds of Adondai’s arinv

was cut up. He retreated to a distance, overwhelmed with grief, and

the place where he halted is still called Cholan pedu. While thinking

of returning to Tanjore, Siva that night appeared to him, in a dream,

and promised him victory over the Curumbas, guaranteed by a sign.

The sign occurred, and the Curumba troops were the same day routed

with great slaughter. The king was taken ; the Pural fort was thrown

down ; and its brazen (or bell-metal) gate was fixed in front of the

shrine at Tanjore. A temple was built where the sign occurred, and a

remarkable pillar of the fort was fixed there : the place is called Tiru

rnuli vasal. A sort of commemorative ceremony is practised there.

After a little more fighting, the other forts ivere taken, and the Curum-

bas destroyed, Adondai placed the Velazhar, as his deputed autho-

rities ; having called them into the country to supply the deficiency of

inhabitants, from the Tuluva desam (modern Canara). They are call-
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ed Tuluvn Vellazhar to the present day. Some were brought from the

Chola ddsani, still called Choia Vellazhar. He called from the north

certain Brahmans by birth, whom he fixed as accountants. The

Kondai Katti Vellazhar were appointed by him. He acquired the

name of Chakraverti from rescuing the people from their troubles.

The name Curumba-bhumi was discontinued, the country was called

Tonda-mandulam ; and common consent ascribes to Adondai the

regulation of the country.

Remarks. The writing of the above paper was a little obliterated,

and I think its restoration of consequence ; for it seems to me rather

more important than these local papers usually are. We have in it a

clear and unvarnished statement of the introduction of the Hindus

(properly such) into the country, circumjacent with respect to Madras.

The Hindus had colonized the country south of the Coleroon at a

much earlier period. The trading from Caveripum-patnam

;

the con-

quest by Adondai ;
the introduction of brahmans as accountants from

the north
;
are matters confirmed by other papers. The Velazhas of

the country hold the traditionary belief, that their ancestors emigrated

from Tuluva. The Chola Velazhas are chiefly found in the south.

They wear a lock of hair on the front of their head ; not on the back,

like other Hindus. The old Tuluva or Hala Canada language, and

the Madras Tamil, are very nearly the same language.

Section 8.

—

Account of a Curumbafort at Marutan near Cdnchi, in

the Utramelur district.

This fort of mud was formerly built by the Curumbas, covering forty

cawnies of ground with two boundary walls, and was long ruled by

them. In the time of Krishna Rayer his dependant the raja of

Chingl-eput fought with them
;
and, after some time the Curumba

chief was unjustly put to death. The Curumbas were destroyed, and

Timma raja took that fort. He gave it as a Jaghire to one of his near

relatives, named Govinda raja. He built two Kooils (or fanes), and

established an Agraharam for the Brahmans.

Note. Timma Rayer was the founder of Arcot as mentioned in a

former paper.

Section 9.

—

An account ofMadurantacam in the Jaghire.

This place being the ancient boundary of the Madura kingdom was

called Madurantacam (the end of Madura), in proof of which there is

an image called Madurai Chelli-ammen There is also a very ancient

Saiva fane. It is said that Nala-ra'ja, in his sorrowful pilgrimage,

came to this place ; and, by taking the muddy water of that pool, was

3 e 2
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cured of his leprosy. He built a temple there, to commemorate his

cure. The tank was called by him Vishagatirtham. The Chola raja

built many other sacred edifices in this place ; and he himself lived

there for a considerable time. The St'hala mahatmya of this place

is connected with the St'hala mahatmya of Madura.

Remark. As the Madura Purdnnm contains a reference to the

northern Madura, it is well to know the precise locality thereby desig-

nated. The reference to Nala raja is an allusion to an episode in the

Mahabharata.

Section 10.—An account of the ruins of a fort with seven walls

(one within the other ), at Adda tangi, ivrittenfrom verbal accounts

given by Brahmans of Pira-desam.

In the Arcot district, not far from Pira-desam*, are the extensive

remains of a very ancient fort of seven enclosures. It is now concealed

by brushwood, and lies waste. Gold cash, and other coins, have been

found there. Hyder Ally is said to have examined it, and taken

thence treasure. It was built, many years after Tokdaman Chakra-
verti, by Vira Narasimha raja. He appointed a very stupid Man-

tiri (or minister). There was no investigation of affairs ; and this minis-

ter buried the treasures, arising from the public revenues, and stultified

the king. A certain man named Viral-vennan, was wounded on the

head by a neighbour
;
and, going to make a complaint at the king’s

gate, could get no hearing. He thereupon went about the town beating

all he met
;
and, as there was no inquiry, he managed to get some

money, and to raise a small band of troops, with whom he took post

near a burning ground, and exacted tribute from all who came to per-

form funeral obsequies. By this means he became rich. After some

time the king went out in disguise to ascertain the state of the town*

and heard a poor woman complain of having no money to pay the

tribute. He inquired into the tax
; and then went to the Mantiri to

ask why it was imposed, who could give no account of it. The king

sent for Viral Vennan, who refused to come; whereupon some troops

were sent against him : these were worsted, and then Viral Vennan
came, sword in hand, of his own accord, and falling down before the

king narrated all his circumstances : whereupon the king had his minis-

ter beheaded, and put Viral Vennan in his stead. There is no other

tradition at Pira-desam; but possibly by going to Avidu-tangi some-

thing further might be learnt.

The end of book No. 14.

* This Pira-desam is probably the Pida which is coupled with Chada (or

C/iola) in the enumeration of countries in the secoud edict at Girnar.—Eo.
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Book No. 20, Countermark 774.

Section 1 .—List of Kings in the Culi-yugu.

A few names very defective in the three first ages.

The Cali yuga list commences with Janamejaya, and there are

other names, without distinction of place or country, though we know

some of them to have ruled in places very distant from each other.

Rajendra Chola is dated by an inscription in S. S. 460, Dbva

Maha Rayer by inscription S. S. 1060, Virurachi Rayer S. S. 1238,

Saluva Narasingha Deva Rayer S. S. 1420, Vika Narasingha

Rayer S. S. 1391, Aurungzebe S. S. 1554.

The list of course does not admit of being abstracted. A few dates

and names are written as specimens. The list may be of use to refer

to, in comparison with other lists ; and, as now restored from an almost

illegible state, will admit of easy translation.

It is followed by another list, of which the ink is so much faded as

to be no longer capable of restoration. From a few names which can

be read it seems to be a fuller repetition ; the same names appearing to

occur, with now and then a name not to be here found
;
but it is not

possible to make any thing of it, as a connected whole.

There follows a page of more illegible writing endorsed in English,

as a letter ; and another half page of Pandiya kings, of no value.

Section 2 .—Account of the most ancient sages and poets, with their

places and dates, in the Dravida desum.

This section with so promising a title is a mere cheat. It has a few

names of ascetics and poets, better known from other authorities, with-

out the promised distinction of time and place ;
and being quite worth,

less, the copying of it was omitted.

Section 3 .—A general list of boohs and inscriptions.

The list refers merely to certain parts of the papers in the Macken-
zie collection, supplied by the writer of the list

;
and is of no perma-

nent consequence, there being a fuller catalogue in existence. The

copying was omitted.

Section 4 ,—Account of Pradatta raja.

The paper commences with a declaration ascribed to Brahma, of the

severe pain, and penalty, incurred by any one stealing even an atom

of property from a fane of 8iva, which inclusive of minor matters, in-

volves the being sent to Yuma purum (hell], and the being sunk in astra-

tum of fire. There are other details of the evils which must follow the

taking a bit of gold from the temple at Arundchellum ( 1 rinomallee)

,

and of eating any thing belonging to it, more fatal than eating poison.
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In illustration Brahma narrates an account of the visit of Pradatta,
kiug of Benares and of the surrounding country, in extravagantly

hyperbolical language, and of his becoming enamoured of one of the

Devadasis of the fane at Arundchellum (or Trinomallee), in consequence

of which his face was transformed into that of a baboon. Some of the

great men said it was from an evil thought, and advised him to render

special adoration to the image worshipped there, which he did and

recovered a beautiful form. These circumstances Brahma related to

Sanaka Rishi. The entering on another narrative is announced;

which appears to be the one contained in the following section.

Observation.

The preceding is probably part of a legend connected with the Trino-

mallee temple
;
and has been evidently constructed so as to impose a

superstitious dread of taking any property from that place, or of covet-

ing any thing belonging to it : it is very well adapted to the intellectual

measure of the lower class of natives ; it may illustrate manners and

opinions ;
but in any historical reference, it seems quite useless.

Section 5.

—

Account of Vajrangata Pandiyan.

The king of the fertile country on the banks of the Vaigai, one day

set out on a hunting excursion to the great terror of the elephants, and

other beasts, and in the course of the chase he started a civet-cat, which

ran directly for Trinomallee, and then went round the mountain, when

it fell down from exhaustion, and died ;
the horse ( Ganavuttum) on

which the Pandiya king rode, also fell down, from extreme fatigue, and

died. Immediately two lidhyadharas (celestials) appeared and said to

the king, ‘ Why do you grieve, we were imprisoned in bodies through

the malediction of Durvasa-rishi, from having trodden on some flowers

in his garden ; so that he commanded one of us to become a civet-cat,

and the other a horse. On our asking when the spell would be dis-

solved, he said it would be by Vajrangata Pandiyan.’ These two ani-

mals then attained final happiness, by the merit of having gone around

Arumachella hill (or Trinomallee) ; but as the king did not walk round

but went round on horseback, he had no part in the merit. He subse-

quently made over his kingdom to his son named Art’hanan-gata

Pandiyan, and became an ascetic
;
residing near the hill. His son

sent him much money, with which he greatly added to the splendour

and beauty of the fane. On walking round it, one day, the god Siva

met him in a visible form ; and told him that he also had been impri-

soned, having heretofore been Indra, who threw his diamond weapon

( Vajrangu ), at him (Siva), in consequence of which he was condemned

to live on earth as Vajrangata Pandiyan ; but that now from the
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virtue of his munificent acts to the temple, he should be readmitted to

his former state, and again become De'vendra.

Observation.

The composition of this, like the former, is in poetical and hyperbo-

lical language ; but with incorrect orthography. A Pdndiyan king is

otherwise understood to have repaired and beautified Trinomallee

;

and

on this circumstance the fable is constructed. It seems to be a portion

of the Trinomallee St'liala-purana , as may be ascertained when that

Puranan comes to be examined. Rut it is of little use beyond illustra-

ting native opinions ;
and was restored because found in a. book greatly

damaged by time ;
though in itself, this section remained quite legible.

Section 6—A list of Chola kings.

The list contains a few names only, without any dates
;
the transcrib-

ing them has not appeared to be of any importance.

Preface to the first part of the History of India composed by Nar-

rayanen Astronomer (of the Ananta Kon race).

(This is not entered in the table of contents at the beginning of

book, No. 20.)

This book was written at the request of Col. W. Macleod of Arcot,

during Lord Bentinck’s government of Madras. After the usual

poetical invocation it gives an account of the cause of its being written,

the different powers and kingdoms to be included : and the authorities

consulted in the compilation. The work proceeds to narrate the crea-

tion of the elements of all things, by Narrayanen
;
the formation of the

Brahmandam, or mundane egg, and the division therein of the orders

of beings and things. An account of the different yugas. Formation of

gods, asuras, and mortals. Avataras of Vishnu. Eclipses ; fasting at

that time peculiar to India. After some Indian astronomical details,

the writer states his preference of another system, that of the earth

turning on its own axis, and revolving round the sun, with different

latitudes, (evidently derived from intercourse with Europeans.) Geo-

graphical divisions of India, on the native system ; some mention of

Nipdl, Moghulstan, Turkishtan and Hindustan proper. This leads to

mention the birth of Krishna about one hundred years before the end

of the Dwdpara yuga ; and his reigning in B)waraka, a town which he

had built on the sea shore. The end of the first book.

The foregoing is another copy, so far, of the large work entitled

Carnata rdjakal, before abstracted. Should other Cdndams, or books,

be found among the paper MSS. the whole MS. may be restored ;

but the above is of no special use, being merely another copy of a por-

tion which exists in the larger work.
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Section 7 — Account of the Jain temple of Pursvana-natha-svami,

at Tiru Nurrayanen Tonda a village, in the district of Yelvanachura

Cottai.

It is in the Vruldhachala district : a St'hala mihatmya. In a certain

wilderness, a kind of roots grew which Verdars dug up for food. One

day a man of that class saw some growing in the cleft of a rock, and

going to dig them up, discovered the image of the above god. A winged

creature also appeared ; at which the hunter, being dazzled exclaimed

“ Appa ! Ayya !” The being said “ I am Appa, and Ayya is in that

image.” The hunter asked for a spiritual vision, and had one enlight-

ened eye given him
;
the report of the circumstance led to much dis-

cussion among the country people ; who, on consulting, noted various

marks about the hills, and concluded that it must have been a place of

residence, for ancient ascetics. The king of the country, coming to

knowledge of these things, treated the hunter handsomely, and had a

temple built on the spot. There is then a narrative given, as having

happened before this circumstance, to account for the image being found

there. This forms a Jaina version of the Pandiya king renouncing

the Jaina system for that of the Saivas. By this account the famous

Appar was born and bred a Jaina, but, through ill-treatment of the

head ascetic of that system, he went away to the south, by way of the

Chola kingdom, and became a Saiva. In consultation with Sampanta
and Santarar, a plan was formed to convert the Pandiyan king, Appar

by the power of incantation inflicted on him a grievous illness, and then

sent Sampanta, and Sundarar, with the Viputhi (or sacred ashes),

saying that if he accepted these he would be cured. He replied that

being a Jaina he could not do so. On their returning with this answer

to Appar the latter inflicted severer pain on the king ; and then went

personally to him, and said, if his teachers could remove one-half on

one side, he would remove the other. The Jaina teachers being sent

for, said that to use magical incantation was contrary to their religion.

Appar then promised to cure the king, to which he consented ; through

the craft of Appar, and because an evil time for \X\eJuina system was come.

After being cured Appar asked of the king to allow all the Jama temples

to be turned into Saiva ones at which he hesitated ; but at length being

gradually overcome, and through previous ignorance of his own system

he was drawn over to become a Saiva ; and he then gave a body of

troops into the hands of Sampantar, Sundarar and Appar ;
with which

they displaced the Jaina images, and turned the fanes into Saiva ones.

But on coming to the hill in question, in this paper, as soon as Appar

ascended three steps towards it he was struck blind. Astonished he
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(offered some prayers, according to his Jaina knowledge, and had one

restored ; he then resumed the Jaina way and had both eyes restor-

ed. The Saivas, seeing what had occurred, carried him off; and in

a brick and chunam water-course hear to Chittambram killed him.

The account closes, as being given by persons who had received it

downwards by tradition.

Remark. The leading fact is historical, and every version of it,

especially from opposite religious parties, may render it better defined.

Section 8 .— Chronological tables of the Hindu rajas (termed Jaina

kings ofthe Dravida country in the table of contents of Book, No. 20.)

A few names of kings in the first age ; a few names of the solar line

in the second
; a few of the lunar line in the third age

; in the fourth,

a mixture of names, one or two of them being Jaina : Chandragupta
is termed a Jaina. The Chola rajas. Himasila a Jaina king. In the

list of rayers, there are some names not usually met with in those lists
;

some dates of these, and Chola kings are given : the list comes down to

a modern date.

A list of kings, in Grant'ha characters, is given ; termed Jaina

kings.

Remark. These lists, though imperfect may have some use for oc-

casional reference,
x

Section 9.

—

Legendary Account of Canda Cottai (and statement of

an emigration of artificersfrom India by sea eastward.)

In the town of Manda anciently the Carndlar (artificers of 5 sorts)

lived closely united together ; and were employed by all ranks of men,

as there were no artificers besides them. They feared and respected

no king, which offended certain kings ; who combined against

them, taking with them all kind of arms. But as the fort in

which the Carndlar lived was entirely constructed of loadstone, this

attracted and drew the weapons away from the hands of the assailants.

The kings then promised a great reward to any who should burn down

their fort. No one dared to do this. At length the courtezans of a

temple engaged to effect it, and took the pledge of betal and areca en-

gaging thereby to do so. The kings greatly rejoicing, built a fort op-

posite, filled with such kind of courtezans, who by their singing attract-

ed the people from the fort, and led to intercourse.. One of these at

length succeeded in extracting from a young man, the secret that if the

fort were surrounded with vara.cu* straw set on fire, it might be destroy-

ed. The king accordingly had this done, and in the burning down of

* Paspalum frumentaceum—Linn. Kadra vahd—Sans,
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the fort, many of the Camalar lost their lives
; some took to ships, be-

longing to them, and escaped by sea. In consequence there were no

artificers in that country. Those taken in the act of endeavouring to

escape, were beheaded. One woman of the tribe, being pregnant, took

refuge in the house of a chetty and escaped, passing for his daughter.

From a want of artificers, who made implements for weavers, husband-

men, and the like, manufactures and agriculture ceased, and great dis-

content arose in the country. The king, being of clever wit resorted

to a device to discover if any of the tribe remained, to remedy the evils

complained of. This was to send a piece of coral, having a fine tor-

tuous aperture running through it, with a piece of thread, to all parts of

the country ;
with a promise of great reward to any one who should

succeed in passing the thread through the coral. None could accom-

plish it. At length the child that had been born in the chetty’s

house undertook to do it
;
and to effect it, he placed the coral over the

mouth of an ant-hole ;
and, having steeped the thread in sugar, placed

it at some little distance. The ants took the thread, and drew it through

the coral. The king, seeing the difficulty overcome, gave great pre-

sents, and sent much work to be done ; which that child, under the

counsel and guidance of its mother, performed. The king sent for the

chetty, and demanded an account of this young man, which the chetty

detailed. The king had him plentifully supplied with the means es-

pecially of making ploughshares ; and having him married to the

daughter of a chetty, gave him grants of land for his maintenance. He

had five sons, who followed the five different branches of work of the

Camalar tribe. The king gave them the title Panchayet; down to the

present day there is an intimate relation between these five branches, and

they intermarry with each other ;
while as descendants of the chetty tribe,

they wear thepunnul, or caste thread, of that tribe. Those of the Camalar

that escaped by sea, are said to have gone to China. It is added that

the details of their destruction are contained in the Calingatu Bharani.

Remark. Here is no doubt historical truth covered under the veil

of fiction and metaphor : it is particularly desirable to know if artificers

really emigrated from India to the eastward. The ruins of Manda, or

Mandu, remain without any records concerning that place, I believe, in

any known history. The Calingatu Bharani, a poem, is in the Macken-

zie collection ;
and will come under notice hereafter.

Section 10 .—Account of the Curumhars, and a Massacre of them by

treachery.

Under the rayer’s government the Curumbars ruled in many districts.

They constructed forts in various places. They tried to make the
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Muthaliers, and Velluzhas, render them homage ; to which the others

did not consent ; and the Curumhars in consequence greatly troubled

them. Still they did not submit Accordingly in betel gardens, and

in many other places they constructed very low wicket gates, so that

the Hindus coming to them must be forced to bow on entering. But

the Muthaliers and Velluzhas, instead of entering head foremost thrust

their feet in first, and thus treated the Curumhars with contempt. As

the latter had power in their possession, they vexed the said tribes.

These at length went to a barber
;
and, promising a gift of land, asked

of him counsel how to destroy the Curumhars. The barber gave them

encouragement
;
who then went to the houses of all his tribe and en-

gaged their services by promise. It was the custom of the Curumhars

that, if one of their people died, the whole- family should have the head

shaved. One of the seniors of the tribe of Curumhars died : and by cus-

tom the whole tribe, at one time, sat down to have their heads shaved.

The aforesaid barber, on this occasion charged all his associates each

one to kill his man
;
which they did, by each one cutting the throat

of the person shaved. The women thus suddenly widowed had a

great pile of fire kindled into which they leaped, and died
; execrating

their enemies. The ruins of the Curumbar forts and villages are still

visible ; being heaps of mould ; there are very old wells, some for in-

stance near Sadras

;

the bricks of these wells have an appearance of

great antiquity.

Remarks. What evidence is due to the tradition I cannot tell : if

true, it adds another instance to the tragedies, consequent to sectarial

hatred, and effected by stratagem and treachery, which are numerous

in this collection.

Section 11 .—Account of the Wiyalavar or Muttilyar at Nerva-

palliyam.

The Curumhars,
in the time of the rayers built forts, causeways, &c.

In that time these Wiyalvar came from Ayodhya, in the north. They

brought with them two tutelary goddesses called Angalammai and Wi-

yalammai

;

together with attendants (as supposed of these idols). These

first halted at Vidpuram. At that period one Chennapa nayak was

acting with great violence, and killing many people. The rayers in

consequence promised to this new tribe, that if they would remove the

nuisance he would give them the district, so cleared, as their reward.

In consequence, by the power of their goddess, they took those robbers

and having obtained the district of Chennapa nayak, they first gave it

the name of Canda-gadi-palliyam. Subsequently, as the Curumhars gave

much trouble, and insulted the Muthaliers
,
the rayer made great pro-

3 f 2
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mises to these Wiyalvar if they would destroy the Curumbars. The

Wiyalvar, in consequence by the aid of the rayer’s troops, and a thou-

sand men of their own, destroyed the Curumbars. The rayer gave

them great distinction for the same, and villages. They established

their goddesses in two villages
; and in one had also a Vaishnava fane.

They built a palace which afterwards was sold to discharge a debt.

Remark. This account may be compared with another book and

section, making mention of the Wiyalvar ; and this tradition, if true,

adds to the proof that the earlier inhabitants of the Carnatic were de-

stroyed, to make way for colonies of Hindus.

[To be continued.]

II.— On the application of a new method of Block-printing, with

examples of unedited coins printed in facsimile. By James
Pkinsep, Hec. fyc.

In all Muhammadan countries it is the well knowrn custom of those

who move in the rank of gentlemen to apply their seals in lieu of their

written signatures to letters, bonds, and other written documents—not as

we are accustomed to do it by an impression on wax, but by smearing the

flat surface of the seal with ink and printing in the manner of type, so

as to leave on the paper a white cipher upon a black field. It may

be in consequence of this custom, as much as from religious prejudice,

that Muhammadan seals are almost invariably confined to letter mottos ;

seldom ornamented, but, if so, merely with flowers, &c. done in out-

line
;
because such only can be faithfully pourtrayed in a type impres-

sion, which of course cannot at all represent a head or other relievo

design.

The money of the Musalmans was in the same manner generally

impressed only with the signet or the titles of the sovereign, well adapt-

ed to a flat and thin surface of metal.

Seeking an easyand expeditious modeof makingpublic the collection of

Muhammadan coins in my own and my friends’ cabinets, it thus occur-

red to me that by forming from them in sealing-wax or in type metal an

exact counterpart of the die which had struck these rupees, I should be

able to use it, in the native fashion, for producing ink impressions along

with the ordinary letter type ; while, as the coin itself would in every

case furnish the mould, every chance of error in copying would be

removed : and, though the elegance of a shaded engraving could not be

attained, still this would be more than compensated by the scrupulous

fidelity of the representation.
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My first trial was so encouraging that I at once resolved on carrying

the plan into execution on an extensive scale, and I have now prepared

for the press upwards of two hundred coins done in this novel and

exceedingly simple manner.

As however it will be in every respect more convenient to present

them in a continued series as an accompaniment to my tables of the value

of Indian coins already published, I propose merely to introduce into

the pages of the Journal a few examples of such coins as are new, rare,

or from other causes worthy of particular description.

But first, in deference to the established custom in such cases, I must

assign to this newly invented art some Greek polysyllabic appellation
;

and (without intending the undignified lapsus of a pun) I cannot pro-

pose one more expressive of the process than liupography—not from

rupee the common designation of our Indian money, nor yet from the

Sanskrit word rupa ‘ form, likeness,’ but in a genuine and orthodox man-

ner from the Greek p>hros, sigilaris cera, or sealing-wax, the substance

upon which the impression of the coin is first received and which will

itself serve as the printing material, if it be not desired to preserve the

block in the more durable material of type metal, by a second transfer

from the sealing-wax to a clay or gypsum mould into which the latter

substance can be cast in the usual manner. Some sharpness of outline

js lost by this triple operation, and where a great many copies are not

required the rupogrrphical process may be safely confined to the first

stage, or simple impression on sealing-wax.

As a first specimen, then, of the capabilities of this art of 1'upography

I select a coin, or rather medal purchased by myself some years ago at

Benares. It is of Husein Shah generally accounted the last Sufi

monarch of Persia; for after his abdication in A. H. 1135, his son

Tamasp held but a nominal sovereignty, the real power being usurped

by Mahmud the Afghan.

Marsden would designate this as one of the medals of the Persian

kings properly so called, intended to be hung and worn on the neck.

It had, when I bought it, a hasp for suspension ; but still I do not ima-

gine it to have been struck for that express purpose, but rather as a

crown piece for distribution to courtiers on a birth-day, as is still the

custom at Delhi, at Lukhnow and other native courts. It is of nearly

pure silver, and weighs 844.3 grains, a little short of five rupees, and

somewhat above as much in value.

Marsden gives the drawing of another medal of the same monarch,

which has merely the usual coin inscription.

The following is the numismatical description of my medal.
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Sultan Hosein Shah Saffavu,

reigned in Persia, A. H. 1106— 1135, (A. D. 1694—1722.)

Silver.

Legend of the Obverse.

^jl
L

gHy)) (Jj'-a.I jjUaluJI

Centre. ilA

MIA SXlse aJ! <\1A.

Reverse.

Area. All I

} ^1: *JL) ilil SI aJ ) S

Margin.
L gJe jj**y* L

,-!£

<±4.s'
C ^wik ^gic

06.—The Sultan the just, the spiritual guide, the perfect, the ruler, Abu'l Mu-
zaffar ul Sultin bin ul Sultan, Sultan Hosein Shah Behadur Khan, of the

Sa/vi race : may God perpetuate his kingdom and his dominion ! Struck at Jsfahdn,

1118 (A. D. 169-1).

Rev.—There is no God but God ! Muhammad is the prophet of God ;
All is the

favorite of God.

Margin.—All, Hasan,— Hosein, All,—Muhammad, Jafar,— Mitsa, All—Muham-
mad, Ali—Hasan, Muhammad.

(The twelve Imams in the order of their succession.)

Specimen II.

This is a coin presented to me by General Ventura to complete my
series of the Patan sovereigns of Delhi, being the only one of the foun-

der of that dynasty which I had yet seen. Since then Captain Burxes

has favored me with the sight of a duplicate in less perfect preservation,

procured by himself, I believe, at Cabul. I give it as a specimen of

what Rupography can do under the most unfavourable conditions.
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The form seems imitated from that of the Abbassite kh&lifs, having

the legend in concentric circles written in the Cufic form of Arabic.

The facsimile represents exactly by the dark parts where the surface is

worn smooth ;
however, by carefully comparing the two specimens, the

whole has been made out satisfactorily with the aid of my brother Mr.

H. T. Prinsep.

It is curious that the common title of Shahab ul din, by which Mu-

hammed is generally known in Indian history, does not appear on this

Ghazneh dirhem, which gives him the two-fold designation of ghias ul

din, c the supporter of the faith,’ and moaz ul ndsir le din, the humbled

of the defender to the faith

—

(sc. to the Caliph of Baghdad). Proba-

bly the patent for the new title of Shahab ul din , the flaming sword of

faith, given in honor of his brilliant and destructive expeditions into

India had not yet arrived from the court of the caliph. If so the word

tisa'm (90) in the date may be read wrong.

Shahab ul di'n, Muhammad, bin Sam.

Founder of the Ghori dynasty of Delhi. Reigned A. H. 588—602,

(A. D. 1192—1206.)

Silver. Weight 73.4 to 92.6 grains.

Legends on the concentric circles of the Obverse.

j *t>j

Jaz SI yjUaLJI *UI All) SI All s r

y
VxioJI CjUfi f

J*l*u t

6.

Ditto of the Reverse.

AjI/0 tVJI tJy'® I

J^UJ! j.AAi a^w.11 I*

jdJIy Ui jJlyftlad lyj)

I*

[The inscriptions are copied at length in plate XXI.]
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Obverse.—(From the Koran.) “ It is he that sendeth his messenger for righteous-
ness”

There is no God but God, Muhammad is the prophet of God !—The mighty sove-
reign Ghids ul dunya va u’din, Abu’lfateh, Muhammad bin Sa'm.

Reverse.—This dirhem was struck in the city of Ghazneh, in the year five hundred
and ninety-six.

The coin of the mighty sovereign, Moaz ul ndser le din, abu'l dunyi va ul din
Muhammad bin Sa’m.

Specimen III.

Among the coins discovered by General Ventura in the great tope

at Manikyala, and described in my third volume pi. xxi. fig. 10, and
page 316, were two of the Sassanian type, having Sanskrit legends on

the margin of the obverse. I did not then attempt to decipher them, nor

am I aware that their explanation has been since effected elsewhere.

Captain Burnes has been so fortunate as to pick up three more of

the same curious coins, in his present journey, which are now in my
hands with other rare antique produce of his successful research.

They have every appearance of having been extracted from some
similar ancient monument

; which is by no means improbable, for we may
be very sure, that full half of the fruits of the late explorations of the

various topes have evaded the hands of their explorers, and are scat-

tered about the country to be hereafter picked up gradually from

pilgrims or professed dealers
;

for a trade will soon be organized in

such articles, if it be not already established. There is no harm in this,

as it will tend to preserve such relics from destruction
; but we must for

the future be on our guard against spurious specimens, which will mul-

tiply daily.

Captain Burnes’ discovery has been of the greatest service toward

the deciphering of the Sanskrit legend : his coins have helped me to the

general purport of the marginal writing, even if they have not wholly

explained its contents. I found on collating the five legends now at my
command, that three of them (vide PI. XXI.) were short of the others

by two letters, which in the most perfect of Captain Burnes’ coins

might be clearly read as nita fir rf :. Remembering an analogous

omission on one of the Gupta coins of Canouj, wherein some speci-

mens had the epithet vijayctja and others vijayajanita—both of the

same meaning, I concluded that the preceding anomalous letter on all

the coins must be a 51, and indeed it has no small affinity to the modern

Nagari and Bengali j. The two preceding syllables, again, there

could be no doubt about ; being in all five examples deva. Now
devaju and devajanita, 4 offspring of the gods’ is the well known epi-

Ahet of the ancient Persian monarchs as well as of the Sassauian race.

Thus in the trilingual inscription on the Nakshi-rustam sculpture given
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in Ker Porter’s travels in Persia, vol. I. 548, we have in the Greek

character

:

TOTTO TO nPOCnnON MACAACNOT ©EOT APTAHAPOT BAClAEnC BACI-

AEnN APIANHN EKTENOTC ©EflN TIOT ©EOT nAIlAKOT BACIAEOC

which is repeated below in two forms of Pehlevi, that for want of type

I am obliged to omit.

The same title in Sanskrit, devaputra shahdn shaht, it may be

remembered is applied to the king of Persia in the Allahabad pillar

inscription, as revised in last November’s Journal.

Again on the Sassanian coins, read by the Baron de Sacy as far as

they are published by Ker Porter (for I have not yet been able to ob-

tain a copy of the Baron’s work on the subject,) the Pehlevi legend runs :

jXa* ySjc

Mazdezn beh Shahpura malakdn malakd* minochatri men yezdan.
‘ Adorer of Ormuzd, excellent Shahpur, king of kings, offspring of the divine race

ftf the gods.’

The natural deduction hence was that the rest of the Sanskrit legend

would also turn out to be a translation, or an imitation of the Sassanian

formula : and thus in fact it has proved to be. I here insert the facsi-

mile of Captain Burnes’ best coin, slightly retouched in the letters that

were least in relief

;

Indo-sassanian dirhem.

Silver. Weight 53 grains.

Legend.

Obverse. Head of Mitlira (Ormuzd), Pehlevi very distinct butunread, see PI. XXI.

Reverse. On the field, three letters of an unknown alphabet (like the Arme-

nian ?) or perhaps numerals ?

Margin. ^ qil f%fcIJTTVr ^5Tfifrr.

Sri hitivira Airdna cha para/nieswora Sri Va'hitiga'n devajanita.

In this legend the only actual letters at all doubtful are the p and me

of parameswara, and the first and last letters of the name. Indeed the

first letter is different in every example, as will be seen in the litho-

* In the examples given I should read this passage

—

Malakdn malak Airdnan, &c.

but the Sassanian coins require study ere they can be properly made out.

3 Or
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graphed plate, a9 though they were all different names of the same

family. Now to analyze the sentence :

Hitivira I suppose to be a corrupt writing of hvidivira 1 noble

in heart,’ equivalent to the Pehlevi word heh translated by “ excellent.”

—

AirAnn cha pararnesruura, and the supreme lord of AirAn or Persia,

may be read (perhaps better) Airdn va Parseswara, the lord of Iran and

JFars. For the name, we have severally cha, va, gha, or hci ! followed

by hiligan or hitikhan ; and lastly devajanita, as before explained.

I am quite at a loss to find owners for such names, and although this

is the third time I have alluded to this coin, gaining little by little

each time, still I fear we have much to learn before we can unravel its

entire history. For the present I leave unnoticed the Pehlevi legend,

merely placing under view in the annexed plate, corresponding passages

from regular Sassauian coins, which being titles, will soon lead to a

knowledge of their alphabet and meaning.

III.

—

Note on the affinities of Gulathea of Lamarck ( Potamophila

ofSowerby), a Genus ofFluviatile Testacea. By W. H. Benson,

Esq. Bengal Civil Sennce.

Much misapprehension appears to exist with regard to the proper

jocation of the Fluviatile bivalve genus Galathea of Lamarck. That

distinguished author placed the shell among his “ Conques Fluviatiles,”

and considered it to be nearly allied to Cyrena, referring merely to the

teeth as a sufficiently distinguishing character. Rang, more unaccount-

ably, either on a cursory examination of the shell only, or of its description

and without reference to the indications of the characters of its inhabit

tant, which the testaceous covering exhibits, says that it would perhaps be

advisable to unite it to Cyrena. It is true that this writer includes not

only the Conchce and Nymphacece, but also the Mactracece, Cardiacece,

and Lithophagi in one overgrown section, which he denominates

“ Concha^ees,” but this attempt at generalization does not, in anv wise,

absolve him from the charge of mistaking the place of the genus in

question in the family, which he has thought fit to constitute. The
fortuitous acquisition of a specimen of this still rather rare shell enables

me to offer some observations concerning it, which may serve to illustrate

its true affinities, and may not only tend to confirm Lamarck’s separa-

tion of it from Cyrena, but likewise shew the propriety of its location

in a different family from that which he classed it.

The remaining genera of Lamarck’s Conchce, whether marine or

fluviatile, consisting of Cyrena (including the more modem genus

Corbicula ) Cyclas, Cyprina, Cytherea, fyc., possess the ligament and
siphons on the longer side, or that which occupies the dorsal aspect of
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the beaks : on the other hand in the Nymphacece* ,
and especially the

true Donacidce, such as Donax, Cepsa , &c. the ligament occupies the

place of the lunule, and the siphons are exserted from the contraverse

side or that towards which the beaks incline. In the fluviatile Conchas

the siphons are very short, and, as a necessary consequence, the siphonal

scar is either very short or not apparent ; while in the Nymphacece

it is very conspicuous, reaching in Capsa and Donax to the centre of

the shell, and giving certain evidence of an elongated siphon. In

these important particulars Galathea agrees with the Donacidce and

differs from the Conchas. Its ligament occupies the lunule instead of

surmounting the corselet : the siphons occupy the contraverse side of

the beaks ; and lastly the elongated siphonal scar, indicative of a strong-

distinctive character in the animal, decides its location apart from the

group which includes Cyrena. Its analogies also have reference to the

Donacidce in the peculiar truncation of the lunular side for which that

family is remarkable.

An examination of the teeth of Galathea , will further shew its

relation to the Donacidce and its separation from Cyrenaf. In Cyrena,

the three primary teeth are alike divergent, seeming like remote elided

portions of rays proceeding from a common centre. In Galathea and

Capsa the primary teeth in the left valve consist of two radiating

prominences nearly joined at their points of departure, and exhibiting,

in the included hollow space, an obtuse triangular tooth ; in the right

valve there are two similar but more closely approximated primary

teeth, with an interjacent hollow fitted to receive the triquetrous tooth

of the opposite valve.

In Capsa and Galathea the ligament is singularly short, occupying

a broad space close to the beaks, and immediately over the cardinal

teeth. In Cyrena this important apparatus is removed towards the

posterior lateral tooth.

Lamarck following Bruguier.es, decided on the separation of Gala«

thea from Cyrena ,
from the consideration of the form and position of

the teeth alone. The particulars now stated, will shew how well those

characters might have been relied on even for a more distant separation.

* Note .—Astarte of Sowerby (
Crassina of Lamarck) is out of its place

among the Nymphacece. Its hinge and siphons both refer to the Concha.

•j. Note.— In this comparison I have the typical species of Cyrena in view,

such as Cyrena Sumatrana, so commonly imported into Calcutta from the

Sundurbuns, for the purpose of reduction into lime, and not the aberrant species

with elongate serrated lateral teeth, which are so numerous in the upper portions

of the Gangetic branches, and which constitute the genus Corbicula of Megeri,8

3 g 2
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Later naturalists in their attempts at generalization, have underrated the

characters of the teeth, and overlooking the auxiliary characters im-

pressed by the inhabiting molluscum on the shell, furnish a proof, if

any were wanting, of the value of distinctions taken from the hinge,

which will always be found to vary in nearly as great a degree as the

inhabitant of the shell, to which we must ultimately look for those

distinctions which will stamp the generic character with a real value.

Where .good opportunities may not occur of studying the animal of a

bivalve shell, a careful consideration of the teeth aided by the situa-

tion and length of the ligament and siphonal scar, will seldom, if e7er,

fail to indicate its true place in nature.

Lamarck imagined that the genus Galatliea inhabited the rivers

of Ceylon and India, and Rang appears to be equally ill informed on

the subject of its true habitat. The specimen which Mr. G. B. Sowerby

obtained for me in London, was stated to have been procured from the

river Zaire or Congo. The complete occupation of Ceylon by the

British Government, without the discovery and transmission of any of

these shells from the island, ought to afford a sufficient evidence of its

non-occurrence in that quarter
; but the recent discovery of the jackal

in the Morea by French naturalists, after the opportunities so long

enjoyed by our countrymen of exploring that region had failed to elicit

that interesting information, forbids our placing complete reliance on

such negative evidence in disproof of the existence of Galathea in

Ceylon.

In conclusion it is proper to remark, that I have not met with Sower-

by’s observations on Potamophila ; should he have indicated the correct

place of the genus, I can only plead, as an excuse for my work of

supererogation, that I have been misled by the statement of a later

writer, who, from the nature of his work and his opportunities, ought to

have been acquainted with the latest information on the subject of the

Testacea, into the belief that the knowledge of the affinities of this

shell had not only not advanced, but that it had retrograded since the

date of Lamarck’s publication.

Bareilly, Rohilkhund, March 1838.

IV.—Account of the Hurricane or Whirlwind of the 8th April, 1838.

By Mr. J. Floyd, (communicated by J. H. Patton, Esq. Magis~

trate of the 24-Pergunnahs.) (See Sketch in PI. XVIII).

Agreeably to your request I beg to hand you the following account

of our visit to the villages that have suffered by the storm of the 8th

instant.
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We proceeded to Codalea and on our arrival met one of the sufferers

a brahmin, who had lost his family consisting of five persons, and had his

leg broken. The outskirts of this village have a beautiful appearance and

seem to have escaped the storm. The storm seems to have done little

damage to the west* and south of Codalea, but from north to east it has

made dreadful havoc, sweeping every thing before it. Indeed, with the

exception of the government salt chokee and a few habitations adjoining

it, all Codalea has suffered more or less ; some houses constructed of

brick and clay have followed the general wreck : the walls have almost

all crumbled into dust : large trees have been torn up by the roots ;

some have been bi’oken at the stumps, while the small and elastic ones

have escaped with only the loss of leaves and branches.

A peepul tree around which a bur had entwined itself attracted my
particular attention. A brahmin whose appearance denoted him to be

about the age of 80 years, informed me that the tree in question was a

favourite resort for the village nymphs and swains and for themselves

on particular occasions ; and that it afforded shelter to the weary tra-

veller
; that it had been standing time out of mind and to the knowledge

of the oldest inhabitants had never lost a bough. It was the first tree

that encountered the storm and the first that fell. The circle from

whence the roots sprung was 35 feet in diameter, and these being of

extraordinary length caused the earth to come away with the tree and

to leave a chasm of about 38 feet in width by 14 in depth : most of its

stouter branches were wrenched off and thrown into an adjoining tank,

at such a distance as to prove the extraordinary violence with which

the tree- was assailed. :

The paths were obstructed by fallen trees, &c. and the tanks choked

with branches, in consequence of which they have become either impas-

sable or stagnant. 55 persons have sustained bodily injury, but reports

vary as to deaths ; I am certain many must have lost their lives on the

occasion, but there is no arriving at the actual number of those ; 17 have

had their limbs very severely injured and I fear cannot survive. As

many of the wounded as we possibly could find were collected together,

'and were attended to by the native doctor who accompanied us. The

females of the “ Koolin” families were looked after in their temporary

abodes, and the severest cases we advised to be removed to the hospital

at Allipore, but without effect ;
the “ Gunga” they said was close at

hand, whither their friends would take them were they to die. To pre-

vent our enforcing our wishes they appealed in the most pathetic terms

to their relatives and friends, and intimated to us that they preferred

* Where a few houses have been left entire.
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death to quitting their families, their birth-places and their homes,

even for a few days.

The gomastah used his influence : money was even offered, but it

was of no avail ; and we were eventually obliged to abandon the project.

As much medicine as could be conveniently spared we made over to

the gomastah and instructed him bow each kind should be used. We
then took our leave of the houseless sufferers of Codalea and bent

our course towards Byhunlhpore village to the west of Codalea. On
entering the limit of this village we were of opinion that it had not

suffered in comparison with the former, and congratulated some of the

inhabitants whom we met, upon it. They invited us to visit the interior

of the place when they said we should be better able to judge of its con-

dition : we had not proceeded far when we were convinced we had come

to a hasty conclusion ; for about a quarter of a mile in length not a house,

hut nor tree had escaped the violence of the storm, in fact every thing

that opposed its progress was levelled to the ground. Persons visiting the

place ignorant of the occurrence of the storm, would suppose the mis-

chief, as far as trees are concerned, had been caused by fire ; I had almost

come to the above conclusion myself on observing the stumps of trees,

withered leaves and here and there posts of houses, &c. Such wa9 the

violence of the wind that cocoauut and date trees were twisted out of

the ground and hurled to a distance of two or three hundred feet

;

granaries out of number have been swept away, and life both of man and

beast destroyed. We traversed the whole extent of the village and wit-

nessed many shocking sights. In one place a cow was dug out after

remaining beneath the ruins four days, and though life was not extinct,

crows and vultures were devouring the body.

When so many lives of human being3 and animals have been lost

without adequate means for the immediate removal of the bodies, it was

to be expected that the stench proceeding from the putrid carcases

would become intolerable and deter any one having a regard for his own

life from entering the place. But neither the putrefaction nor the repul-

sive sight of mangled bodies deterred Mr. Patton from visiting the

place and giving such instructions to those under his authority as the

peculiar cases of the village and of the maimed seemed immediately to

require*. The humanity thus exhibited contrasts most painfully with

the conduct of those villagers who had sustained no injury—they were

indifferent to the misery and woe inflicted upon others, and seemed

almost indifferent to their own concerns.

* Mr. Patton ha» raised a subscription and distributed it araoDg the survivors.

i
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I left my father at Bykunthpore and visited Majaree Gaon, Pergun

-

nah Anarpur, Dum Bum, Anundpore, Baleaghatta, the salt water

lake, and adjacent villages. Baleaghatta towards the west does not

appear to have experienced the effects of the storm in all its horrors, as

onlv a few huts came to the ground, and but one life was lost ; but Mr.

G. Prinsep’s saltworks on the opposite side of the canal have suffered

materially*.

I could not ascertain the actual loss of life and property in the canal,

but by information collected from the boatmen and others it would

appear that fifteen lives were lost, and about twelve boats. That there

may have been more I do not deny ; I only saw five wrecks, one of

them in the new dock said to have been conveyed thither by the violence

of the wind, the anchor of which must have weighed at least twelve

maunds ! But in “ BairnAid' almost every boat was swamped. The

villages of Samhandal and Choivbagan, have been laid desolate : men,

women, and children have died without number as well as animals—

I

say without number, because there was an established hat in Sambandal,

and on that day, I understand, it was crowded to excess by people

from the neighbouring villages as well as by the residents. At By-

kunthpore and Codalea the visitation has been awful indeed, but at the

first mentioned places it surpasses all description ; as far as the eye

could reach not a house is to be seen, the grass (I am at a loss how to

account for it) has been consumed, and the choppers of houses have

vanished as if they were mere vapour : Dongahs and Saulteesf have

been carried up, and in their descent shattered into atoms. The

bark of the palm-trees have been pealed off as with a knife, and their

leaves broken into shreds ; I am of opinion that the effect of the whirl-

wind was more severely felt at Chowbugan and Sambandal than at

any other part
;

also, that it was owing to the vast expanse of water

* Some particulars of the damage sustained by these works are worthy of record.

An iron salt boiler weighing more than a mau'nd was lifted into the air and con-

veyed a few yards distance :—the tiles of the terraces laid in the best cement were

ripped up as it were by suction. A beauliah or pleasure boat, lying on the ground

for repair disappeared, and only a few fragments were found:—the chimney was

thrown down and the roofs of the salt golas blown away— it appears from an observa-

tion of Prof. O’Shaughnessy in this month’s Asiatic Society’s Proceedings, that

some of the salt fell in lumps at a great distance 1 Large beams were lodged on the

salt works from the opposite side of the canal
;
but the most extraordinary proof of

the force exerted in a lateral direction was evinced in the projection of a slight

bamboo horizontally through one of the raised tiled walks, which pierced through the

whole breadth, breaking the tiles on both sides. It has been cut off and preserved

in situ as a monument of the storm.—A six-pounder could hardly have forced so

light an arrow through a mass of earth five feet thick.—

E

d.

f Canoes and hollowed logs of wood used as fishing boats.—

E

d.
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over which it took its course ere it met with any impediment, and

having encountered one of the above villages almost immediately after

crossing the water every thing before it was swept away. It pursued

its course in a southerly direction, levelling trees and houses in its

course, exhausting itself at Coda lea. The villages of Sambandal and

Chowbagan are well raised
;
the lands surrounding them, being remark-

ably low and bounded on the east, west and south by paddy fields, and

on the north by the lake ; no regular road leads to them hut merely

bunds, constructed for the preservation of the annual crops over which

the inhabitants travel, which circumstances seem to account for the

greater violence of the hurricane at these places. About three or four

hundred yards to the west of Sambandal there are a few scattered huts

slightly injured, and that chiefly in their thatch.

These villages were chiefly inhabited by fishermen, who were at the

time on the lake, and never felt the effects of the storm till on their

return they found their villages demolished and only a few surviving to

account for the occurrence. From the position of some of the bodies

I should suppose that, escaping the falling houses they had been thrown

down by the whirlwind ; or the wind being excessively hot, which is

said to have been the case, deprived them of breath ;
while others

encountering bamboos, &c, which were flying about as so many straws,

met with their death from them. As instances of the effect of the bam-

boos I must state that I saw a body resting on a bamboo which must

have struck instantly dead ;
also the body of a female not quite fifteen

feet from a hut, and from which it is apparent she had been endeavour-

ing to escape, who having encountered a bamboo that was lying at her

feet must have there fallen. In a group were to be seen seven cows,

one in a sleeping posture, and but for the mangled condition of the

rest, I should have supposed it to be still alive, and am convinced that

the animal died through fright or suffocation as there was not a tree nor

house near to it.

Bakharies or split bamboos forming the choppers of houses did

great execution. The gomastah of the above villages gave me the fol-

lowing romantic account of the storm.

On Sunday the 27th Choitro, at about half-past 2 p. m. while the

fishers were out in the lake, the hurricane came on ; that at first it

appeared in a westerly direction, and to the best of their judgment two

dark columns that were visible whirling round and round descending to

the earth, had the appearance of two huge daityas (or demons) prepar-

ing for combat ; that a second before they fairly alighted they engaged in

mortal strife, and agitating the waters in the lake began their work of
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destruction on land, that such as were in their houses hastened out to

witness this wonderful phenomenon, and ere they could return to their

homes, which my informant tells me they were soon obliged to do, the

sudden darkness that overspread the place, the howling of the wind and

clouds of dust attending it, rendered it impossible for them to bear

testimony as to which of the two gained the victory : that from the

occurrence of the whirlwind, to the period it lasted, or left these parts,

it did not occupy twenty minutes, and was almost immediately followed

by sunshine, little or no rain, but a severe fall of hail, which probably

deprived some of life. The gomastah further informed me that after the

storm had subsided such as could do so, had their families conveyed to

the neighbouring villages, others abandoned the place altogether and

there were none to remove the dead and dying. Of the latter he remarked

there were scarcely any. I might as well notice here, that it is said, that

examining the bodies the following day they had the appearance of

being burnt by fire
; I could only find two of the wounded at Chowbagan

who were despatched to the hospital at Allipore. At the village termed

Maznre Game the whirlwind came on at about half-past one o’clock,

at Soorah, Anundpore, Bulleaghatta, Chowbagan, and Sambandal, two

and three o’clock ; and the villages further east, Bykunthpoor and Coda-

lea, four o’clock, and though not lasting more than half an hour in

each, its effects have been truly distressing ; it hailed in the above

mentioned places, and in the two last named villages the hail was trian-

gular. I give this latter information as I derived it, but at Dum Dion the

stones were uncommonly large, one weighed three and a half pounds*

;

whether my informant was exaggerating I am not aware, but I saw a

large handi (capable of containing seven or eight seers) containing water

which he assured me was of the hailstone, the weight of which is given

above ; he said it might have weighed more, but was broken in its fall : the

fragments he did not collect.

* We have been informed that one hailstone at Dum Dum would not go into

a finger-glass ; we picked up some at the mint nearly as large as walnuts.

The large size of these stones led us to suppose that they must have been of in-

tense cold on their issuing from the clouds, so as to continue condensing and

freezing the moisture of other clouds, and the air, in their passage downwards.

We collected a quantity immediately on their reaching the ground, but their

temperature was then exactly 32°.—Ed.
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Statement exhibiting the number of lives computed to have been lost, the

names of the villages through which the hurricane passed, and other

particulars.

Names of the
Tkanahs.

Names of the
villages.

Extreme

extent

of

storm.

|

—

1

Average

breadth

of

the

film

of

wind.

Direction

of

wind,

straight

or

revolving.

Number

of

Pucka

houses

destroyed.

Number

of

Kutcha

houses

destroyed.

Number

of

human

lives

lost.

Number

of

Cattle

ditto.

Number

of

wounded.

Manicktula, .. Anundpore, .

.

'i
Revolving,

Soorah, ditto, ....

Ditto Mr. Prinsep's
salt works,.

.

ditto, .... 1

Pautturghotta, Botchtullah, .. ditto, .... 33
Ditto, Chowhata, -. ditto 224 105 235 31
Ditto, Butgotchee, .. ditto, .... 13

Ditto Madoordooah, . ditto, .... 21

Ditto, Sambandal, .. ditto, .... 91 26 90 17

Ditto, Kularabad, .. *2 ditto 21

Ditto, Nazeerabad, .

.

V) ditto, .... 49 5
Dit’to, Anundpore, ..

9)
ditto 4] . .

Ditto Jugdeepotha,.

.

l a a ditto, .... 53 . .

Ditto, Hossainpore,.. <o <V ditto 5 . .

Ditto Autgliurah, .. ’5 ditto 34 , .

Ditto, Ranabatooah, ditto, .... 13

Dhaloo, ] 7 3 3
Ditto Pauchpotah, .. ditto 58 6 18 6
Tauzeeraut, .

.

Bykuntpore, .. ditto, .... 1 150 33 83 51
Kodaleah, .... ditto, .... 3 157 13 17 55

Ramnagore, .. Sreekhundpore, ditto 79 6 30 12

Ditto, Kaderout, .... ditto, .... , t . . , . 5 5
Ditto, Sanorpore,. . .

.

ditto, .... 1 58 12 42 4
Ditto, Khord Rajpore, ditto ,

,

45 4 6 1

1

Ditto, Chingreepotah, ditto, .... 46 2 5 28
Hurreenobhee, 31

6 1239 215 533 223

REMARKS.
The extreme length of storm, properly speaking, is 16 miles, the effects from

Kaurapokur to Anundpore (4 miles) being slightly felt.

Postscript.—There may be thought to be so much of the marvellous

in the foregoing account, however authentic and worthy of confidence,

that we are almost afraid to add to it the annexed extract from a Ma-

dras newspaper. It should have been authenticated by the name or

names of the Europeans who witnessed it. The hail may have been

drifted together after its fall, and consolidated by its being colder than

ice and thus cemented by freezi ng the moisture precipitated on it from

the atmosphere.
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Falling ofa block of Ice.

“ We are afraid that, like the person who favored us with the account,

we shall be accused of telling a traveller’s story, but the fact is too well

verified to us to admit of our questioning the statement which we make.

At Nowloor, in the neighbourhood of, and about two miles from, Dhar-

war, there fell a few days since a block of ice or a body of hailstones in

one mass, which measured 19 feet 10 inches. This extraordinary

mass fell on a Sunday night, and on the Wednesday succeeding, a ser-

vant, who was sent for the purpose of bringing away a pailful of the

bulk, reported that the mass then still remaining was as large as three

palanquins. We think such a fall as this must have astonished those

who resided in the neighbourhood, who may thank their good fortunes

that the mass broke not upon any devoted head. This phenomenon is

to be attributed to the electrical state of the atmosphere, thunder storms

have been very frequent of late in the neighbourhood of Dharwar, and

but a short time since a tree in the fort of Belgaum was shattered to

pieces by the electrical fluid, which fell only thirteen yards distance

from the powder magazine. Much as we should have relished a portion

of the frozen bulk (and we fancy in this climate the occurrence even

of a hailstorm would not be unaccompanied with pleasure), we have no

relish to have the missiles of the elements of such devastating dimen-

sions as that which we now record.”

—

Bombay Courier, May 15, 1838.

YI .—Account of an ancient temple at Hissar, and of the ship model

at that place, By Capt. Wm. Brown.

Having visited Feroz Shah’s pillar in the fort here, it immediately

struck me that the base part of the column was one of the ancient Baudh

monuments, corresponding with those at Allahabad and Delhi. The
stone appears of the same description, but has suffered much from ex-

posure to the climate
;
it has also the. appearance of having been partially

worked by Feroz’s orders, and probably some inscription was cut upon

it by his workmen, but of which there is now no trace owing to the

peeling off of the exterior surface. I however observed, near the upper

part of the stone, some of the ancient letters, which apparently have

been saved by accident, and having procured a ladder, I copied them as

correctly as possible, and few and indistinct as they are, I think it is

likely they will satisfy you that this is one of the lats erected by

Piyadasi. Hissar is on the road to Cabul, and has always form-

ed one of the serais or resting places on that route, common with

Mehim, Hansi, Sersa, &c.
;
and it is not improbable other lats may

3 h 2
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be found further onwards, particularly as it appears the Buddhist religion

extended far to the northwest.

The ancient stone forming the base of Feroz’s pillar at Hissar is of

one piece, and is 10 feet 10 inches high : how much of it is sunk in the

ground below I cannot tell, but probably there is as much of it below as

above, and some of the ancient inscriptions may -still be preserved on

the lower parts. The greatest circumference of the stone aboveground

is eight and a half feet. The rest of the pillar is of the red sandstone,

common at Agra, and there is part of the column near the second cor-

nice made of coarse white marble. There is a massive iron rod on the

top which formerly served to support a cupola ; several attempts have

been made to extract this rod by natives, but they have always failed.

From the base of the column to the top of this rod the height is about

45 feet ; the column is solid, and there is no way of easily getting to

the top.

The pillar is situated in the centre of a square of old buildings,

which at present are used as a magazine. In one of them is a Ty-

khana with a passage underground, which is said to extend to Hansi,

a distance of 16 miles. On the hill near Delhi where the Delhi lat

was found, of which Major Pew sent you a description, there is a

similar passage underground, which is said to extend to the Jumna river.

I have myself explored a considerable distance of this passage, but was

glad to get back owing to the lights having gone out. It does not

appear to be known for what purpose these passages underground were

made.

I now come to describe another building at Hissar, and although of

Feroz’s time, yet it claims an interest as having been a model of a ship

prepared by one of the emperor’s ameers who had seen one, but who

not being able to describe it sufficiently to his majesty, was ordered to

build one of stone and lime. There are several apartments, and a

Madrissa in the interior. The building is wide and evidently got up

in haste, and could not have given his majesty a very good idea of a

clipper

:

some of the old Dutch men-of-war of Van Tromp’s time,

might have warranted the resemblance such as it is, and of which I

enclose sketches, as also of Feroz’s pillar.

Note.—The faint traces of letters on the Hansi pillar have much more the ap.

pearance of English capitals than old Indian letters. If read however as the latter,

they form no word met with on the other lats. It may therefore be doubted whe-

ther this stunted shaft was one of the series—unless indeed the greater part of it

is buried below the ground.

We have unfortunately mislaid the sketch of the ship-house, but if the building

were really intended to give his Majesty an idea of a ship, we cannot flatter the

architect on his success, nor the monarch on the felicity of his design.—Ed.
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VII.

—

An account of the Jain Temple at Bad) asir ; and rains of Badrd-

nagri in the province of Cutch. By Lieut. W. Postans.

The temple, of which the accompanying is a plan, is situated near

the town of Badrdsir, in this province, about 30 miles south from

Bhoj, and about two miles from the gulf of Cutch, in the portion of the

country called the kantd, (or coast.) Surrounding this building may

be traced the remains of numerous habitations which, according to

tradition, once belonged to the ancient town of Badrdnagri, a sea-port

and flourishing place. The temple is said to have been originally

erected by one Jaggrusa*, a banyan, about 800 years since, during the

prosperous days of Badrdnagri, of which Jaggrusa was a wealthy inha-

bitant. It is built of the sandstone peculiar to the province, in the

form of an oblong square, the sides of which respectively face to the

cardinal points, and may be about 30 feet high. The only entrance is

to the north, under a portico of two stones, and low doorway with flight

of steps. With the exception of this front, which is elaborately carved

in the pagoda style of architecture, the other three sides present

nothing externally, but flat stone walls ; the interior however amply

compensates for this want of exterior ornament. I have not had the

advantage of seeing any of this description of temple elsewhere, and

this is, I have reason to believe, the only one of the kind in Cutch, but I

am informed that it is not unusual for. these buildings to present the

same uninteresting features externally, whilst their interiors are orna-

mented even more profusely than the Hinduf. The inside of the

building may b6 considered as divided into two parts, that nearest the

entrance, which may be styled the vestibule, is covered in and support-

ed by 45 pillars with two domes
;
whilst the further end of the quadran-

gle, containing the sanctum or pagoda, in which is the depository for

the figure of Parasnath, is open at the top. This pagoda rises higher

than the surrounding building, and is most beautifully and elaborately

carved with figures, many of them large but generally on a small scale ;

if exceptions should be taken to the attitudes of some of these, they

must still rank very high as specimens of this description of sculpture.

The figures of Parasnath (who is one of the twenty-four saints pe-

culiar to this sect), and his attendants, as represented in the accom-

panying sketch, are of white marble, answering to the same descrip-

tion as I once observed in some figures from the temples at A'bd\j;.

* More probably of the Sah coin dynasty ?—W. H. W.

f According to Dr. Buchanan, this temple will come under the denomination

of Basti. See article on the Jains, vol. 9th of Asiatic Researches.

X They are stated to have been brought from Guzerat

:

indeed the marble is not

procurable in Ctitch.
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They are small, Para snath not being more than two feet high:

the rest upon the same scale, highly finished and well carved. The

depository is a small room, guarded by two doors and a narrow passage
;

the approach by a flight of steps, from a double row of columns, lead-

ing from the front entrance through the vestibule. A verandah, as-

cended by three steps from the floor, runs all round the interior of the

building, with pillars and arches
;
beyond this are 52 niches for the

reception of figures of Parasnath, only one of which is at present

occupied. The part of the verandah, which is opposite the pagoda and

open at the top, is exquisitely carved. Such indeed may be said of the

whole of this building which, although upon a small scale, is in every

corner most studiously and beautifully decorated with figures, scrolls,

and every description of ornament. The roof, which is gained from

the upper story of the portico, presents the extraordinary appearance of

54 domes (including the two larger ones before mentioned, and which

are each 50 feet in circumference) in a space of about 100 feet by 70,

each of the niches in the verandah underneath being surmounted by its

corresponding dome :—these niches are 4 feet wide, and 5 feet deep.

The compartments contained in the wing to the east, do not appear to

belong to the temple, of which they form no part, and were probably

designed as offices ;—at present they are inaccessible, being blocked up

with stones and rubbish, whilst the damp air which has collected in

them, is most stifling in its effects. The corresponding wing appears

to have been destroyed by the earthquake.

Until some 15 years since, this beautiful building was allowed to

remain in a state of ruin and decay, but Gorji (foxgurujt) Kantwajeh,

a wealthy Jain, with praiseworthy zeal, has caused it to be extensively

repaired ; the portico which had suffered from the earthquake has been

re-placed, and the whole is now in good order, twTo peons and a priest

being deputed to look after it.

At a short distance from the above are the ruins of a temple to Ma-
HA deo, which is said to be situated outside, and close to, what wfas once

the wall of Badranagri

;

of this latter however, no remains are to be

traced, the principal attraction of this ruin consists in the picturesque

appearance, presented by its various parts, to which the earthquake of

1819 has mainly contributed. It is devoid of ornament, and very

small. These two buildings, with piles of loose stones, are all that now
remain to trace the existence of the town of Badranagri. Coins are

occasionally found, one of which I have in my possession, and of which

the accompanying is a facsimile. Its mysterious and somewhat maso-

nic-looking symbols lead to no result, and it is questionable if they
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were ever intended to convey any meaning. These coins are of silver*

and of the same size and value as the coree, the present current coin

of the country : they are known to the natives, in common with others,

as Gadhid paisa, a title which only belongs to those bearing the im«

press of a donkey, as their name implies ; but the natives of Cutch be*

stow this title indiscriminately on all numismatic relics ; the coree of

the former Raos of Cutch alone excepted.

I cannot avoid remarking a very curious coincidence between the

situation of the ruins of Badranagri, and those of Raepur, or old

Mandavi
,

about 36 miles to the westward of the former ; they are

about the same distance from the sea, and were both, according to popu*

lar tradition, seaport towns and flourishing places ; they are considered

to bear the same date as to antiquity, and probably owe their abandon-

ment and downfall to the same cause.

If the least reliance is to be placed on the traditions of the country,

the present appearance of these towns would clearly indicate a gradual

receding of the sea from the northern shore of the gulf of Cutch.

The Jain priests, better known in the province by their title of Gorj'is,

are to be found in small numbers at M&ndavi, Bhooj, and Anjur,

which location may be attributed to these being the great trading places,

and banian towns of Cutch. Many of the banians profess the Jain re-

ligion, and patronize the Gorjis as their religious instructors. Those of

the Gorjis\ (or gdrus), who carry the non -destruction of animal life to

the greatest possible extent, are to be seen with a piece of cloth tied

over the mouth, and a brush in the left hand, to drive the insects from

their path ; they do not wash their clothes for the same reason, and are

distinguished by the title of S&dii. The Gorjis, as well as the Sadds,

shave the head, and wear no turbans ; they are complete ascetics, pro-

fessing celibacy and continence, but if they are not defamed they can

lay little claim to the latter virtue.

Gorji Kantwajeh, before mentioned, is the greatest man of the class

in the province, and very wealthy. I have never heard that these men

can compete with the brahmins in learning or acquirements, nor is

there much to be gained in the course of conversation with them, but

* They are of the Indo-Sa9sanian series as depicted in vol. iv. pi. xlix. figs. 13-15,

and vol. vi. pi. xiv. fig. 12.

+ The term gfirfi is applied to those of the sect who are Sani&ssls, renouncers

of the world and its pleasures
;
they profess to abstain from pleasure in any form,

and are thus distinguished from the Brahmins, who marry and follow the doc.

trines of the redds : the persons above described are these Gurds, (corrupted into

Gorjis.) For full particulars of this sect, see the learned paper* by Coiebrookb
end others, in the 9th vol, of “ the Asiatic Researches,"
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whether this proceeds from stupidity or a disinclination to impart any

information respecting their faith and practices, I know not. I must

not however omit to mention a trifling exception to this rule in one of

the sect at Bhooj, Gorji Punjaji, who to some trifling acquirements of

Sanskrit, adds a knowledge of the poetry peculiar to this province, as well

as that of Marwar, of which latter he is a native
; his books are all writ-

ten in what is styled the Gwalior bhahha*

;

he is also sufficiently acquaint-

ed with astrology and astronomy, to cast nativities, and foretell fates :

this latter accomplishment is quite sufficient to secure him great influ-

ence with the people of Bhooj
,
whose superstition, even for natives, ex-

ceeds all bounds. Although the three towns, before mentioned, are fur-

nished with their proportion of Thdnas, (sthanas) or places of Jain wor-

ship, the structure at Badranogri is the only one in the province with

which I am acquainted deserving the title of a temple ; it is, according

to all accounts, as ancient as the oldest of those at mount A'bu, and

although not erected of such costly materials is a beautiful specimen

of its style of architecture, denoting either greater prosperity at Badra-

nagri than is known in the trading towns at present, or a greater de-

gree of zeal in the Jain sectarians of its period.

Note.— Punjaji', in accordance with a system which attains in Cutch ,

of giving lands and villages, in enam, to fakirs, peers, and jogies, has a

village in his possession. The religious establishments of the Khanphaties

and Kaprias alone, possess between them not less than thirty villages.

True, they apply the revenue thus derived to charitable purposes, but

numerous are the instances in which it is otherwise appropriated, and

the revenue consequently suffers to support the least useful, if not the

most worthless, members of a community.

Anjar, 20th August, 1837.

VIII Examination of the separate edicts of the Asivastama inscrip-

tion at Dhauli in Cuttack . (Plate X.J By James Prixsep,

Sec. fyc.

I now return from Girnar to the spot on the opposite side of the

peninsula connected with it in so curious a manner, to render an account

of the two edicts, which I postponed on my notice of the double version

in March, as being of a local nature. My readers will however, in the

first instance, wish to know more of the locality, and of the circumstance

of the discovery of these Dhauli inscriptions, which, though situated,

as it appears, close to the highroad at Bhuivaneswar, had entirely

* Magadhi Bhasa.—W. H. W.
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escaped notice until the assiduous inquiries of Lieut. Kittoe brought

them to light, and once more realized the moral adage of ‘ eyes and no

eyes.’—The more credit is due to him, that Colonel Mackenzie with

his myrmidons had been at Bhuvanesivar and had ransacked the coun-

try round about:—General Stuart and other of the minor class of

antiquaries had been there too, and had in their usual fashion stripped

and carried off all the images and fragments of old stones they could lay

hands on : which would have been enough to explain the shyness of the

priests in the neighbourhood at pointing out other remains, but that for

those of Buddhism they would have had no repugnance at giving in-

formation, and would doubtless have been glad to turn the attention of

the invader upon them to save the spoliation of their own temples.

Mr. Kittoe’s recent expedition in search of coal gave him an oppor-

tunity of revisiting Dhauli and of taking sketches of the various caves

in the neighbourhood which he had no time on his former visits, to do

more than inspect. I here insert an extract from his Journal on the

subject, and make public acknowledgment to him for the numerous

lithographs in illustration of it, all of which, drawn by himself, are

faithful, and not exaggerated, representations of the venerable and de-

serted grottos of the Buddhist priesthood.

Note by Mr. Kittoe on the Aswastama inscription at Dhauli near

Bhuvaneswar in Orissa, fyc.

“ The province of Orissa boasts of more ancient temples, sacred spots

and relics than any other in Hindustan, and though many of its more

noted antiquities are well known to us, yet, there is reason to believe

that some, (perhaps even more worthy of notice,) remain hidden. That

which forms the subject of this paper, I had the good fortune to discover

by the merest accident : a byragi priest, native of Mirzapoor near Be-

nares having described it to me ;
such, however, is the aversion the

Ooriyahs have, to our going near their places of worship, that I was

actually decoyed away from the spot, when within a few yards of it,

being assured that there was no such place, and had returned for a mile

or more, when I met with a man who led me back to the spot by torch-

light. I set fire to the jangal and perceived the inscription which was

completely hidden by it. I subsequently returned and copied it.

“ The Aswastama is situated on a rocky eminence forming one of a

cluster of hills, three in number, on the south bank of the Dyah river,

near to the village of Dhauli, and close to the northwest corner of the

famous tank called Konsala-gang, said to have been excavated by raja

Gangeswaka Deva, king of Kalinga in the 12th century in expia-

3 i
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tion of a grievous sin—I will here digress a little and relate the story

told by the people of Orissa.

“Maha rajaadhi raja Gangeswara Deva, having become enamour-

ed of his daughter (by name) Kosala, sought to cast off the odium of

incest he had committed, by the following stratagem.

“ Having assembled the priests and other learned men of his court, he

questioned them as to whether it was lawful for a man to enjoy the

fruit of his own sowing ? Unaware of the real purport of the question,

an affirmative answer, such as the raja wished, to suit his conscience,

was given. After a time the princess being delivered of a son, the

raja was taken to task for his infamy, but he, on the other hand, threw

the blame upon those whose counsel he had sought, reminding them of

their answer to the question by which he had deceived them.

“ The brahmins, in atonement for the sin they had apparently been the

cause of, ordained that a golden vase with a small perforation at the bot-

tom should be placed, (filled with water) on the head of the offspring who

was to be led by his mother round a space of ground as much as they could

travel over until the whole of the water should be expended, and that a

tank should afterwards be excavated comprising such space ; this mandate

was obeyed and the tank (when finished) called “ Kosala Gang” after

the raja Gangeswara and his daughter Kosala.
“ Raja Gangeswara Deva is said to have reigned in the 12th century

of the Christian era*.

“I must now describe the Asicastama. The hills before alluded to,

rise abruptly from the plains and occupy a space of about five furlongs

by three ; they have a singular appearance from their isolated position,

no other hills being nearer than eight or ten miles. They are appa-

rently volcanic, and composed of upheaved breccia with quartzose rock

intermixed.

“ The northernmost hill may be about 250 feet at its highest or eastern

end, on which is a ruined temple dedicated to Mahadbva : the other

hills or rather rocks are less elevated.

“ Beneath the temple on the eastern and southern declivities are several

small caves (c c) and the remains of many more ; also two natural

caverns or clefts in the rock, one being choked up with rubbish the

other (d) clear for eight}7 or a hundred feet, beyond which it is impos-

sible to penetrate, the passage becoming very narrow and the stench of

the myriads of bats (inhabiting it) quite suflfocatingf . At the mouth of

* Vide Stirling’s Orissi and Prinsep’s Useful Tables.

+ 1 found two species of bat new to me, the one of a bright orange color, the other

black with a very long tail, like a mouse but much thinner.
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this cavern is an inscription (Fig. 2,) slightly scratched on a detached

block of stone. The inscription (Fig. 1,) is roughly cut in a small cave

(b) on the southern face.

“ There are traces of other buildings having formerly existed on this

and the adjoining hills, also in the cavities between them (m f) there

is a fine temple dedicated to Ganesha and Mahadeva at the wes-

tern cave of the hill, also ruins of several others, (g h.)

“ Stone has been extensively quarried here for the different temples in

the vicinity, and (I should venture to add) for Kantirak*. The Aswastama

is situated on the northern face of the southernmost rock near its sum-

mit ; the rock has been hewn and polished for a space of fifteen feet

long by ten in height, and the inscription deeply cut thereon being

divided into four tablets, the first of which appears to have been executed

at a different period from the rest
; the letters are much larger and not

so well cut. The fourth tablet is encircled by a deep line, and is cut

with more care than either of the others.

“ Immediately above the inscription is a terrace sixteen feet by fourteen

(a) on the right side of which (as you face the inscription) is the fore

half of an elephant, four feet high, of superior workmanship ; the whole

is hewn out of the solid rock. There is a groove four inches wide by two

in depth round three sides of the terrace, with a space of three feet left

(a doorway ?) immediately in front of the elephant
; there are also

two grooves, one on either side of the elephant on the floor and in

the perpendicular face ;
these must have been intended probably to fix

a wooden canopy.

“ There are also many broken caves in the rocks adjoining the Aswas-

tama , and the foundations of many buildings ; one in particular immedi-

ately above the inscription which may have been one of the chatyas or

stupas mentioned in the inscription.

The elephant does not seem to be an object of worship, though I

was informed that one day in every year is appointed, when the brah-

mins of the temples in the vicinity attend, and throw water on it, and

besmear it with red lead in honor of Ganesha.
“ There are five caves in a row on the high rock south of the elephant

(c c c) called by some “ Panch-pandav” and by others “ Panch-gosain

beside these caves (where there are traces of many others) there are

numerous small holes like mortars, cut in the rock ; these were probably

used to compound the drugs and medicines by the medical devotees

mentioned in the inscriptions. Like cavities occur at the caves of Khand-

giri ; some larger than the rest have been used as reservoirs.

* The black pagoda.

3 i 2
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“ Having described the Aswastama. I will return J# the tank (Ko -

sola-gang). This once superb artificial sheet of water is now partly

choked up with the accumulated mud and sand of ages, one half of it

only remaining covered with water, except in the rainy season, when it

is filled to its full extent of one mile and a half in length, by five fur-

longs in breadth ; it was originally fed by means of a canal leading from

the Dyah river to the northwest corner of it. There is an island called,

‘ nar or Barabati or ‘ fort’ in the centre, now in ruins.

“ The canal is now choked up ; there are the remains of several small

bridges near it.

“ The mound round the tank, is evidently the site of a large city. There

are heaps of stone, foundations, potsherds and bricks, particularly on

the Dhauli or western side. This may have been the city mentioned in

the inscription. With regard to the other stupas named there has

been a large circular building on the summit of the Udayagiri rock.

“ Bhuvaneswar is the site of a very extensive city the name of which

is lost : the present village is called after the great temple, ‘ Ling raj,

Bhuvaneswara.'
”

There are several of the small isolated hills called Panch-pandeb

asthans in some of which there are small caves. There is also a natural

cavern in the great hill at Kurda attributed to the Pandavas, in which

there is said to be a small inscription.

Note. Persons wishing to visit the Aswastama should proceed as far as Stir-

daipoor
,
Nyabazar at the N. E. corner of the Kosala-gang on the Porree road, and

then proceed directly along the edge of the tank : vide map. There is also a direct

path from Bhuwauesioar to Dhauli hill.

I now proceed to the two chief inscriptions, in the old Pali character,

premising that the present' text, which is taken from Mr. Kittoe’s

original pencil transcript, corrected by a second visit to the spot, will

be found to differ here and there from the lithograph in PI. X., which

was done in a hurry.

First separate tablet at Dhauli.
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Last separate tablet at Dhauli.
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First separate Tablet at Dhauli.

Devanampiyasa vachanena Tosaliyam mahamata nagala vihalaka

vataviyam. Am kichhi (dekharn

)

i hannam, tam ichhami k linam :

enam pativedaye ham : duvalatecha alabhe ham, esa cha me mokhy-

amate duvale: etasi athasi am tuphe hi anusathi tuphe hi; bahiisu

panasahasesu ayata jana me gachha cha sumunisanam. Save swmunise

paja mamaifi ; atha pajaye ichhami hakam ; savena hitasukhcna hida

lokika paralokikdya yujevdti

:

he me ... hasa supa? ichami duka no

cha papunitha ava a - nedhava ? eka pulise manati ;
etam sepi

desam no sava dekhatelhi tuphe ete ; savi hitapiniti—yam eka pulise ...

bandhanam va palikilesam va papunnati, tota hota akasma tena bandha-

na taka; ane cha ... ba hu janodasiye dukhiyati : tata ichhitaviye

tuphe hi ;
niti majham patipadayemati. Imehi cha vagahi no patipajati

;

—isaya, asulopena, nithuliyena, ttilanaya, anaviitiya, alasiyena, kalam-

mathena,—se ichhitaviye kiti ete bahu ... vevu mamati : ete su cha savesu

miila anasulope atulana cha, nitichham ekilante siya ! ete ugati sam-

chalita vadhentu, va hitapiye etaviye, va hevam meva eda ...tuphakatena

vataviye ; anam na dakhita, hevancha hevam ata devanampiyasa anusa

thi, se maha tasa sampatipada yehum : mahe asaye asampatipaticha

sawipatipadayami, nahi etanananthi sagasa aladhino lajaladha duahalehi

:

isanam meva mannata manam ; atilekesa patipajamane cha, tam santam

aladhayisathati tam apananiyam ehatha I

Iyam cha lipi tisa nakhatena (sota) viya antamasi cha ti s e na na

khat end pi ekenapi sotaviya : hevam cha kalanta tuphe, sanghatha

samyya^padayitave : etaya athaya iyam lipi likhita hida ena wagala

viyopalaka sasatam samayam yujavii : nagala yanasa akasma pali bodha

va akasma pali ka ma deva no si vaya yati.

Etaye cha athaye hakam dhamma mate panchasu panchasu vasesu

nikhamayisami : e akha khase a se khi nalambhe hisati : etama-

tham janita tha ^rnlati atha mama anusathiti. Ujenya sepicha

kumale etayevam athaye nikhama^i^a^i hidisammeva vatam, no cha

atikamayisati tinivasani he me vatam; khasalate pi ada a ... te maha-

mata nikhamisanti anusayanam, tada ahapayita atanekamma etapi jana

satam tampi tam kho kalanti atha lajine anusathi.

Last separate Tablet at Dhauli.

Devanampiyasa vachanena Tosaliyam kumale mahamata cha vataviya!

an kichhi dakhami ha (ham tam ichhami k </ linam, enam pativedayehum

)

duvalatacha alabheham ; esa cha me mokhyamata duvala. Etasi athasi

an tuphe (hi anusathi tuphe hi; bahiisu panasahasesu ayata jana me
gachha cha sumunisanam ! save sumunise paja mama

)

atha pajaya

icchami hakam iti, savena hito sukhena hidalokika palalokikaye yuje-

vuti he m
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...siya: antanam aviditanam kachha vasull .. (6) .. mama ichhami

antasu . . . . i panevute ;
iti. Devanampiye mataramaviye ...

have vuti. Asvasevu cha sukhameva lahevu mama anodukhahevam

(sa) va nikhamachine : Devanampiya aha : kiti echa kiye : khami-

tave mama nimitam cha dhammam cha hevft, hidaloka palalokam cha

aladhayevu. Etasi athasi hakam anusasami tuphe anu (sathike

)

eta-

kena hakam anusasita cha (hi) dancha vedita ahayami
;
patina cha mama

ajalasa : hevam katukam me chalitaviyam !

asve chi tani ena papune vu iti.

Atha piye tatha devanampiye adhaka : atha cha at4 hevam devanam-

piye (na

)

nusampati adhaka : atha cha paja hevam mane devanampi-

yasa ; se hakam anusasite va devanampiyaka dase vutike hosami. Etaye

athaye Dubalahi tuphe cha swasanaye hitasukhaye cha ( e

)

sa hidalo-

kika paralokikaye : hevancha Kalantam tuphe swagam aladhayitave,

tate mama cha ananichham ehatha ! Etaye athaye iyam lipi likhita :

hida ena mahamataswasatam (na) ma yajisati. A s^sanaye dhamma

chalanaye cha tastu atanam : iyamcha lipi anabhatun masam tisena na-

khatena sotaviya. Kamamcha khanakhanasi antalapi tisena ekena

sotaviya ; hevam kalanti tuphe, sanghatha sampatipadaj'itave.

Translation of thefirst separate Tablet at Dhauli.

By command of Devanampiya (the beloved of the gods) ! In

(the city of) Tosali, the public officers in charge of the town are to

be enjoined (as follows :)

—

“ Whomsoever I ascertain to be a murderer, him do I desire to be

imprisoned. This I publicly proclaim, and 1 will carry it into effect

however difficult : for this my supreme will is irresistible !—On this

account the present tope (stupa) (is denominated) the tope of com-

mandment.

“From amongst many thousand souls, oh ye my chosen people ! re-

pair ye (hither) to the holy men. Every righteous man is my (true)

Notes to the first tablet.

Tosaliyam, equivalent to the Sanskrit loc. from Nagala vihilaka

vataviyu, it shall be said to the inhabitants, &c. There should be a long a

to the two last words, viharaka valaviyd, perhaps omitted in copying.

An kachhi de . . . . this mutilated sentence is filled up from the duplicate in the next

edict.

Kdlinam, a prisoner from kari. (quere kdritam )

.

Duvalate cha dlabheham, see the observations—it is rendered here by the San-
ekrit 1 and in spite of difficulties (irresistibilities) I execute

which last word like the Sanskrit has the double sense of doing and killing.

Mokhl/amate, in Sanskrit ^ if ‘and this my primary will

is irresistible 1’—This will correct an interpretation of the same word in the pillar
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subject, and for my subjects I desire this only, that they may beposses=

sed of every benefit and happiness as to things of this world and of the

world beyond! and furthermore I desire ye do not purify

the wicked until.......

“ In this country and not any where else is to be seen such a stupa (?)

in which is provided proper rules of moral conduct. When one man
relieves (his fellow-creature) from the bondage and misery (of sin), it

necessarily follows that he himself is released from bondage ; but again

despairing at the number of human beings in the same state (whom he

is unable to relieve) he is much troubled. Thence is this stupa so

desirable (as an asylum ?) ; that in the midst of virtuous regulations we

may pursue our obedient course

!

And through these classes (of deeds) are people rendered disobedient

edict No. 4 (page 597, vol. VI.) echa iyam atand pachupagamane se me mokhyamate—
in Sanskrit : ^T" TTT^Wcf! ‘ and whoso from his

soul is a follower after this edict, he is by me (esteemed) the most desirable.’

Am for yat or yam (see remarks on Dhauli dialect page 277); e for ye, ena for

yena are also frequent. In this place am seems put for ayam ?

Tuphe, Sanskrit, Xjp?: Pali, thupo

;

Anglice, 1 a tope,’ mound or Buddhist shrine.

A'yala jana, either— ‘coming’ contrasted with, gachlia elm and going,

or ^n^rT5J?T: the elect. See janasi ayatd, vol. vi. p. 585. There is a tempting ana-

logy between gachha, tree, in this passage and aswatha in the Delhi pillar, but it may-

be illusory.

Athapajaye, more distinct in the next tablet—the lithograph here has cidha

,

but

on re-examination Mr. Kittoe found it indistinctly HO. perhaps athi, is.

Yujevuti, -a5i
for ?~° v unite

;
see tablet 2 -

j vJ

Duka no cha pipunitha Ava (for (^^j-ftpjT)

the sense is here cut off by an erasure, nor is it at all satisfactory.

Etam sepi desam no sava dekhatehi tuphe ese. This difficult passage I have render-

ed at a hazard by ^ «TTf<T^f no sava dakhine hi ‘ not

even in the south’ is there such a tope,—would be better.

Etemsi vihitdpi
‘ in this

(toP e )
is appointed a system

of conduct.’ ^

Yam ekapulise this mutilated passage I dubiously fill up thus

eT*(»j HT^lfrl rT^lVT^frl WlfT
The pandit would render prapunati by prapnoti.

Niti majham ; the first letter doubtful, may be Urtti madhyam, or knti madhyam,

i
in the midst of the wise,’ or it may be given as a name to a particular stupa.

Jmehicha vagehi, Sans. '• by these species (of offence).

Isiya, fw by envy-or it may beTW ‘ to god’ in connection with the

next word, for in the pillar edict (vol. vi. page 584), envy is written isyd .* fjj

.

Asulopena, by cutting off, or sacrificing life.

3 K
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—viz. by enviousness, by the practice of destroying life, by tyranny, by

cruelty, by idleness, by laziness, by waste of time. That morality is to

be desired which is based on my ordinances (?), and in all these the roots

(or leading principles) are,—the non-destruction of life, and the non-

infliction of cruelty. May the desire of such moral guidance endure

unto the end of time ! and may these (principles) continuing to rise (in

estimation) ever flourish, and inasmuch as this benefit and love should

be ever had in remembrance, my desire is that in this very manner, these

(ordinances) shall be pronounced aloud by the person appointed to the

stupa ; and adverting to nothing else but precisely according to the

commandment of Devanampiya, let him (further) declare and explain

them.

“ Much longing after the things of (this life) is a disobedience, I again

declare : not less so is the laborious ambition of dominion by a prince,

(who would be) a propitiator of heaven. Confess and believe in God

who is the worthy object of obedience !—for equal to this (belief), I

declare unto you, ye shall not find such a means of propitiating heaven.

Oh strive ye to obtain this inestimable treasure !

“
' S xC

"

Niihuliyena, •TWUhT by harsh severity.

Tulan&yu, either by cruelty, or by expulsion.

Anavutiya, by non-employment.

A'lasiyena, ^I’S^JvT. by idleness.

Kalamathena, by churning time, (or wasting it :) a common expression

in Sanskrit
1 why do you churn time, in idleness?’

Se ichhitaviye kiti ete (read ese) perhaps or ‘ this is such a

wise man as is to be desired :— and are feminine, and are so used

on the pillars, esd kiti, &c. (p. 588.) But false concords are but too common

throughout.
#

Vijaia sanchalita vadhetu, ^^PsTef ^¥*TrJ.

Eita piye etaviye (?) profit and love are proper to be sought.

Tuphdkatena vatuciye —by the person appointed to the shrine;

according to the pandit, but rather far-fetched.

Mahe asdye asampatipati— great possessions—or avariciousness.

Nahi elannandthi, there is not verily such another.

Sayasa dlddhino Idjaladha dudhalehi— WPClfV'Sfr ^ P?.

‘ so the difficult obtaining of dominion, is (an unworthy act) of one propitiating

heaven.’

Is&nameva manyala mdnam; Tl^cf *?T*f worship ye the lord who

is alone worthy of worship.

Atileke sampatipajamdnecha ye, tam santam alddhayisatha : this requires but little

alteration rtErf who is most worthy

of obedience, him the eternal ye shall propitiate by prayer.

Tamcha apanuiiiyam ehatha, translated.
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“ And this edict is to be read at (the time of) the lunar mansion Tisa,

at the end of the month of Bhatun : it is to be made heard (even if) by

a single (listener). And thus (has been founded) the Kalanta stupa for

the spiritual instruction of the congregation. For this reason is this

edict here inscribed, whereby the inhabitants of the town may be guided

in their devotions for ages to come—and as of the people insensibly the

divine knowledge and insensibly the (good works) increase, so the god

of passion no longer yieldeth them gratification. (?)

“ For this reason also I shall cause to be, every five yeai’3, a general

nikhama, (or act of humiliation ?) (on which occasions) the slaughter

(of no animal of any kind ?) shall take place. Having learnt this ob-

ject, it shall be so carried into effect according to my commandment.

“ And the young prince of Ujein, for the same purpose shall cause a

religious observance of the self-same custom : and he shall not allow any

transgression of this custom for the space of three years—so that

when functionaries have admitted to initiation the pe-

nitent, then should any not leave off his (evil) practices—if even there

be hundreds (in the same predicament) it shall be certainly done unto

him according to the commandment of the raja.

Tisa nakhatena, See observations on this lunar mansion (Pushya)

in the notes to the pillar edict, vol. vi. p. 575.

Antam&si cha—in the last month of the year, Chaitra or Phalguna.

Kdlantam tuphc, either the name of the tope, or kdldntam unto the end of time,

which translation I have given in th e other edict.

Hidaena, here
; by which, or < with the heart.’

— gala vitopd. . . . laka; 1 fillup nagaraviyopdraha, the merchants of the town ;

perhaps vihiraka, the inhabitants as above.

Sasatam samayam, —for a very long period.

Ka. . deva no si .... y<iti—filled up with hesitation, hdma deva no siviya yati,
‘ the

god of love does not go for pleasure.’

Nikhamayisdmi.-fsnjirfcpqTm, i will cause ^tRT kshama, pardon, devotion,

a general forgiveness ?— see page 242, and observations below.

Ujenyd se picha Icumdle, jSJlTKi:
V . Is,

Hedisam meua valam, similar conduct as enjoined by me.

Atikamayisati, shall not allow deviation or transgression.

Tini vasini he me vutam—for three years, my established custom.

Iihasalalehi,—probably ‘ intent upon killing,’ or still using meat food in

sacrifice, — or a man of low caste : the word is doubtful.

Add-tada, rf^T when, then.

Nikhamisanti anusaydnam, ‘ shall absolve (him) as penitent.’ See above.

Ahdpayita atane kamma, not leaving off his own (evil) deeds.

Etam pijana satam, tam tathd kalantu, ‘ to this man, or a hundred such let them

do’—or etam janam satatam, ‘ to such a man invariably.’

Rdjine anusathi, the a is re-placed by a small dash ou the stone.

3 K 2
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Translation of the last separate edict at DhnuK.

By command of Deva'nampiya ! It shall be signified to the prince

and the great officers in the city of Tosale.

Whomsover I ascertain to be

and this my supreme will is irresistible ! On this account is the present

stupa

and for my loving subjects do I ardently desire to this effect :—that they

may be filled with every species of blessing and happiness both as to

the things of this world and the world beyond !

may be. Of countless things as yet unknown

I ardently desire they may partake ! Thus

hath said Devanampiya may repose, ...

and take pleasure, while the removal of affliction is in like man-

ner the chief consequence of true devotion. (?) Devanampiya
hath also said ;—“ fame (consisteth in) this act, to meditate with

devotion on my motives, and on mv deeds (of virtue) : and to pray for

blessings in this world and the world to come. For this purpose do I

appoint another (?) stupa—by the which I cause to be respected that

which is (above) directed and proclaimed. And my promise is im-

Nvtes to the second Tablet.

Kuniile, —with this exception the opening: passage seems to correspond word

for word with that of the first tablet. I have filled in the erasures in italics in the

roraanized version, but the translation gives only the portions that are preserved.

Kichhi dakhdmi—ihe omission of the e favors the reading (See ob-

servations.)

Yujevtiti, from unite. Sans. or ‘ he thou united with’ ? yule is

also used in other places. The verb vii and vuti (quasi vu-iti) so frequently occur-

ring in the pillar and Dhauli texts seem rather to represent the imperative bhava

(Pdli, bo) than bhuvetov bhavatu

;

or it maybe the termination of the 3rd person plu-

ral of the potential mood jjt;; eyu :— may unite, or may worship
j

sl vj

yajeyum in Pali.

Antanam aviditdnatn
, the pandit would read atinum or anantdnam, but the passage

is too mutilated to be completed.

Asudse vu— ’• may breathe freely, enjoy the repose of a hermit’s life ?

Sukhamava labevu— may take pleasure thus.

Nikhamachane, '

replete with kshama, devotion. Khamitave, or kha-

mittin, to devoutly uphold, see observations.

A'hayami, either ahbayami i call, proclaim, or I cause to

be respected.

Palina ajalasa, promise—undecaying. This is a solitary instance

of the letter being used.

Katukam, hitter, disagreeable. See Girnar edicts.

Paprune, ? exceeding virtuous.
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perishable ! However bitter (or bard) it shall be carried into effect

by me, and consolation (will accrue to him who obeys ?)—by which is

exceeding- virtue—so be it.

Like as love itself, so is Deva'nampiya worthy of respect ! and as the

soul itself so is the unrelaxing guidance of Devanampiya worthy of

respect ! and according (to the conduct of) the subject, so is the compas-

sion of Deva'nampiya : wherefore I myself, to accomplish his commands,

will become the slave and hireling of Deva'nampiya. For this reason

the Dubaldbi tupha (is instituted) for undisturbed meditation, and for

(securing every) blessing and happiness as to the concerns of this world

and the world beyond ! And thus to the end of time (is this) tupha

for the propitiation of heaven.

Accordingly strive ye to accomplish each and all of my desires ! For

this o' ject is this edict here inscribed, whereby (the spot) shall be caused

by me to receive the name of mahamataswasatam, or (place of medita-

tion of the officers) ;
let it so remain for a perpetual endowment by me,

and for the furtherance of religion.

And this edict shall be read aloud in the course of the month of

Bhhtun (Bhadun ?) (when the moon is) in the nakhatra (or lunar

mansion) of Tisa :—and, as most desirable, also it shall be repeatedly

Athti— tathd, 'EPSTT TTSfT only distinguishable from and by the final 6,

Adhaka—if for ‘ worthy of respect if the d be read i, then it may be

adhika ‘ exceeding’—yea more. Atha paja hevam maye—a doubtful reading—mine

is preferable, or hevam-aye— as adopted in the translation. The word looks more

like meye in the original.

Base vutike hosdini,
e

Dubal&hi, from feeble, weak—hodie dilbla.

Iidlantam, perhaps effl^nvtT to the end of time. See the first tablet.

A'nanichham ehatha, (or T*f continually) from T’v endeavour,

written esatha, in the first tablet, from desire— desire ye. ?

Hida ena either or see the other tablet.

Swasatam (ndma) yajisati cf «Tffi<JI :5lfA ,5jfrr—the letter nd has been inserted

conjecturally as not affecting the sense—the same verb is found in the analogous

passage in the twentieth line of the first tablet—Sasatam snmayam yajevti (ti.)

Tastu atonam—perhaps eta (for etat) or tad astu atduam for utmandm— as translated.

Anabhdtun mdsam—this I can only understand as anubhadun mdsam, in the course

of the month of Bhadun—Sans. Bhddra.

Tisena nakhatena ,—see the parallel passage in the other edict, which the better

preservation of this enables us to complete.

Khanakhunasi—Sans. repeatedly or at stated intervals, derived from the

winking of the eyes.
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read aloud in the last month of the year, in the lunar mansion Tisa,

even if one person be present ;
thus to the end of time to afford in-

struction to the congregation, of the tupha.

Antaldpi tisena— —in tlie course of the month. The other edict has

antamdsi — at the end of the same month, which is most likely the right reading.

Sanghatha sampatipddayitave— corrected from cha ghatha sampatipddayisave, on

the authority of the nineteenth line of the first edict. If ghatha be preferred it must
be rendered by grantha, sacred volume ?

Observations.

I have stated that the first and last tablets at Dhauli, were totally

distinct from the general series of Asoka’s religious edicts. This is

manifest as well from the mode of the address, as from the parties ad-

dressed. The expression Devanampiyasa vachanena, ‘ by command
of Devanampiya’—seems to denote that the proclamation was issued by

some functionary under the royal authority. The same peculiar open-

ing occurs in the short supplementary inscription on the Allahabad

pillar, but while that was addressed to the ministry in general (Savata

mahamata vataviya—the ministers every where are to receive notice),

both of the present are confined to the immediate residents in the dis-

trict,—one being worded, Tosaliyam mahamata nagala vihalaka

vataviyum—‘ the ministers or officers enjoying the city in (the pro-

vince of) Tosali'—or it may be ‘ attached to the city Vihara—are

to be informed;’—the other

—

Tosaliyam kumale mahamatd cha vata-

viyam. In both these cases the gerund is in the neuter, but proba-

bly the inflections have been omitted in the copying.

It will be remarked that the simple word mahamata, (Sans, maha-

matrah

)

is used, not dhammamahamata*

,

the great officers or minis-

ters of religion :—the order therefore may be regarded as an injunction

from the court to the head civil authorities of the place. Moreover in

the first tablet, these officers alone are mentioned, whereas in the second

tablet the word Kumale, (fiflic) young prince, is joined with them, as

though he had been in the former instance too young to be regarded,

and his chief officers had been nagala vihalaka, as we should say, ‘ in

charge of the town.’

Arrian in his Indices gives exactly this account of the routine of

civil administration of the country in Alexander’s time ;—and one

' The sense I proposed for mihdmatd on first reading the pillar text, aud repeated

>u November last, of ‘ sacred doctrine’ has been necessarily set aside by the olear

enunciation of the Girnar text.
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passage in particular applies with such curious fidelity to the duties of

the pativedakas or inquisitors whose report was to be made to the

prince, or where there was none to the magistrates, as described in the

sixth edict of Girndr and Dhault (page 268,) that I cannot forbear to

extract it : the Greek word employed to designate what he calls the

sixth class of the Indian community
;

irdcKoicoi is nearly a translation of

instructors or inspectors :

—

"Ektoi 5e eiaiv 'lvSolmv, ol imcrKonoi KaAf6pevoi. Ovroi itpopusi ra yivopeva Ka-

ra T6 T7] v x&pyV’ Kal Kara tbs noAias' Ka 1 ravra ai/ayyeAAovtn ru fiatriAei, ivawep

ffacriAevorrai ’I viol' 1) rots reAecnv, 'tvarrep abrivopo t eltri' rovrois ob bepis if/eCSos ay-

yelAai ovSev obSl rts “If'BSiv alri-pv effxe ij/ebtracrdai .

—

Indicte, cap. XII.

‘The sixth class among the Indians are those called Episcopi (inspectors or

inquisitors). These take cognizance of whatever happens both in the country and

in the town, and report the same to the king in those places where the Indians are

under regal rule ; or to the magistrates, where they govern themselves*. And to

these (functionaries^) it is not lawful to report any thing false, nor indeed have

any of the Indians been ever taxed with the vice of falsehood.’

The last passage, as containing an impartial testimony to the charac-

ter for honesty once borne by the natives of this country, deserves to be

translated into the vernacular of every province, and hung up over the

door of every judicial court in the present degenerate age !

To proceed in our analysis :—The province governed by this feudal

prince and his ministers has long been erased from the catalogue of

Indian states. Tosaliyam in the pillar-dialect of the Pali corresponds

with the Sanskrit locative case, of ^l^sit, Tosali, a name only to

be found written with the same orthography in Ptolemy’s tables, as

the city of Tosale. The Indian name of the same place, as identified

by Wilford, is Tcsala-Cosalaka according to the Brahmanda Puranu,

and simply Cosalaka or Cosala in the Varasanhita. This is not the

first occasion in which the Greek have proved better guides than the

Sanskrit authorities, in regard to the actual geographical names preserved

on our ancient buddhist monuments ; though in describing their situa-

tion on the map great allowances must be occasionally made for the for-

mer
;
who, if, as we have nosv some reason to suppose, they derived their

information from buddhist missionaries settled among them, would ne-

cessarily improve nothing of the very vague notion of relative positions

and distances possessed by their informants. Tosale metropolis^ is

thus placed by Ptolemy on the other side of the Ganges
, somewhere

near the mountains inhabited by the nangologe (most probably the ndgas

* Such a government was that of the Litsavis in Pnj&ga or Vishati. See Csoma’s
analysis of the Dulva. Such also in a great sense was the capital of Surashtra.

t See Ptolemy’s Geog. 11th plate, India extra Gangem.
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or ntigalolca of the eastern mountains). The Puran as merely place Cos-a-

laka ‘ behind the Vindhya mountains*
;
but we are now able from the best

of all possible authorities to restore its correct position
;
and it would seem

even that part of the Sanskrit appellation has been preserved to this dav

in the name of the large artificial tank, around which Mr. Kittoe tells

us the remains of an ancient city are still visible
;

for the tank is called

the Kounsla gang, or Kosala ganga ; though a very different account

of the origin of its name is given by the present inhabitants. Tnsha

and kushala, it should be remarked, both signify pleasure, happiness,

in Sanskrit.

The burthen of the proclamation seems to be contained in the sen-

tence immediately following, and of this by our usual good fortune

we have two copies to collate together ; for, as far as the mutilated con-

dition of the last tablet permits us to compare them, the two seem

literatim the same :

1st. Am kichhi dakhdmi hannam, tam iclihami kalinam .. na patipadayeham

;

2nd. Am kichhi dakhami ha

1st. duvalatecha alabheham : esa cha me mokhyamate duva.

2nd. duvalate cha alabheham : esa cha me mokhya mate duvala.

1st. .. si.... si an tuphe, &c.

2nd. Etasi atliasi an tuphe, &c.

In translating this important passage I have been divided between

two interpretations both equally sanctioned by the pandit ;—first,

v fulfil ^ *r TWTfa ^
if fe^RT: I

‘ Whomsoever I discover to be a murderer him do I desire to be im-

prisoned :—this do I publicly notify, and (if guilty) a second time I put

him to death. And this (will be) a source of two-fold final beatitude to

me.’

The principal objections to this reading are, first that du is never used

in this dialect for dwi or duiva (which would be written di, or duivd),

but for duh or dur, hard: and second that moksha is written mokha

not mokhya as appears in both the instances before us. The second

reading requires several changes of letters where they are however

very clear on the stone, or at least in the copy made by Mr. Kittoe.

qnftcf q*i srffRi^N 1

5H vq ^ 5r ^TT:
“ Whatsoever I say that I desire to be carried into effect,—this do I

declare : and I execute it in spite of all opposition ;
and this my supreme

will is irresistible.”

* See Wilfokd’s Essay, Asiatic Researches. \ III, £37, 33S.
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The nearest approach to the original text will be found to lie between

these two readings, taking the first half of the former and the last of the

latter ; this is the reading I have accordingly adopted in the transla-

tion, while I nevertheless think it incumbent on me to conceal no

variorum interpretations which may help to a right understanding of

a passage whereon so much depends.

In token of the inflexible nature of this monarch’s orders, the pro-

clamation then announces, that a certain chaitya or tope is to be called

the ‘ commandment tope anusathi or anushasti tuphe. The word tuphe,

[3
is evidently the original of the modern expression 1 tope in the

regular Pali of books it is written thdpa, which is again directly deriv-

ed from the Sanskrit original stupah, an artificial mound of earth,

(or of building material?), hence doubtless applied (though the diction-

aries do not give this meaning), to the pyramidal monuments of the

Buddhists. Am tuphe I suppose to be a corruption of ayam tuphe
‘ this tope’ in the nominative case.

The sentence next following seems an injunction or invitation to all

loving subjects to flock thither and receive instruction from the holy

men there located. A similar expression (bahusu pdnasahasesu, fyc.J

occurs on the western tablet of the Feroz lat inscription, but there,

instead of a chaitya, the object of attraction is the aswatha or holy

fig tree, if indeed the sense has been rightly apprehended
; but from the

occurrence of words similar to aswatha in the present edicts,

—

aswasevu,

swasanam , swasatam , I am inclined to deduce them all from the root

breathe,—thus asivatha abhita (around the holy fig tree) will be-

come aswasitd abhita for ‘ breathing fearless’ or ‘ living

in security.’ The initial a in this case should however be long, whereas

the facsimiles just received from Captain Burt, prove it to be short, so

far confirming the original reading; but on the other hand Mr. Tur-

nour, our best authority, gives the latter sense,

—

aswatha abhita kam-

mani pawatayevun, ‘ should follow a line of conduct tending to allay

alarm.’

Having adverted rather out of place, to the term swasatam I may

further observe that the title of Mahamata-aswasatam-namu is ap-

parently given to one of the chaityas, or perhaps to the platform of

the elephant situated just above the inscription, and that it means

the ‘ place of breathing, or of quiet repose for the priests.’ This name

we may conclude to be preserved in the modern appellation of the rock

‘ the aswastamu,' for which indeed it would be difficult to find a better

derivation. The Hindus of the place declare it to be name of the stone

3 i
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elephant called after one in the Mahabharata,—while my own pandit

supposed it a corruption of asuastarnbha, the horse-pillar.

Another local name of the inscription can he traced in an equally

satisfactory manner ; the present Tillage of Dhavli being evidently

named after the Dubalahi tupha mentioned in the last edict,—the

‘ shrine of the feeble’ from in modern Hindi dublu. This esta-

blishment was probably a kind of hospital, and if Mr. Kittoe’s con-

jectures as to the small rock mortars be correct, it must have been

amply provided with medicamentary concoctions !

The name of the Kalantam tuphe (if this be indeed its name),

has not been equally fortunate in its preservation, and nothing can be

discovered like it in the neighbourhood. I imagined that it might be

read the Kalinga tupha, but on re-examination of the rock the word

was found to be correctly written in the transcript. It may be read

Jcaranda tuphe, the beehive tope; but, as kalantam, it has a more plausi-

ble interpretation,—the end of time !

The mutilated state of many passages in the inscription as usual

prevents my stringing the whole together in a connected shape
; but

from the parts extant I should be inclined to regard these two procla-

mations as intended chiefly to provide for the reading and due observance

of the principal string of commandments, which occupy the central space

on the stone ; as well as to record the foundation of the several monas-

teries of ascetics mentioned above.

In both of them is an express regulation as to the time of the year

when the edicts are to be read aloud—not exactly when two or three

are gathered together—but literally ‘ when even only one be present !’

The seasons appointed are nearly half-yearly—one in Bhudra (if

Bhdtun may be so interpreted) (August) and the other in Phalguna the

antamdsi, or last month according to the Buddhists (February—March)

or near the vernal equinox. By the expression Tisena nukhulena in

the instrumental case— ‘ with the Tisa lunar mansion,’—is to be

understood, when also the moon is in the mansion of Tisya or Pusliya,

the eighth nalshatra counting from Aswini. Now as the moon is full in

the mansion svhence the month is named, the Tisya tithi will fall about

the 24th of Phalgan, and about the 12th of bhudra. The veneration in

which the mansions of Punarvasune and Pusliya were held by the

Buddhists was alluded to in my observations on the south pillar edict

at Delhi, (Vol. VI. page 575).’

Besides the order for reading Asoka s homily on specified days, par-

ticular allusion is made to the five-yearly festival or fast, which is also

provided for in the third of the Girntir edicts (see page 264). In re-
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marking- on the word anusayunam there used, I stated that such

a periodical humiliation was not known at the present day. On
further inquiry however I learn that a practice does prevail in

such Buddhist countries as are still independent, which seems pre-

cisely to explain the terms of the inscription. In Siam for instance

the Buddhist monarch every year in the month of Asarha, throws off

his regal robes, shaves his head, adopts the yellow sackcloth of a

noviciate, and does penance for a few days in one of the vihdras along

with all his court ;—slaves are even bought to be shaved and initiated

as an act of virtue in their converter. In Ava the same practice prevails.

Even in Calcutta, I am told, among the small Maga population here,

the adoption of the yellow dress and abstraction from worldly pursuits

for a period is not an uncommon occurrence, and the term employed

is, nikkhama, exactly that found in the inscription.

My friend Mr. Csoma de Koros has pointed out to me the follow-

ing passage in Georgi’s ‘ Alphabetum Tibetanum’ on the practice of

fasting in T ibet.

‘ Jejunia turn Xacaitis ascetis, turn etiam laicis communia duplicis

sunt generis. Alterum quod appellant Gnuntie nigiclum

clauditur horis integris viginti quatuor. Tanta est jejunii hujus severi-

tas, ac superstitio, ut ne ipsam quidem salivam, sponte fluentem in ore,

ad fauces retrahere, ac deglutire liceat. Illud plerique agunt tribus conti-

nuatis diebus, unica these potione, quam hora matutina sumunt, recreati.

Alterum jejunii genus vocant Gnenne —Sans, vpavasa)

Vespere semel prandent. Licitum tamen est interdiu bibere. Laici

frequentius, quam Ascetae hujusmodi jejunia observant. Sed religiosis

et sauctimonialibus severissime prseceptum est, ne unquam inter pran-

dium et ccenulum quicquam vel bibere vel degustare audeant.

The mention here of three days leads me to suggest that for the tint

vasani, three years, of the first tablet it will be more rational to read

tini divasani, three days, for the period of humiliation to be enforced

in the territories under the rule of the prince of Ujjein.

The term nikhama has in Pali two very different meanings, one as

representing the Sanskrit nishkrama, putting out or off, (in mo-

dern Hindi nikalnd ?) the other being the Sanskrit nikshama,

from the root peace, repose, devotion. I am not sufficiently versed

in the language to decide in which sense the verbal form here used is

to be understood
;
but from the terra nikhamayisanti anusayanam I

should be inclined to translate ‘ shall admit into the body of the church,

or shall give absolution to the penitent,’ for nikhama is also under-

3 l 2
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stood as the initiatory grade of the priesthood*, as well as self-mortifi-

cation for religion’s sake. The word is frequently to be met with in

the Mahdwanso whence I extract the following passages, along with Mr.
Turnour’s translation, in illustration of both meanings of nikhama.

Purisnnan sahassanrha, itthiyo chci tatodhikd

Khattiydnan kuldyeua ni/ckhumitw Ina pabbajun.
‘ A thousand males and a still greater number of females, descendants exclusively

of Khattiya families, impelled by their religious ardor, entered into the priesthood

Jdtejdte rdjugihi ddrake ruddrakkhasi

Samuddato nikkhamitwd, bhakkhitwana gacchati.
' In those days as soon as an infant was born, a marine monster emerging from

the ocean devoured it and disappeared.’ Epitome Muhawanso, p. 81 .

Following the translator’s first example, the passage UjenyA kumald

nikhdmayisati hidasam vatam, may be rendered, ‘ The prince in

Ujjein shall enforce with devotional fervor the self same conduct.’

Taking it for granted that the Devanampiya of these two edicts is

still Pxyadasi or Asoka, we may easily discover who was the ‘ prince at

Oujeiri to whom he alludes. He must be either Ujjenio or ‘ the

profoundly sapient great Mahindo’ (Mahendra) son of Dharma-
soka who entered the priesthood at an early age, and who was deputed

along with his sister Sangamitta to spread Buddhism in the Island

of Ceylon, in the year 306, B. C. (following Buddhist reckoning.)

Ujjenio and Mahindo were the twin offspring of a romantic attach-

ment of the young Asoka, with the daughter of a gentleman or Setthif

at a place called Chetiyagiri when he was on his way to assume the

viceroyship of Ananti. Probably the elder son held this government

afterwards, and dwelt there with his mother, who was styled Queen and

resided in a rich palace : for we find Mahindo paying them a visit

previous to his departure for Ceylon.

Tadantare fidtiganan datthun katwdna mdnasah,

Upajjhdyancha sanghan cha wanditwd pucchi bh&patih.

Adiya chaturo there Sanghamittdya utajun

Sumanan samanerancha, jalabhinnan mahiddhikan.

Ndtinan sanghan kdtun agamd Dakkhinagirin ;

Tathd tatthd charantassa chhammasd samatikkamuh.
‘ Having formed an earnest desire to visit his relations during this interval

; rever.

entially taking his leave of his preceptor and of the priesthood, and having also

obtaiued the consent of the king (his father Dhammasoko), taking with him four

theros and the Samanero Samano, the son of Sanghamitta, who was preter-

naturallv gifted, and master of the six branches of religions knowledge departed for

Dakkhinagiri for the purpose of administering the comforts (of religiou) to his (mater-

nal) relations. There this pilgrim passed six months in this avocation.’

* See the Amerakosha (Clough’s Pali vocabulary, page 111) ;
“ nekkhamman—the

priestly state, renunciation of worldly pursuits for the purpose of devoting one’s-self to

religious meditation, release from transmigration, mental abstraction or vision, &c.”

t One of the Seth family, or the president, or foreman of an association.
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But I am growing too fond of quotations from my constant text book

the Mahaivanso, which falls in so pleasantly with every trifling inci-

dent collaterally deducible from these inscriptions that I find the tempta-

tion to extract, like Asoka’s orders, irresistible !

I have still one subject to call briefly to the attention of the student,

namely, the twice repeated name of Isa or Isana. The pandit would

apply this name to God in a general sense :—and certainly the grievous

offence given, Isaya asulopena, ' by sacrifice of living things to God’

is a sense quite consistent with the tenor of the edict ; but through the

extreme vagueness of the Pali imitative grammar, Isaya also represents

the third case of isd, ‘t^T, irshay

a

‘ by envy so that it is

impossible to assert which of the two is correct. The other instance is

in the passage ‘ Isanameva mannata manam,’ which I have translated

‘ worship ye the lord, the proper object of worship’ (TSIT5^ JTT^)

but I hold myself by no means responsible for its accuracy, as I do not

find Isa among the synonymes of Buddha.

I may conclude my notes by mentioning the singular effect of the

idiomatical expressions khanakhanasi antalapi tisena upon the pandi fc

who had been reading all these inscriptions with me—‘ Now’ he

exclaimed ‘ I believe the whole document to be genuine !’—He had all

along misgivings whether he had not been at work on a haphazard

jumble of old symbols optionally transcribed into as unintelligible

Nagari, until the occurrence of a homely idiomatical phrase at once

brought him to a conviction of their reality, and encouraged him more

zealously to help me to their meaning !

Postscript.—I had well nigh forgotten to mention the two modern

inscriptions stated in Mr. Kittoe’s account to be scratched over some

of the caves near Aswastuma. They are lithographed in PI. XXV.

On reference to PI. LIV. of last volume, the larger one will be seen

to agree in alphabet and in the opening paragraph with the inscription

over the elephant cave at Udayagiri—but the name of the raja in

whose reign they were both cut is better developed in the present speci-

nien. Shantikara deva, is not to be found in the Orissa list, but is

probably one of the Suryavamsa, as he has not the epithet Kesuvi

;

or

he may be one of the 32 princes whose names Stirling has omitted as

uninteresting. The curious figure in the second line, I suppose from

analogy to £g, to be the figure 9. As far as it is legible, the legend

may be thus restored :

KffT II <£ II TWf
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‘ In the ninth (?) year of the reign of Sri Sha'ntikara deva, music (flutes)

should be played (?) by the hermit of the cave of sacrifice ;
these maths (temples)

of Siva have been constructed by HidyaChhatra Bhatt, the sou of Va xdy a •

ka BHATjtbe rich merchant ’

The other scrap is too mutilated to be worth insertion.

IX .—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 6th June, 1838.

The Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Calcutta, Vice President, in

the chair

H. V. Bayley, Esq. C. S. and Lieut. C. B. Young, Engineers, propos-

ed at the last meeting were duly elected members of the Society.

Mr. Solomon Caisar iMalan, Bachelor of Arts in the university of Ox-
ford and Professor at Bishop’s College, member R. A. S., was proposed by
the Lord Bishop, seconded by the Rev. G. Withers.

Colonel Benson (lately appointed envoy to the Burmese court) on his

return to India begged to be again entered on the list of resident mem-
bers.

Dr. Wm. Griffith acknowledged his election.

Mr. W. Adam begged his name might be transferred to the absentee

list*, as he was on the point of quitting India for America.
The Secretary reported that he had lately examined the roof and found

many of the beams completely destroyed by dry rot. 'The present season

made it very inconvenient to commence repairs, but should the measure
be necessary the president had kindly placed the grand jury room at the

disposal of the Society for its monthly meetings while its own apartments
should be unavailable.

[The builder has since given his opinion that the repairs may be postponed till

October next, without danger.]

Correspondence.

Read a letter from Sir G. T. Staunton, Bart, acknowledging his ad-
mission as an honorary member, and stating his readiness at all times to

promote the objects for which the several Asiatic Societies had been in-

stituted.

A note from M. St. Hubert Theroulde, announced his approach-

ing departure for the Upper Provinces, and thanked the Society for the

cordial reception he had met among them during his residence in Calcutta.

Dr. Wallich requested on behalf of Lieut. Col. Stevenson, if it were
- within the rules, that a set of the Society's Researches should be presented

to the library of the artillery regiment at Bombay. After some discussion

it was agreed that the principle of distribution and exchange of the publi-

cations of a learned association precluded compliance with the present

request, lest it should form an inconvenient precedent.

Read a letter from Professor Schlegel, returning thanks for the Ma-
habharat and other works sent to Bonn.
The follow ing extract will interest the friends of oriental literature :

—

“ Non seulement tous les savans qui s’intdressent aux Etudes Asiatiques, mais
j’ose dire, tous les homines eclairds, pour peu qu’ils ayent rettdchis sur l’dtat moral

* Members of the Society by the rules cease to pay contributions when absent
from Asia, but continue to be members, and subscribe again from the date of their
return.
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et intellectuel de l’lnde, et sur le9 bases de la puissance Britanique de ee pays, On
6td pdniblement frappds 3e cette ordonnance qui a paralyse l’activitd du Comitd de
1’ instruction publique

; et l’on a su apprdcier la resolution genereuse de la Socidtd

Asiatique de ldparer le tort que l’ignorance et la barbaric inena$aient de faire k la

cause de l’drudition et des lumidres. Cette Socidte, depuis sa fondatiou, a rendu
d’immenses services

;
ell e a puissarament contribue a l’avancement de nos connais-

sances. Nous lui devons une infinite d’observations et de ddcouvertes, et cette

abondance de matdriaux dont nous jouissous anjourd’hui. Le departement auquel les

orientalistes, qui vivent en Europe, doivent se vouer de prdfdrence, c’est la critique

philologique, la correction la plus soignde des textes et l’art de ^interpretation.
En Allemagne et dans le nord le zkle pour l’dtude du Sanscrit se maintient tonjours
et se repand rndme de plus en plus. On enseigne cette longue dans plusieurs

universitds Allemandes : a Bonn le professeur Lassen et moi, nous an donnons des
cours concurremment tous les sdmestres, sans avoir dgard au petit nombre d’dco-

liers qui se presenteut. L’hiver dernier j’ai euparmi mes auditeurs un jeune savant
de Copenhague, et un autre nd k St. Petersbourg. Un orientaliste d'Upsala, qui, le

premier dans son pays, s’est appliqud au Sanscrit, et a fait un voyage littdraire

dans ce but, me fut addressd dernikrement par le professeur Wilson, et je l’ai trou-

\d assez avancd pour pouvoir le recommender au gouvernement Suedois.
“ J’ai dte douloureusement affecte par la rnort de raon immortel ami et demon

grand oracle ColebroOke, quoiqu’elle ne fkt que le tevme d’une existence depuis
longtemps brisde par les infirmitds.
“ Le professeur Rosen, dans la force de l’age, a dtd enlevd presque subitement

k ses amis et aux lettres, dans le moment mi il se preparait de passer an Allemagne,
afin de revoir sa famille ou m’assure que l’iinpression de sou travail sur le Rig-
vkda est presque ackevde. Les dtudes asiatiques ont aussi fait une perte dans
la personne du Baron Schilling de Cronstadt, conseiller d’dtat a St. Peters-

bourg. Mon savant ami avait fait un voyage en Sibdrie, et sdjournd long temps
an-dela du lac Baical parmi les Buriites. II s’dtait concilid la bienveillance de
quelques pretres Bouddhiques, de sorte qu’il en a rapporte une immense collection de
livres Tibdtains. Les doubles seules, qu’il mit en ddpot chez moi, il y a deux ans,

remplissaient six caisses. Je les ai expedites a l’institut de France, auquel il en
avait Jou. La grande collection est restde k St. Petergbourg , et passera sans doute
k la bibliotbeque Impdriale.”

The Secretary communicated the following extract from Professor

Wilson’s last letter on the subject of the Masson collection of coins.

“I have been lately occupied rather industriously with AIasson’s coins. We
received those of 1 833-34 in the summer

;
those of 1835 only about three months ago.

After inspecting the first batch I proposed to the court through the chairman and
several of the directors to give a lecture upon them

; but this was thought an uu-
ndvisable innovation and the measure was abandoned. I wasdetermined however not
to drop the subject, and therefore gave my lecture the form of a memoir, which I

presented and which was received very graciously. I suggested at the same time
the advisableness of publishing a book with plates, and offered to prepare the mate-
rials if the court would bear the expense, proposing that after taking such number
of copies as the court might require, to make over the rest to Mr. Masson’s family

for their benefit. There seems to be a disposition to accede to the arrangement, or

at any rate to give to Masson or his family some further remuneration for the
coins as their pecuniary value is much beyond what they cost.”

By a recent letter from Capt. Burnes it would appear that a supposed reflection

had been cast on Masson’s labours in Professor Ritter’s remarks ou the topes
published in a preceding journal.
“ Masson was not one of those who dug into the topes to get at the hidden trea-

sure without thiuking of other things
;
his researches were laborious, minute, and

scrutinizing; height, depth, &c. were all noted. 1 have seen some of his MSS. in

which particulars are preserved amply to satisfy the German Professor.’’

We may add to the above that we are sure no slur was intended on Masson’s no
more than on General Ventura’s or Court’s explorations, in which every care

was taken to record the exact position of the ‘ trouvailles.’ The information sought
by the German Professor was of a specific nature.

A letter from the Society’s Paris agent dated 8th January, mentioned

the death of the Baron Schilling before he had heard of his election.

Major Troygr mentions that the Sanskrit text of the six first books of the Ta-
rangipiis printed, and the French translation is put to press. He has now accept-
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ed the proposal of the Earl of Munster on the part of the Roy. As. Soc. to complete
the English translation of the Persian Dabisthn of which the late Captain Shea
had done about one third when he died. Major Troyer had translated the whole
into German whilst in Calcutta

;
he will be occupied on the English version and the

editing of the whole, next year.

M. Burnouf Sec. Paris Asiatic Society announced the receipt of the
Society’s Journal of June containing the pillar alphabet, and the sensation

it had created among the learned

:

“ Le jour ou je l’ai recu j’allais & l’academie
;
quoique ce savant corps ne pr£te

son attention en ce moment qu’ au Grec et A l'Arabe, j’ai demand^ la parole, etj’ai

trouv£ de la verve pour exposer tout ce que vous veniez de faire, de beau et de grand
par votre decouverte. J'ai etd ecoutd avec une religieuse attention, et je sais que
la communication a fait quelque effet Chose singuli&re! j’ avais deja
fait des essais infructueux sur la copie du VI I vol. des As. Res. : j’ avais huit
lettres, mais m’ etant trompd lourdement sur et ne sachant que faire de _|_

je n’ avais pu passer ontre .... Votre _|_ est uu veritable trait de vive lumi^re
qui a rendu a ce caractfere le m6me service que le n des inscriptions cuneiforines
trouvd par Rask. J’ai communique votre lettre k M. Jacquet que venait, peu de
jours avaut, de recevoir une masse d’ inscriptions de Girnar exactement dans le

caract£re que vous avez dechiffre si heureusement. II s’est mis avec empressement,
et il vous ecrira lui m6me.”

Some correspondence with the Secretary of the Geological Society of
London was read, relating to a missing No. of their Transactions.

Read a letter from M. G. Vroi.ik, Secretary to the Royal Institution

of Sciences and Arts at Amsterdam, proposing an interchange of publica-

tions and presenting its transactions as far as published. Resolved, that

a suitable return be made of such vols. of the Researches as remain in

store, (from vol. 12 to vol. 20.)

Mr. J. Minchin, Secretary Madras Literary Society, and Professor

Daniell, Sec. Roy. Institution of London, acknowledged presentations.

The following books were presented :

The SAnkliya Karika, 1 vol. 4to .—by the Hoy. As. Soc. Or. Trans. Com-
mittee.

List of the Members of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Irelaud,

corrected to the 31st of July, 1837—by ditto.

Histoire des Sultans Mamlouks, dcrite eu Arabe par Makrizi, et traduite en

Franqais por M. Quatreme're, Tom. I. 4to.— by the same.

Institutioues Linguae Pracriticae, by Dr. Ch ristian' Lassen', Professor at

Bonn

,

the 3rd fasciculus—by the author.

Nieuwe Verhaudelingen der Eerste Klasse van het koniklijk, Niderlandsche

Institut van Weteuschappen, Lttterkuude eu sci.oone kunsten (Parts I. II. III.

IV. V.) Amsterdam, 1827— 183ti—by the Amsterdam Royal Institute.

Transactions of the Zoological Society of London, Vol. II. Part I., London,
1836 and Journal ,—by the Society.

The following by the Statistical Society of London.
Tables of the Revenue, Population, Commerce, &c. of the United Kingdom

and its Dependencies, Parts III. IV. V. each with a Supplement, folio, Loudon,

Catalogue of Parliamentary Reports, 1696 —1834, ordered by the House of

Commons to be printed, 15th August, 1834.

Report, Vaccine Board, ordered by the House of Commons to be printed,

28th August, 1833.

General Statistics of the Biitish Empire, by James M’Queen, Esq. London,
1836.

Statistical Journal and Record of Useful Knowledge, for October, November
and December, 1837, London.

Library.

] 834—37.
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The following were also presented.

Proceedings of the Agricultural Society of India, January to May, 1838

—

by

the Society
W. Adam’s Third Report on Educational Statistics of India

—

by the author.
The Meteorological Register

—

by the Surveyor General.

Fauna Boreali- Americana, or Zoology of the Northern parts of British Arne,
rica. Part 2nd, containing the birds, with plates and cuts, by Dr. Richardson,
and W. Swainson, Esq. London, 1831, 4to. 524 pages, Rs. 50

—

purchasedfor
the Society by the Museum Committee.

11 vols. Naturalist’s Library, edited by Sir William Jardine, at 3 Rs. per
vol. the remaining vols. to be supplied at the same price

—

ditto.

Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopsedia, Treatise oh Geology, Vol. I. London, 1837

—

from the booksellers.

Eminent Literary and Scientific Men of Italy, Spain and Portugal,

Vol. III. London, 1837—from ditto.

Two series of circulars, one addressed to the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

the other to the Asiatic Society of Calcutta ! forwarding prospectus of

Foote’s medical pocket book and almanack.

Literary and Antiquities.

Mr. Secretary Prinsep, transmitted on the part of Government, voca-

bularies of the Baraky, and of five other languages spoken in the Punjab,

compiled by Lieutenant R. Leech, of the Bombay Engineers.

In reply to the Society's application to the Governor General of the
15th December, requesting that the executive engineer might be permit-
ted to effect the conveyance of the broken pillar presented to the Society

by Raja Hindu Rao from Delhi to Calcutta, Mr. Secy. Macnaghten for.

warded copies of correspondence with Captain G. Thomson, and Captain
T. S. Burt of Engineers on the subject, and requested on the part of the

Gov. Gen. to know whether the Society would still wish its removal.

Captain Thomson reported that the transportation of the shaft would cost

2000 rupees :—but Captain Burt suggested that by cutting off the inscribed part

it might be sent down for a tenth of that sum, though he doubted whether a fac-

simile would not answer every purpose, considering the mutilated condition of
the inscription.

The object of possessing the Delhi fragment in the Society’s museum being ra.

ther as the only actual specimen of the ancient character which it would be possi-

ble to make portable, than for the sake of reading its contents, which are known
and published in the Journal for last September, it was resolved still to re-

quest the aid of the Governor General for the dispatch of the inscribed portion
at least of the shaft under the superintendence of Captain Burt.

Mr. B. H. Hodgson having been informed of the Society’s wish to

publish the text of the Lalita vistara in Sanskrit and Tibetan with a trans-

lation by l\l. Csoma de Koros, sent down two more manuscripts of this

standard Buddhist work for collation with the Society’s copy as it passes
through the press. One of these copies bears the marks of great anti-

quity, and both are more correct than the copy in the library.

Major James Low, M. A. S. C. offered to the Society for publication a
paper entitled “ Excursions to the Eastward, No. I, or extracts from the
journal of a Political Mission to the raja of Ligor in Lower Siam, with
drawings.

Captain T. S. Burt forwarded the 87 facsimiles of various inscriptions

mentioned at the last meeting.
He had also lately taken with considerable trouble, complete impressions

of the Feroz lath inscriptions and of the inscription on the iron pillar

at Delhi, which has been so long a desideratum. They had been made over
to the Secy. Gov. Gen. for transmission.

3 M
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Statistical.

Mr. W. Adam, presented on the part of Dr. A. Kean, some tables of
the population and of the births and mortality in a village of the Moor,
shedabad district. Referred to the Statistical Committee.

Dr. Kean hopes in Hie current year to he able to add marriages to his list,

and to extend it to a greater number of villages.

Physical Department.
Museum.

Mr. Kittoe proposed that two or more Musulman lads be entertained
as apprentices to M. Bouchez, to learn the art of preparing birds and
animals, with the understanding that they are to lie occasionally sent with
members of the Society, or officers of Government who may be deputed to

explore any part of the country,—and that the expense be defrayed out of
the Curator’s allowance granted by Government.

Mr. Kittoe said, that during his late trip, had lie been provided with such an
assistant he would have been able to have brought back many specimens for the

museum. The proposition was approved, and referred to the Committee of

the Museum to be acted on.

Tidal Observations.

Mr. E. Blundell, Commissioner of the Tenasserim provinces, forward-
ed two series of observations of the tides, one by Captain McLeod, at

Mergni, the other by Captain Corbin, Harbour Master at Amherst, made
in conformity with Professor Whewell’s circular.

Geography.

The following letter from Captain Pemberton in command of the depu-
tation to Bootdn, descriptive of the progress of the expedition, in conti-

nuation of the extracts published in the Proceedings of the 7th February,

was communicated by the Secretary.

Tongro Bootdn, March 12th, 1838.

Lat. 27° 29' 32" Long, about 90° 17'; 6527 feet above the sea.

“ We left Devagiii on the 21st January, and reached this place in twenty

marches, though forty days were consumed on the road from various unavoid-

able causes. The very first march we crossed an elevation of 7000 feet above the

sea, a good foretaste of what we had subsequently to expect. The third march
brought us to a village called Sasee, not more than 4300 feet above the sea, but

where we first found the most beautiful and extensive fir forests, I had ever seen

— all growing on mountains of hornblende slate which proved to be the prevailing

rock in this part of Bootdn. From Sasee we ascended on the following day to Bel-

phaee, a mile or two beyond which is a temple whose elevation proved by measure-
ment to be 8300 feet above the sea

;
this point is geologically important, as here

the hornblende slate is succeeded by a talc slate with garnets thickly dissemi-

nated, and traces of the transition began to appear between six and eight thou-

sand feet. Here we first saw ice on the ground, and traces. of snow on a ridge to

the north about 2000 feet higher. On the 1st of February we reached Tassgony

called also Berhan, the residence of a sooba or prince of a district on the left

bank of the Monas river in Lat. 27° 19' 37" Long, about 91° 33' and 3182 feet

above the sea. The Monas flows 1200 feet below it over a bed of gneiss boulders,

with immense velocity and a very considerable volume of water. This river

which you may remember enters the Burhamputer at Jugigope nearly opposite

to Goalparrah, appears to be the principal drain of two- thirds of the waters of

Bootdn, every stream between it and this place falling into it, and the whole

forming a stream which in the rains rushes into the Burhamputer with a velo-

city which few boats can stem. At Bhullury three marches from Tassgong,

we for the first time had a fall of snow which lasted two days, and gave to the

whole country an aspect precisely similar to that which, you can imagine at home
in a November day. Snow balls were flying about in every direction and the

Bhuteeahs appeared to enter as keenly into the sport as our party. \\ e

were six thousand feet above the sea, and though the fall at this elevation was

sufficiently heavy to cover the ground to a depth of five or six inches, the hills
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500 feet below us were scarcely at all affected by it, and summer and winter were
reigning at the same moment on opposite sides of a mountain torrent at dis-

tances not more than a mile apart. We had evidently however fairly entered a

region whose temperature was far below what we had been accustomed to for

many years, and vegetation no less than sensation proved it
;
on every side we

had oaks, firs, rhododendrons, weeping cypresses and apples. At 10 in the

morning of the 8th February, while the suow was falling heavily the thermome-
ter stood at 4fi„ and strange to say in the afternoon at 4 p. m. with the thermo-
meter at 42° a rapid thaw took place, and we resumed our march on the 10th to

Tasartffsee the residence of a sooba in Lat. 27° 34' 25" Long. 91° 15' and 5290
feet above the sea.

We had now arrived near the north-eastern foot of a lofty range of moun-
tains called the Domylala, the passage of which we were told would prove
difficult as the greater portion of it lay through snow, but that we should

be able to cross it in time to obtain shelter at a village on the opposite side

before night. Under this impression we started from a halting-house on the

morning of the 15th of February at an elevation of 8000 feet above the sea, and
after ascending 1000 feet entered a snowy region, where we found every tree

heavily laden with icicles and snow, and the latter in many places so deep as to

render extreme care necessary in travelling along the narrow ledges of gneiss,

which projecting in many places from the face of the mountain afforded a very in-

secure and scarcely distinguishable path for the traveller. Here we met cedars of
considerable size, but the snow so buried all the inferior shrubs that it was almost
impossible to obtain a sight of one. ' We toiled up this steep and weary ascent

until 1 o’clock when we reached a ridge which proved to be 11245 feet above
the sea. This we were told was the culminating point of the range, but we
found to our cost that it was not so ;

we descended for some time and again
crossing numerous peaks- by zig-zag paths intersected by torrents which rushed
under a superficial coatiDg of ice, finally reached the northwest crest from
whence we looked down almost perpendicularly on the massive platforms which
formed the basis of the ponderous ridge above. This point was 12480 feet above
the sea, and we commenced the descent about 3 p. m., and here the cold became
much more severe ; the rocks were coated with ice

;
huge icicles hung from them

in every direction, and yet the thermometor stood 2° above the freezing point*.
At halfpast four we reached an open platform sloping gradually to the westward,
and then pushed on through a succession of ravines expecting every moment to

arrive at the promised village where we were to obtain rest and refreshment.
The increasing darkness and difficulty of the road rendered advance every minute
more impracticable and we were at last so completely involved iu darkness that

it was quite impracticable to advance further, no trace of a path being percep-
tible, and we determined to retrace our steps to an open spot iu the rear rather

more free of scow thau any around us. We did not reach this halting-place

until past 8 o’clock, when we contrived to make an old tree contribute to our
comfort by converting some of its branches into fire-wood

; and passed the

night in the open air surrounded by snow at an elevation of 9600 feet above the

sea. Blake and myself with three or four servants were the only persons
who reached this spot. Griffith had halted a little behind us and the

people of the camp were scattered over a line of about 3 miles iu length,

extending from the foot of the descent to the entrance of the ravines. The
village we did not reach until past 10 o’clock the following morning, and
several of the Bhuteeahs with the baggage did not arrive until two days
afterwards.

In crossing this lofty range several of the party suffered from vertigo,

sickness and difficulty of breathing, and even much lower down the highly ratifi-

ed state of the air was proved by the faint report of our guns. We had fortunate-

ly a perfectly calm atmosphere while effectiug this arduous passage or the con-
sequences might have proved most serious to many of our followers, none of whom
had ever before been so exposed. Linye the village at which we halted for two
days, is 6330 feet above the sea, so that in this march we had ascended three

thousand and descended nearly six thousand feet, in a distance of 15 miles-

* See the explanation of this apparent anomaly J. A. S. Vol. V. 427.—Ec.
3 m 2
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Our next march was to Lengloang the residence of a sooba in Lat. 27° 29' 1.1"

(our extreme noithern limit thus far) Long. 91° .1' 45" and 452.1 feet above the

sea. These residences of the soobas are all built on the summit of a projecting

spur from some contiguous range, with a stream flowing on either side from tbe

superior heights. The edifice generally consists of a series of buildings erected

without any particular attention to form, the sole object being apparently
,

to

make the most of the very scanty ground adapted to building on the sloping face

of a narrow ridge, and tbe filth that reigns in these “ baronial castles” is greater

than you could possibly imagine, but admirably adapted for the residence of the

disgustingly dirty race that inhabits them. 1 have never in all my wanderings
met with a people so radically filthy in all their habits. After leaving Lengtong
we travelled two days through a more open and better cultivated tract of country
than we had previously seen, the fields being all terraced and the face of the hills

less precipitous.

On the third day however we again left this comparatively civilized portion

of Bootan and struggled amidst snow and ice to obtain the massive flank of

the Roodoola range of mountains, which like that crossed on the 15th, was
covered with snow from its summit down to about 4000 feet above the sea,

when the first traces began to appear. We halted for the night of the 25th
of February, in a miserable hovel at a place called Peii ee 9700 feet above the sea,

surrounded on every side by snow, and with the formidable ridge of the Roodoola
towering full 4000 feet above jis. The snow had recently fallen and we suffered

extremely from its want of compactness on the following morning, when we com-
menced climbing the zig-zag path which led to the ridge ; the path was in

many instances, where it was carried round the mural side of a peak, entirely

formed by narrow slabs of gneiss only a few inches broad, forming under the

most favourable circumstances but an insecure footing, and covered as they now
were with snow from two to four feet deep it required the utmost caution to

avoid falling over the precipices into the abyss which yawned below. At one spot

we had nearly lost our ponies which did go over, but were saved by strong halters

which had been secured to them in anticipation of the accident. Two years ago
in this same month (February) five Bhuteeahs were lost at this formidable pass ;

they fell over the precipice, were buried in the snow, and their bodies discovered

in the summer when it had melted. A narrow defile between two peaks of gneiss

which rise about 500 feet above the path brought us to the spot from which the

rangederives its name of Roodoola, and this proved to be 12115 feet above the sea

level. We ascended about 300 leet higher and then commenced a rapid descent

through cedar and fir forests to a mountain valley called Boomdunglung 8670
feet above the sea; one of the most attractive spots we had seen in Bootan, sur-

rounded on every side by mountains covered with snow, which gradually disap-

peared as it reached the elevation of the valley. Here we shot magpies, larks,

curlews, a quail, a duck, saruses, and some others which we had not before met
with. We have since passed through two more of these alpine valleys,those of Jugur
and Jaresah which are respectively 8150 and 9400 feet above tbe sea. We were
at these places on the 5th instant, when the scanty wheat crops were barely above

the ground, while here at an elevation of 6500 feet, and only three geographical

miles further south, the wheat is in ear, but promising a miserable return. These
three valleys are the only ones we have yet met with since entering the hills, they

are watered by streams of remarkable transparency, and the heights around them
are either composed of gneiss, or a talcose slate in a state of rapid decomposi-
tion.

We have now entered apparently a more temperate region, though the wea-
ther is bleak and unpleasantly cold at times. We hope to start for Punakah
in a day or two, which is not more than five marches distant. It is strange

that every Bhuteeah who has been asked points to the southward of west
as the division of Punakah while Turner in his map givea its Latitude at 27° 57'

about 27^ miles to the northward of this : is it possible that he can have made such
a mistake ? I think not

;
but I hope soon to be satisfied on this point. Commu-

nication can be held with Goaljtarrah from hence in 8 days, and I am preparing

my dispatches to send off as soon as I have an opportunity. There has been a

rebellion in the country ; the Deb who guided the helm of the state when I left
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Calcutta lias been thrown overboard and another king Log now sits in his place

to be kicked after bis predecessor whenever an ambitious aspirant after regal

honours can collect half a dozen musquets and five or six ounces of gunpowder.
The sanguinary contest has been waging for seven months, and the list of killed

and wounded from all I can learn might be included in a nutshell ; fighting is

not their vice, but filthiness in person, dress and house is. The former Tingso
Pile has been deposed and a successor arrived three days ago to take charge of
the building which they have chosen to call a fort or castle. I am collecting all

the information I can, but the Bhuteeahs are not very communicative, and money
here as elsewhere is the only key to their knowledge box.”

Astronomy.
Dr. McClelland called the attention of the members to the following

curious astronomical phenomenon, made known to hint by a letter from
Sir J. W. Hershei.l, dated Cape of Good Hope, 13th January, 1838.

“ We are treated here with oue of the raiest and most remarkable of astrono-
mical phenomena, viz. the sudden and unexpected accession of brightness, by
which a well known star of the second magnitude, 7] in the constellation Argo
has within these two months grown to surpass all the stars of the first magnitude
except Sirius, Canopus, and a Centauri

;
to the latter of which it is now nearly if

not fully equal. During four years that I have been continually observing this

star I never had the smallest ground for suspecting it to be variable: nor has it

ever before so far as I am aware been noticed otherwise than as a large star of
the second magnitude. I am watching the progress and phases of this singular

phonomenou as you may suppose with great interest, and only regret that my ap-
proaching departure for Europe will probably oblige me to trust to the reports

of others for its ultimate event.”

Dr. McClelland stated that be had w ritten to Mr. Taylor the Madras
astronomer on the subject, as the star might better be observed from his

observatory than at Calcutta.

Botany.
The following inquiry regarding the gamboge tree was submitted for

solution to such members as might be best situated for its investigation,

by Dr. J. Giiant Malcolmson of the Madras Medical Service, now in

Europe, in a letter to the Secretary.

N. Britain, December 7th, 1837.
“ I venture to renew a correspondence with which I have occasionally trou-

bled you, at the request of Professor Graham of Edinburgh. You are aware
of the investigations he and Dr. Christison have lately been engaged, on, in

reference to the gamboge tree, about which so many erroneous opinions have
been received. I had collected some specimens from the gamboge tree near
Rangoon, and the leaves and branches were found by Royle and myself to

differ from any in the India House collections ;
and Mr. Brown having compar-

ed them with the specimens of Louveiro’s plant from Siam in the British Mu-
seum, found it to resemble it very much, but to be apparently of a different

species, the leaves being much softer and more pointed. The tree was in full

fruit in May and I did not see the flowers : unfortunately the fruit I had
preserved in spirits and sent home, never reached their destination. I consider-

ed the tree to be the Guaicuma gambogia of Pensoon, but it is not necessary to

detain you with any account of it, as any of your readers who may be able to

supply Dr. Graham with specimens will have no difficulty of obtaining the in-

formation on the spot. The trees I saw had been wounded, and mucli fine gam-
boge had run down the trunk. Leaves, fruit, flowers, and sufficiency of the

gamboge (with bark), for experiment, are desired. Tne following extract from Dr.

Graham’s letter will explain this :
‘ Louveiro’s gamboge tree he believes to be

the same with that of Burman (the Ceylon plant), in which he is certaiuly wrong.

He calls it Gambogia gutta, and describes it thus : Tree large, with spreading

branches, leaves broad, lanceolate, quite entire, flat, thick, scattered, petiolate,

small. Flowers saffron-colored, terminal, on many flowered peduncles. Calyx

of four leaflets : leaflets sub-rotund, concave, spreading. Corolla of 4 petals.
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ovato-oblong, unguiculate, spreading. Stamina numerous, inserted into the

receptacle. Stigma sessile, many cleft. Berry sub-rotund, 8-angled, 8-locular,

loculaments monospermous : seed oblong ovate. Skin yellow, thin and smooth,
pulp yellow, succulent, sweet, eatable. Size of the fruit 2 inches (he does not
say whether in length, breadth, or circumference). He adds, that it is frequent in

the woods of Cochin-China ,
and more so in Siam aud Cambodia. I do hope that

this account will euable you to procure for me, specimens of the plant in flower

and fruit aud of the gamboge obtained from it. It would appear that the flowers

are hermaphrodite, but possibly this may be a mistake, and it would therefore

be very important that this point should be examined. I have now ascertained

not only that the Ceylon tree has flowers of distinct sex, but that the different

sexes grow upon different plants. It is very possible that Louvkiro’s plant has

the several organs arranged in the same way, but the female flower looks as if it

were hermaphrodite, having always several abortive stamens round the germen.
Have the kindness to beg that the fruit may be sent either in spirits or in a

saturated solution of salt in water,’ that the history of this important drug would
be cleared up*. Thus there are evidently two plants, one in nva, the other to the

east of that country, and both should be procured.”

Dr. Mai.colmson, in the letter above quoted, gives the following infor-

mation on the fossil shells of the Nerbudda basalt.

“ I have drawn up a paper on the Nagpore fossils, of which Mr. Somerby has

furnished me with beautiful drawings. All the shells are lacusterme, and render

it probable that the great basaltic eruptions between the Nerbudda and Goda-
very and south of that river, took place in the tertiary epoch. The genera are

ZJnio- Melania, Physa, Limnea, Paludina ;—2 species of the fresh water crustacean

called Cypris
;

a new gyrogonite. The whole are undescribed. The Sagar and
Jubulpoor shell is considered to be u Physa ; and certainly the same as some of

those from the Deccan."
Natural History.

A letter front Mr. Wilson Saunders (late Lieut. Beng. Engineers)

gives some particulars of the duplicates of insects from Saugor, presented

by Major Hearsey, which will be interesting to Indian entomologists.

“ I have been highly delighted with your present of Indian insects, which
arrived in perfect order. The Lepidoptera are very beautiful. Among the Colenp-

iera there is a Carncnia, some uudescribed Longicornes allied to Lumia, and two
or three insects of the family Chrysomelidce which I believe to be new. The
Hymenoptera offer a fine new species of Palopeus, and an Etimenes undescribed.

The Diplera contain two new genera, which 1 shall take an eariv opportunity

of describing, the first in the family Jabanidce, and the second belonging to

Jephrilida, the latter very distinct with a most singular encrassated nerve at

the base of the wing. In the orders I do not see any thing new as yet. Our
collections are all poor in Indian insects. 1 am most anxious to get specimens
of the curious coleopterous genus Paurus, aud of the dipterous genus Diopsis,-

in order to complete a description of these tribes."

Mr. Saunders on the part of the Entomological Society was desirous of
exchanging its transactions against the Society’s Journal, an arrangement
the secretary as Editor said he should he proud to carry into effect.

Dr. McClelland submitted the following note, with the skin of a mole
from Assam.
“Mr. Pearson in the interesting paper inserted in the last number of the

Society’s Journal at page 859 expresses a doubt as to the existence of the mole

iu India, r I was favoured by Captain Jenkins of /Jssom, a few weeks since, with

the skin of a small animal of which he observes ‘ I also send you the skin of

a mule which I believe to be a variety here
; it was obtained by Captain Hannay

* The Madras journal for April just published cantains Dr. Graham’s reply to

Dr. Wight, on this subject—and a note from the latter confirming the fact or Be-
brudendron gambogioides being a native of Ceylon, where it is found but not abuu-
dautly, in the forests. The tree is dioecious.— Ed.
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near Jeypore.' The skin unquestionably belonged to an animal closely allied

in its habits to the mole, with a similar fur but of mouse grey color, and with a

minute flat naked tail scarcely projecting above the fur, and having a low of stiff

hairs on its edge.
“ Unfortunately we have not the skull nor even the fore feet of this animal—two

most essential parts, but the forms of the skin together with that of a single hind
foot, the only one attached to it, seem to refer it to the genus Chrysochloris or
that to which the Cape of Good Hope mole belongs as well as the golden mole.
The hind foot of the Assam animal is naked and flat, bearing a near resemblance
to the human hand, with long nails, hollow below, narrow, and slightly pointed at

(-heir extremities.”

Dr. McClelland made a further communication on the subject of two
small fish from a hot spring at Pooree.

“ I may notice another point of Zoological interest for which I am indebted

to Dr. Goodeve who has favoured me with two specimens of the fish found by
Mr. Cumberland to live in a hot spring at Pooree

,
the temperature of which

is 112° Fahr. The subject was mentioned by Dr. Goodeve at the last meeting
of the Medical Society, but as we hear much more extraordinary things of fishes

than this it excited but little interest. Our Secretary Mr. J. Prinsep for instance

found one in his pluviometer that must have descended from the clouds. Hum-
boldt and Bonpland found fishes thrown up alive from the bottom of a volcano

in the course of its explosions along with water and heated vapour only two degrees

under the boiling point
;
had this observation been made on the top of Chim-

borazo the boiling point might have been as low as the temperature of the hot

spring at Pooree, but Garrell removes all uncertainty by stating the temperature

to have been 210 Q Fahr. and it was stated at the Medical Society by Dr. O’-
Shaughnessy, on the authority of a writer in Blackwood, that fish live comfortably

in the Geysers— the boiling springs of Iceland, whose waters we should recollect

though only boiling at the surface, are supposed at greater depths to be suffi-

ciently hot to dissolve flint and hold it in solution.
“ On the other hand the sucking carp, a species said to be remarkably tenaceous

of life, has been found by Dr. Richardson frozen in the ice of the northern

seas, apparently dead, but when the ice is thawed the fish avails itself of its liberty

as if nothing had happened to it. A similar fact has also been observed by Mr.
Jesse with reference to the gold-fish, and in northern parts of Europe Mr.
Garrell informs us that perch and eels are conveniently transported in a frozen

state from place to place without destroying life.

“ With such an utter defiance of temperature as these facts prove the living

principle in fishes to be capable of exercising, there is nothing wonderful in our

finding fish in the hot spring at Pooree; there is this interest however in it, that

the fish belongs to a new genus of which we have some 10 or 12 species in India

all carnivorous, so that its presence implies .the existence of other living things

in the hot spring in addition to its own kind.”

The Secretary ventured to add to the foregoing a circumstance recently under
his own observation. The tank or reservoir connected with the mint steam
engines is well stored with the rdi machlt. During the late hot season the tem-
perature of this tank has risen to 10f° or 105° Fahr. from the constant working
of the engines; but this degree of heat seemed to incommode the fish consi-

derably, for they actually threw themselves on the banks as if to avoid it and
were caught by hand on the margin of the tank.”

Lieut. N. Vicahy, oil his return from New South Wales, presented

various objects for the museum, thus described in the curator’s notice.

1. The skin of the Echidna Hist rise, (Desm.) or spiny Echidna, Myrmecophaya
acnata, Shaw, the aculeated ant-eater of Australia, since stuffed and mounted
for the museum.

Being the only example of this singular animal at present in the musuem it

may be considered a valuable acquisition to the Society’s cabinet.

2. Skin of a small Platapus, Ornithorhynchus paradoxus, (Blum.) which has

also been prepared and mounted. Of these animals there are now three good spe-

cimens in the museum all of the same species.
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3. Detached bones of a kangaroo, Kanyurus labiatus.

There being neither a stuffed specimen, or a skeleton of a kangaroo in the

Society’s collection it is to be regretted that the bones presented by Lieut Vica-
ry, in belonging to a young animal and being defective in number, are unfit

for articulation.

4. Portion of the stem of Alsophila Australis, the tree fern of the blue moun-
tains, which bears a strong resemblance to the fossils depicted in Buckland.

5. Flower of anthorroea hastilis, the grass tree of the colonists.

6. Cidaris ? a species of Echiuus.

7. Birds. The nonpareil parrot platycorus eximius, (Vig.) Kingfisher,

Alcedo ? and white-headed Grosbeak, Loxia leucocephala, which owing

to their injured state cannot be preserved.

'The following were presented by Mr. Evans the curator.

Upper jaw of a small fish.

A preparation showing the ring of bony plates surrounding the eye of the

large horned owl of India. Asio bubo.

Preparation of the eye of the ringtailed eagle
;

Showing an analogous formation, only in a minor degree. These bony rings

composed of a series of plates admit of a limited motion, by moving on each

other and by which mechanical means these birds most probably have the power
of regulating the convexity of the cornea so as to vary the extent or intensity of

vision according to their habits and necessities.

Specimens of the following stuffed birds, were presented by Lieutenant
Montriou, Indian Navy; Perdix Francolinus. Lath. Francoline Partridge.

Perdix Asiatica, Lath. Asiatic Partridge, and Coturnix Pintah, (Sykes,)
mountain quail of the Dukhun.
The scapulae, ossa humeri and two vertebrae of a whale, (query) Balcena

Australis, or Cucholot Macrocephalus.

Lieut. Fraser, Engineers, presented through Dr. McClelland, a speci-

men of rock-salt found in digging a well tit Mhow.
“ Lieut. Hodgson of the artillery stationed at Mhow, when recently engaged in

sinking a well in his compound at that station on a high spot of ground composed
of tw'o ordinary black soil of Maliva, found at a depth of 3£ feet an insulated mass
of rock-salt, the size of two fists, imbedded in trap rock which appears too much
cracked and broken so as to render it easily separated with the pick

;
mixed with

this brecciated rock there is a considerable quantity of carbonate of soda.”
Lieut. Fraser inquires ” whether that mineral be usually found in detached

masses, and whether there be a prospect of finding it in more important quanti-

ties at Mhoiv or the vicinity.

“ Salt springs are common in volcanic countries such as Mhow would seem to

be, and it is possible that the crystal may have been thus formed by infiltration

of brine into the natural cells of the basalt
;
but the salt lakes in the valleys along

the northern base of the table- land of Ma/wa, render it probable that extensive

deposits of the salt formation may exist in central India.”

Colonel Macleod presented a fresh rolled fragment of lignite from the

fort boring, depth 464^ feet.
** It exactly resembled some of the Cuttack specimens, or burnt charcoal, on one

surface. Since then a lump of decayed wood has been brought up, rounded on the

edges as if rolled in a stream, but not in the least carbonized
;
just such as is

met with in the Sundarban alluvium.”

Dr. .McLeod, Inspector General of H. M. Hospitals, forwarded specimens
of the rocks found at Simla.

1. “ Granite from the Choor mountain, 13,000 feet alt.

2, 3, 15, 16 ditto, lower down the same mountain.

4, 6, quartz; 5, 7, mica; 8, 9, 10, micaceous schist; 11, iron stone melted
by the natives; 12, puddingstone

; 13, breccia from a stream; 14, decomposed
quartz; 17, stalactite from Masuri."

Captain McLeod, forwarded some bottles of water and minerals from a

hot spring up the Palouk river (Jlergui) lately visited by him.
” The springs are situated up the Palouk river, which takes its rise on the
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western side of a high range of mountains, running along the western or right

bank of the Tenasserim river. At its mouth, which is in about 13° 9' N. Lat-

and 98° 43' E. Long, and about 50 miles from Mergui ; it is about 700

feet but narrows higher up towards the village of Palouk in 12° 16' N. Lat.

and 99° 8' N. Long. Soon after passing the village it becomes in places

very shallow, and a succession of rapids and falls are met. Having ascended

as far as I could in a small canoe, which was dragged over rapids, I performed

the latter part of the journey by land, in consequence of the river becoming too

shallow and the rapids or falls getting stronger and steeper. In returning how-

ever I descended the stream the whole way on a small bamboo raft, and the

highest fall I encountered was about 3{ or 4 feet.

“ The hills which from Palouk range along the sides of the river, are by no means

high, but covered with thick jungal and high trees.

“ There are two spots where the springs shew themselves, one immediately on

the right bank of the river, (which is here about 100 feet wide,) with some in the

river itself, and the other about two or three minutes walk to the northward in-

land. Over and around the former ones, a mound of circular stones (No. 1.) of

various sizes, {the largest about four or five miles in diameter,) was caked together

with hardened clay, bearing the appearance of stone. The whole of this mound
had externally a blackish appearance, and in some places, small circular basons

had been found by springs now dry.

“ All the springs now discharging are close to the waters edge or in the water
;

they issue from under the rocks, through a sandy bottom. The orifices are very

small, and not above two inches deep. The thermometer being dipped in the

hottest rose to 196° Fahr. The water from these was put into the small bottle

(No. 1.) Their height above the sea I estimate about two hundred feet.

“ The second springs a little inland, are larger and deeper. They are situated

in a small open space ;
there must be about thirty or forty bubbling up along a

line of about fifty feet by twenty, the largest being at the northern extremity. I

took the water from the two largest springs, one about three and a half feet deep

and two feet in diameter, and the other about half the size. In both of these

(from which the other two bottles of water were taken), the thermometer indicated

a heat of 194° Fahr. The ground at the bottom is of a dark shining color; here

and there resembling the color of brickdust. The trees and grass grow luxu-

riantly around, and in the open space the marks of hog, deer, See. are seen ;

the natives say some of the animals come to enjoy a draught of the water.

“The springs are in about 13° 20' N. Lat. and 9(1° 19' E. Long. Though
vapours rise from the springs no disagreeable smell pervaded the atmosphere,

nor had the water a very disagreeable taste.

“There are other springs about ten or twelve miles in a N. N. W. direction

from these, at a place called Pe. There is nothing in this neighbourhood that

I am aware of, indicating volcanic agency. Some very lofty, abrupt and
broken peaks of considerable height are seen to the N. E. but many miles dis-

tant. The other hills however are regular in their formations, &c. I visited

these springs in November, 1836 :—on that occasion I only took water from the

last mentioned springs, not being able to get at the spring, as I did this time by
means of bamboos formed into a small bridge; I was obliged to attach the thermo-
meter to the end of a long rod by a piece of string, and thus dipped the thermo-
meter into the spring. The instrument at the end of the stick swung about like

a fish at the end of a line, I therefore concluded that the thermometer must
have fallen several degrees before it reached my hands,”

Professor O’Shaughnessy noted a curious fact connected with the late

whirlwind.
“ One of the pupils of the Medical College had seen fall near Bum- Bum a large

mass of what he considered to be hail, but finding that it did not melt he took
it to the college and it proved to be a lump of pure salt. Dr. O’S. does not
think from its appearance that it was manufactured salt, and if as suggested in

a note published this month it was carried up from the Baliaghat salt works,
it had evidently travelled northward against the wind.”

Colonel Stacy submitted for determination of its nature a fossil bone
of a large animal fossilized with lime—also for inspection some beautiful

drawings by his native artist of many sections of fossil teeth made under
his directions.
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